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Journal Comment
Wits Mining Turns 120 Years!

F

rom time to time the SAIMM dedicates an
edition of its Journal to a special event. The
two volumes of which the November 2016
was the first and the February 2017 edition are
dedicated to the Wits School of Mining
Engineering (Wits Mining) in celebrating its 120
years of existence, and to providing a platform
for the School to showcase its research efforts.
The papers could not fit into a single volume,
hence the double edition – ample testimony to the
amount of research work that Wits Mining
undertakes! A perusal of the papers shows the
relevance of the research to both the local and
international mining industries.
The papers discuss issues in and present new
perspectives on mining. A fresh look at the
technicalities of mining enables a better
understanding of how we can undertake our
mining activities more safely, more economically,
and more productively. This is particularly
important in current times, when the mining
industry is still experiencing depressed
commodity prices that it has suffered from since
the global financial crisis of mid-2008.
The papers can be categorized into the broad
areas of rock engineering and mineral economics,
for which Wits Mining is world-renowned;
mineral resource management (MRM), in which
Wits Mining has a specialization in the Masters
degree programme; and lastly, mine planning and
optimization, an area of specialization introduced
into the Masters degree programme in 2014.
Most of the papers are by multiple authors,
reflecting the School’s collaborative approach to
research.
The rock engineering papers address topics
such as slope stability, pillar design, and
rockburst challenges. Some useful proposals are
made. For example, relating a pillar life index
(PLI) to the time-dependent factor of safety of
pillars and probability of failure; a strain-based
criterion for evaluating stope stability; and the
use of sacrificial support as a potential additional
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method to prevent rockburst damage. The
optimization and MRM-related papers present
approaches to cut-off grade optimization, multicriteria decision-making (MCDM), a mineral asset
management (MAM) framework for maximum
value extraction for mineral resources, and reefwaste characterization in sampling for improved
separation of ore from waste during evaluation
and extraction. Ultimately, application of these
approaches should assist the mining industry in
realizing more value from mineral resources.
I believe that readers will find the papers in
these two volumes insightful as they contribute
towards the innovative ideas that are required to
take our mining industry forward. The papers are
a foretaste of what one can expect by engaging
Wits Mining to address respective research needs.
It is my hope that we will see similar issues of the
Journal in future, with contributions from other
mining and metallurgy schools in the country so
that we can showcase our research capabilities to
our international and local readership.

C. Musingwini
Head of School of Mining Engineering,
University of the Witwatersrand
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The brighter side of career
cyclicality in the mining
professions in South Africa

T

he year 2016 has come and gone and is now history. One of the dark reflections on the mining industry in
South Africa in 2016 is the job losses in the wake of continued low commodity prices. The brighter side is
that commodity prices seem to have bottomed out and some recovery is starting to show. So, are we likely
to witness the industry returning to the high demand for mining professionals as was seen during the boom
times just prior to the 2008 Global Financial Crisis?
It is undisputable that jobs in the mining industry are cyclical, with the cycles being led by commodity price
cycles. It is estimated that the industry, which contributed around 7% of the country’s GDP in the past decade,
directly employed about 500 000 people, making the mining sector a significant employer. The total number of
people employed directly by the industry declined in 2016 by an estimated 30 000 to 50 000. Commodity price
recovery will herald an upswing of employment in the mining industry, and so the cycle repeats itself.
Mining professionals are generally in the fields of mining engineering, mineral processing, metallurgy,
geology, and surveying. In order to enter a profession in the mining industry and follow an engineering career,
a good mathematics and science education is required when exiting the high school system. It can take close to
10 years before one attains a senior position in the industry, during which time commodity prices may become
depressed. So, given the cyclicality of jobs in the sector, is it worth pursuing an engineering career in the
mining industry at all?
My opinion is that an engineering career is very rewarding and fulfilling when you consider the exciting
and challenging projects and operations one would be exposed to over a lifetime career in mining. It is also
very exciting to think about the digital era that our industry is entering and how technically fulfilling our jobs
are going to be. There are also the economic rewards of an engineering career. Several surveys have been done
comparing the remuneration of engineers in South Africa. Mining jobs top the list. The interesting ones that I
have come across are the surveys done on 2016 salaries by MyBroadband and CareerJunction. I urge you to
engage with their websites and view their survey reports on the average salaries of engineers in South Africa.
These reports are produced to guide South African job seekers and the recruitment industry.
The surveys show some interesting patterns and indicate that a career in mining is highly valued. The
reports also note that for anyone seeking to earn a high salary, an engineering degree complemented by a
Master of Business Administration (MBA) or Master of Business Leadership (MBL) is a good option. Among
the engineering disciplines, the ranking in terms of the average salaries indicates that mining engineers are
the highest paid engineers and chemical engineers the lowest. Average salaries falling in the middle are for the
other engineering disciplines such as civil, structural, electrical, electronic, industrial, and mechanical
engineering. Food for thought if you were doubting your wisdom in having chosen a mining profession for a
career! Mining professions have been, are still, and will continue to be a career of choice.
So, although an engineering career in a mining profession may appear risky due to the cyclical nature of
the mining business, it is technically fulfilling and financially rewarding. As with the principles of risk and
reward, commodity price cycles introduce risk but the remuneration levels are a high enough reward for one to
pursue a career in mining. If you thought an engineering career in mining was not such a good choice, I urge
you to think again! If you had to advise your child on an engineering career, would you strongly recommend a
career in mining? What are your thoughts on your own engineering career that you are following in the
mining industry? I urge you to go out and be good ambassadors for the mining professions.
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President, SAIMM
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practical experience from a large platinum exploration feasibility project and observations from several platinum mines
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obtain a better understanding of a number of important factors, not previously considered, that have a bearing on
pillar system stability.
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This study describes the identification of additional oxide ore potential at a gold deposit in Mali based on 3D
geological modelling and geostatistical evaluation techniques as informed by newly drilled advanced grade-control
drill-holes.
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The empirical relationships between inputs and outputs in a mining production system were investigated in order to
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face advance, face length mined, number of teams, team efficiencies and team size have a statistically significant
relationship with the centares (m²) produced.
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A CFD model to evaluate variables of
the line brattice ventilation system in
an empty heading
by T. Feroze* and B. Genc*

Blind headings in room and pillar coal mines are a major source of
methane and coal dust. Most methane and coal dust explosions therefore
occur in the blind headings. The primary cause of these explosions is the
disruption of the local ventilation system. Line brattice (LB) ventilation
systems are used to ventilate blind headings by directing air from the last
through road (LTR) into the heading. The amount of air available to
ventilate the face of the empty heading depends on the heading
dimension, settings of the LB, and velocity of air in the LTR. LBs are
commonly installed by underground supervisory staff based on work
experience, which may result in ineffective ventilation. The correct installation of LBs remains a challenge.
In this study, a validated computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model
has been used to analyse the effect of the LB ventilation system variables
on the air flow rates close to the face of the empty heading. Full-scale
three-dimensional models with various heading heights, heading depths,
LB settings, and LTR velocities were simulated. The air flow rates and
patterns at various locations inside the heading were analysed. A
comparative study was carried out to quantify the effect of each of these
system variables on the flow rates close to the face of the heading. Based
on the findings, a user-friendly numerical model was formulated that can
be used to estimate the flow rate close to the face of an empty heading for
different practical settings of the system variables. This model can help the
supervisory staff to swiftly implement the ventilation plan according to
the regulations and the mine standards. The model can also serve as part
of the curriculum for educating future mining engineers.
Keywords
coal mining, mine ventilation, line brattice , empty heading, modelling,
CFD.

Introduction
Ventilation is one of the most important
aspects of underground coal mining. Mines
have been using different techniques for
centuries to provide sufficient air for breathing
and to removing harmful contaminants.
Initially natural ventilation was used in which
the flow was created using the difference in
masses of air in the intake and return shafts
due to differences in temperature and hence
density. These mines were abandoned once
the natural ventilation was insufficient for the
growing size of the mine. The introduction of
steam-driven fans marked the beginning of
mechanical ventilation. These were superseded
by the powerful electrically driven fans
currently in use. Growing awareness of the
requirements for worker health and safety
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resulted in the mining industry striving for
better practices, resulting in an early guideline
for ventilation design in 1929 (Reed and
Taylor, 2007).
The ventilation of underground mines,
irrespective of the type of mine and mining
method, is divided into two broad aspects –
primary ventilation and secondary or auxiliary
ventilation. The primary ventilation is
responsible for the total volumetric flow
through the mine and is calculated based on
the pressure, size, complexity, equipment
used, production rate, etc. The auxiliary
ventilation is responsible for the ventilation of
the development ends, production zones, and
facilities disconnected from the main circuit;
that is, where there are no through ventilation
connections. Auxiliary ventilation is the most
important but also the most difficult to achieve
(Bise, 1996). Disruptions to the auxiliary
ventilation system are considered to be the
primary cause of methane and coal mine dust
explosions (Creedy, 1996), which have
resulted in a large number of causalities in
coalfields around the world (Phillips and
Brandt, 1995; Dubinski et al., 2011; Phillips,
2015).
A line brattice (LB) ventilation system
forms part of the auxiliary ventilation circuit
and is used to ventilate blind headings, both
when being mined and when standing, by
channelling the intake air from the last
through road (LTR) to the working section and
across the face (Cheremisinoff, 2014). It is
manufactured of plastic sheeting with or
without fabric reinforcement (Hartman et al.,
2012). The design and installation of a LB is a
fundamental issue for ensuring sufficient air
supply for effective ventilation (Aminossadati
and Hooman, 2008). Various studies have
been undertaken to understand the
performance of the LB ventilation system and

A CFD model to evaluate variables of the line brattice ventilation system
ventilation of the working face. The earlier studies revealed
that a LB is essential for the prevention of recirculation and
for the control of respirable dust and methane in the face area
(Tien, 1988). It was found that an upstream LB system
increases the penetration of air by 46% with recirculation of
only 10% compared to a downstream LB system with
penetration of 16% and recirculation of 50% (Meyer et al.,
1991; Meyer, 1993). The use of an air curtain was shown to
be very effective in resolving the problem of dust isolation at
a fully mechanized working face (Wang et al., 2011). A
comparison of different auxiliary ventilation systems showed
that the LB is the most suitable system for directing dust
particles away from the face (Candra et al., 2014), and a
hybrid brattice system can be effectively used to mitigate dust
dispersion from the face and keep the workplace safe for the
miners (Candra et al., 2015). Several studies have been
undertaken to ascertain the effect of LB setback distance on
the ventilation of a heading. A reduction in the setback
distance and increase in the quantity of air at the exit of the
LB has been shown to reduce dust and methane levels and
improve ventilation (Lihong et al., 2015; Taylor et al., 2005;
Goodman and Pollock, 2004, Thimons et al., 1999). A
combination of brattice-exhausting system has been found to
yield the best ventilation performance (Sasmito et al., 2013).
arious studies by Wala and Petrov on the effect of setback
distance and the other system variables on the ventilation of
the empty headings have shown that 70–80% of the air
exiting the LB does not even reach the face of the heading
(Wala et al., 2002, 2004; Petrov et al., 2013).
Despite these studies, no models are available to estimate
the effect of all the system variables associated with the LB
system on ventilation. In the absence of such models, the
installation is undertaken using past experience. The air flow
close to the face of the heading is increased by increasing the
distance of the LB from the wall and/or increasing the LTR
velocity, or by using an auxiliary fan. This may lead to
improper ventilation, and the correct installation of LBs is still
a challenge. The present study was undertaken to quantify
the effect of heading dimensions (depth and height), LB
settings (LB length in the LTR, LB angle in the LTR, LB
length in the heading, LB to wall distance in the heading),
and LTR velocity on the ventilation of an empty heading
using computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Models to
calculate the effect of each of these variables were developed
to facilitate the correct and quick installation of the LB. This
study is part of a larger project that was undertaken using
CFD to quantify the effect of various system variables related
to the ventilation of headings using auxiliary ventilation
systems in different mining scenarios.

research was organized in such a way that there are 24 base
cases in each group. The LB settings shown in Figure 1 were
varied within each group in such a way that sets of cases
became available within each group and between groups as
well. In order to calculate the precise effect of each system
variable through comparative analysis, one variable in each
case of a set was varied while the others were kept constant.
The cases of each group were simulated with three LTR
velocities equal to 1 m/s, 1.5 m/s, and 2m/s. The sequence of
cases in all groups was kept the same, as given in Table I for
group 1. The 24 cases in each group were named using the
syntax: case number - heading width - heading height heading length - LB length inside heading - LB length in LTR
- LB to wall distance in heading - LB angle in LTR. The sets
of cases formed in this study to analyse the effect of the
system variables are given in Table II.

Numerical modelling of the LB ventilation system in
CFD
Model geometry and meshing
ANSYS Design Modeler and Mesher were used to model and
mesh the geometries. The length of the LTR modelled on both
sides of the heading was kept constant at 10 m for all the
cases as shown in Figure 1. As far as possible a structured,
conformal hexahedral mesh aligned with the direction of flow
was created for all the geometries to avoid false diffusion and
reduce the number of nodes as compared to a tetrahedral
mesh. Inflation layers, where required, were used at the
boundaries of the geometries to allow a smooth transition
from the laminar flow near the wall to turbulent flow away
from the walls. A fine-sized mesh equal to 0.04 m was used
for geometries of all the cases to resolve the salient features
of flow and reduce the interpolation errors. The number of
nodes used varied between 8.5 million and 25 million. The
final mesh size was selected after undertaking a grid
independence test. This was carried out using mesh sizes of
0.1 m, 0.075 m, 0.04 m, and 0.03 m. A mesh size of 0.04 m
was found to be appropriate, with less than 1% deviation
with further reduction in mesh size.

Research matrix
Four sets of heading dimensions (W × H × L): 6.6 × 3 × 10 m
(group 1, cases 1–24), 6.6 × 3 × 20 m (group 2, cases 25–
48), 6.6 × 4 × 10 m (group 3, cases 49–72), and 6.6 × 4 ×
20 m (group 4, cases 73–96) were used for this study. These
heading dimensions were chosen by considering the most
common dimensions of headings in South African coal
mines, and also to cover a range of scenarios sufficient to
carry out comparative analysis and capture the effect of
heading height and depth. Lower seam heights are currently
being investigated, but are not considered in this paper. The
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Figure 1—LB and heading parameters varied
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Table I

Numenclature for cases of group 1
Complete names

1-6.6-3-10-Half-3-0.5-0
2-6.6-3-10-Half-3-1-0
3-6.6-3-10-Half-6-0.5-0
4-6.6-3-10-Half-6-1-0
5-6.6-3-10-Half-3-0.5-7.5
6-6.6-3-10-Half-3-1-7.5
7-6.6-3-10-Half-6-0.5-7.5
8-6.6-3-10-Half-6-1-7.5
9-6.6-3-10-Half-3-0.5-15
10-6.6-3-10-Half-3-1-15
11-6.6-3-10-Half-6-0.5-15
12-6.6-3-10-Half-6-1-15

Numerical name

Complete names

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Numerical name

13-6.6-3-10-threebyfour-3-0.5-0
14-6.6-3-10-threebyfour-3-1-0
15-6.6-3-10-threebyfour-6-0.5-0
16-6.6-3-10-threebyfour-6-1-0
17-6.6-3-10-threebyfour-3-0.5-7.5
18-6.6-3-10-threebyfour-3-1-7.5
19-6.6-3-10-threebyfour-6-0.5-7.5
20-6.6-3-10-threebyfour-6-1-7.5
21-6.6-3-10-threebyfour-3-0.5-15
22-6.6-3-10-threebyfour-3-1-15
23-6.6-3-10-threebyfour-6-0.5-15
24-6.6-3-10-threebyfour-6-1-15

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Table II

Set of cases formed in the study
Set of cases

System

System variables value used

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

6.6 x 3 x 10

6.6 x 3 x 20

6.6 x 4 x 10

6.6 x 4 x 20

LB length
in heading

1 vs 3, 2 vs
4…12-24

25 vs 37, 26 vs
38…36-48

49 vs 61, 50 vs
62….60 vs 72

73 vs 85, 74 vs
86….84 vs 96

LB to wall
distance

1 vs 2, 3 vs 4
…..23 vs 24

25 vs 26, 27 vs
28….35 vs 36

49 vs 50, 51 vs
52….71 vss 72

73 vs 74, 75 vs
76….95 vs 96

1 vs 5 vs 9, 2 vs 6
vs 10…16
vs 20 vs 24

25 vs 29 vs 33, 26
vs 30 vs 34….40
vs 44 vs 48

48 vs 53 vs 57,49
vs 54 vs 50 …64
vs 68 vs 72

73 vs 77 vs 81,74
vs 78 vs 82….88
vs 92 vs 96

variable

LB to face
distance

LB length
in LTR

LB angle
in LTR
LTR air
velocity

Heading
height

1 vs 3,2 vs
4….12-24

1 vs 3, 2 vs 4,
….22 vs 24
1 vs 1, 2 vs
2….24 vs 24

25 vs 37, 26 vs
38….36-48

25 vs 27, 26 vs
28….34 vs 36

25 vs 25, 26 vs
26….48 vs 48

49 vs 61, 50 vs
62….60 vs 72

49 vs 51, 52 vs
54….70 vs 72

49 vs 49, 50 vs
50….72 vs 72

LB length in short heading = 5 and
7.5 m and in long heading 10 and 15 m

73 vs 85, 74 vs
86….84 vs 96

LB to face distance in short heading = 2.5
and 5 m and in long heading 5 and 10 m

73 vs 75, 74 vs
76….94 vs 96

LB length in LTR = 3 m and 6 m

73 vs 73, 74 vs
74….96 vs 96

LB to wall distance in
heading = 0.5 m and 1 m

LB angle in LTR = 0˚,7.5˚, and 15˚
1m/s, 1.5 m/s and 2 m/s (each case was
run with 3 LTR velocities, creating
3 sets of 2 cases each)

1 vs 49, 2 vs 50…24 vs 48 and 25 vs 73, 26 vs 74,….48 vs 96, group 1 and group 2 were simulated with 3m high heading
and group 3 and 4 are run with 4m high heading

Results and discussion

Velocity inlet and outflow boundary conditions at the inlet
and outlet, with the wall boundary condition at all the
boundaries, was used as shown in Figure 1. Continuity and
momentum equations along with the k-ε realizable
turbulence model with enhanced wall treatment were solved
using ANSYS Fluent. The details of the boundary conditions
and the turbulence model are available in the software
manual (ANSYS, 2015). The numerical model used for this
research was validated using the study by Feroze and Phillips
(2015) as well as the case study in this paper. The solution
was calculated using a second-order scheme. The iterative
process for all the cases was stopped when the desired
convergence was achieved. Furthermore, the convergence in
all the cases was judged by monitoring and ensuring that:

To develop an initial mathematical model for the estimation
of air flow rate close to the face of the empty heading (0.5 m
from face) only the first 12 cases of group 1, simulated with a
LTR velocity of 1 m/s, were examined. These cases are
termed the standard cases in this study. This analysis was
then refined using comparative analysis by considering the
effect of all the system variables on all the cases. The flow
rates at the exit of the LB for the standard cases showed a
direct proportionality with the product of the entrance length
and the distance of the LB to the wall of the heading, as
shown in Figure 2. Since this product is the same for cases
where the LB was used with zero angle and the same LB to
wall distance (same for cases 1 and 3 and 2 and 4), out of
the first four cases only case 1 and 2 were used.
The flow rates close to the face of the heading for the
standard cases, however, did not show this proportionality.
Therefore, a comparison of the flow rates at the exit of the LB
and the face of the empty heading was carried out as shown
in Table III. The comparison showed that the difference in
flow rates at the exit of LB and face of the empty heading for

‰ Overall mass conservation was satisfied at the inlet and
outlet of the domain (property conservation)
‰ The residual decreased to 10-5 (convergence criterion)
‰ The surface monitor of the integral of the velocity
magnitude on a vertical plane, defined in the domain as
shown in Figure 1, converged properly.
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Flow rate close to the face of the heading = 1.3039 ×
factor × LB entrance length × LB to wall distance
in heading + 0.5059

[1]

However, Equation [1] can only be used to estimate the
flow rate close to the face of the heading for the ten cases
given in Table IV, and when the LTR velocity is 1 m/s. To
find an expression that could be used for any heading height,
LTR velocity, and a range of LB settings, further analysis of
the results was carried out and is discussed the following
sections.
Figure 2—Flow rate at the exit of LB vs LB entrance length and LB
distance from wall in heading

cases (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12) with 1 m distance of LB to wall
was around 65%, and 9% with 0.5 m distance (cases 1, 3, 5,
7, 9, and 11). To cater for this, and to keep the calculations
simple, a factor equivalent to unity for cases with 0.5 m LB to
wall distance in the heading and 0.55 for 1 m distance was
used, as shown in Table IV. The relationship between the two
plotted parameters with the factor is shown in Figure 3 and
given by Equation [1].

Figure 3—Trend line of axial air flow rate at the face of the heading
(0.5 m distance from wall)

Table III

Percentage difference in flow rate at the exit of LB and close to the face of heading
Case

LB exit flow
rate (m3/s)

Flow rate at 0.5 m
from face (m3/s)

1

0.94

0.87

7

1.53

1.41

3

0.93

5

1.23

9

1.58

11

2.26

2

2.03

4

2.00

6

2.59

8

3.08

10

3.28

12

4.39

Percentage difference in flow rate at the exit of the LB and 0.5 m from face, for cases with
0.5 and 1 m LB to wall distance (%)
LB to wall distance 0.5 m
LB to wall distance 1 m
8.48

0.85

9.40

1.12

9.57
9.06

1.46

8.44

2.08

9.00

1.22
1.18

65.27
68.29

1.54

68.44

1.82

68.67

1.95

67.92

2.63

66.87

Table IV

Flow rate at the face of the heading (0.5 m from face) vs product of factor, EL and LB to wall distance (DW)
Case
1
5
2
7
9
6
8
10
11
12

Entrance length of
LB (EL) (m)
0.5
0.96
1
1.35
1.43
1.52
1.92
2.07
2.41
2.87
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LB to wall distance in
heading (DW) (m)
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
0.5
1

VOLUME 117

EL x DW
(m2)
0.25
0.48
1
0.67
0.71
1.52
1.92
2.07
1.20
2.87

Factor
1
1
0.55
1
1
0.55
0.55
0.55
1
0.55

Factor x EL
x DW
0.25
0.48
0.55
0.67
0.71
0.83
1.05
1.13
1.20
1.58

Flow rate at
face (m3/s)
0.86
1.12
1.22
1.41
1.46
1.54
1.82
1.95
2.08
2.63
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Effect of change in LTR velocity
The results showed that for all the groups the average
percentage increase in the flow rate close to the face with
increasing LTR velocity was approximately equal to the
corresponding percentage increase in the LTR velocity
(maximum average difference of less than 2%). The results
for all the groups were very similar, therefore this increase is
illustrated here only for the cases in group 1 (Figure 4).

height of 3 m). A comparison of lengths and distances from
face of LB between the standard and cases from group 2 is
given in Table VI. In the cases of group 2, when a 15 m long
LB was used the distance of the LB from the face was 4.5 m,
similar to the standard cases. Therefore, such cases of group
1 and the standard cases were compared to capture the effect
of the change in LB length. This was then used to find the

Effect of change in heading height
The percentage increase in the flow rate close to the face with
increasing height of heading (that is 6.6 × 3 × 10 m vs 6.6 ×
4 × 10 m and 6.6 × 3 × 20 m vs 6.6 × 4 × 20 m is given in
Figures 5. The results show that the average percentage
increase in flow rate was approximately equal to the
corresponding percentage increase in height of the heading
(maximum average difference of less than 1%).
Figure 4—Percentage increase in flow rate close to the face with the
increase in LTR velocity for 6.6 × 3 × 10 m heading

LB length and angle in LTR
The effect of changes in length and angle of the LB in the
LTR for a LB used at an angle is already catered for in
Equation [1] by using the product of the entrance length and
distance of the LB from the wall in the heading. The viscous
effect due to the increase in length of the LB in the LTR when
used at zero angle was calculated by comparing the flow rates
of the set of cases with different LB lengths in LTR and
similar remaining settings as shown in Table V. It was found
that the flow rate on average decreased by 0.61% per 1 m
increase in LB length. This was approximated as 1% decrease
per 2 m increase in the LB length for simplicity of calculation.

LB length in heading and distance from face
The length of LB used inside the heading for the standard
cases (10 m deep heading) was 5 m. The flow rate
measurements were taken at a distance of 4.5 m from the
exit of the LB and 0.5 m from the face. The effect of changes
in this length of LB and distance from the face was
ascertained by comparing the standard cases with the cases
of the 20 m deep heading (group 2 with a similar heading

Table V

Percentage decrease in flow rate close to face
with an increase in LB length from 3 to 6 m in LTR
for 0° LB
Cases

LTR velocity
1 m/s

1.5 m/s

2 m/s

Percentage decrease in flow rate at the exit of LB with
1–3
2–4
25–27
26–28
49–51
50–52
73–75
74–76

the increase in length of LB from 3 to 6 m in the LTR (%)
2.25
3.25
2.1
1.96
1.98
0.62
1.41
1.49

Average

2
3.17
1.6
2.84
0.51
2.43
1.34
2.39

1.38
1.38
1.78
1.24
1.7
1.89
2.51
0.94
1.84

Figure 5—Percentage increase in flow rate close to the face for each LTR velocity with increasing heading height from 3 m to 4 m: (left) 6.6 × 3 × 10 m vs
6.6 × 4 × 10 m headings and (right) 6.6 × 3 × 20 m vs 6.6 × 4 × 20 m headings

Table VI

Difference of LB lengths and face distances - 10 m long heading with 5 m long LB and the 20 m long heading

37 to 48
25 to 36

Length of LB in
heading (m)
15
10

Distance of LB from the
face (0.5 m from face) (m)
4.5
9.5
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effect of the distance of the LB from the face by comparing
the standard cases with the cases of group 2 where a 10 m
long LB was used.

LB length in the heading
Before discussing this comparison, it is necessary to
understand how the LB to wall distance and LB length inside
the heading affect the flow of air. The main feature of the air
flowing through the channel between the LB and the wall of
heading was the propelling of air due to centrifugal force and
flow separation close to the LB and away from the wall at the
turn into the heading, as shown in Figure 6. As a result, the
air flow at the exit of the LB was not uniform, and the air
was more concentrated close to the LB (due to higher
velocity).
It was found that part of the air leaving the LB is diverted
towards the left wall of the heading; air close to the LB turns
first and as the air moves farther away from the LB exit the
effect becomes more marked, as shown in Figure 7 (the
movement of air in the centre of the heading has been
omitted). This reduces the amount of air actually reaching the
face after exiting the LB. Consequently, when the variation in
flow rate at the exit of the LB was high, a greater proportion
of the air was diverted before reaching the face. Furthermore,
the flow of air moving through a narrow channel is higher
than in a wider channel. Hence the reduction in flow rate was
much greater with 1 m LB to wall distance (Table III).
However, it was found that this reduction decreases with
increasing length of the LB in the heading, as the air becomes
uniformly distributed at the exit of LB with this increase in
length (similar to fluid flow in a pipe or channel).
To quantify the effect of the increase in LB length in the
heading on this flow rate reduction, cases with LB to wall
distances of 0.5 m and 1 m in the long heading (with 15 m

Figure 6—Air diverted away from wall and close to LB due to
centrifugal force and flow separation

long LB, the maximum for this study) were analysed. This
was done by constructing eleven equally-spaced vertical
planes inside the channel between the LB and the wall of the
heading. The first plane was constructed at a depth of 5 m.
These vertical planes were split into two halves equal to
0.25 m and 0.5 m each for the 0.5 m and 1 m LB to wall
distances respectively, and flow rate through these halves at
each depth was calculated. All the cases of each category
(0.5 m and 1 m wall distance) showed similar results.
Therefore, only one case from each category is presented
here, i.e. case 37 with 0.5 m LB to wall distance and case 38
with 1 m distance. The rest of the configurations are the
same for both the cases. The detailed results are given in
Tables VII and VIII. The difference in flow rates was found to
be around 50% at 6 m depth, reducing to approximately 5%
at the depth of 15 m for case 38 (1 m wall distance). The
difference in flow rates between the two halves of the planes
constructed for case 37 (0.5 m wall distance) was very low –
around 5% even at 6 m depth and close to zero at 10 m depth
(LB length of 10 m). To illustrate the impact of length on the
air flow variation, the velocity contours at depths of 5 and 15
m are shown in Figure 8 for both the cases. It can be seen
that the increase in LB length had a greater effect at a LB to
wall distance of 1 m (as flow rates were already very uniform
with 0.5 m LB to wall distance).
It was therefore concluded/assumed that for the air flow
in the channel between the LB and wall of the heading to
become uniform (negligible difference in the flow rates
between the two halves at LB exit), a minimum length of LB
is required. This length was found to vary with the LB to wall
distance in the heading, being 15 m and 10 m for the 1m and
0.5 m LB to wall distance in heading respectively. Therefore
an increase of 0.1 m in the LB wall distance from 0.5 m
requires an additional length of 1 m over the 10 m length of
LB to evenly disperse the air flow at the exit of the LB.
In Tables VII and VIII the percentage decrease rate, i.e.
how the difference was decreasing with each metre increase
in length of the LB, is also shown (percentage difference
between the two immediate percentage differences). The
average decrease rate for case 38 was approximately 20%,
and for case 37 approximately 57%. Although the decrease
rate for the case with 0.5 m wall distance was greater, the
overall effect on the difference in magnitude of the flow rates
in the two halves of the planes (constructed in the channel
between the LB and wall of the heading) was much higher for
the 1 m LB to wall distance.
‰ Factor for length of LB in heading—The distance of the
LB from the face of the heading is the same (4.5 m) for

Figure 7—Stream lines inside 10 m long heading at LB to wall distances of 0.5 m and 1 m (similar remaining settings)
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Table VII

Comparison of the flow rate between two halves of the ‘LB-wall channel’ - Case 38
Planes
6m
7m
8m
9m
10 m
11 m
12 m
13 m
14 m
15 m

Half close to wall
(m3/s)
0.81
0.85
0.89
0.91
0.93
0.95
0.96
0.97
0.98
0.98

Half close to LB
(m3/s)
1.20
1.16
1.13
1.10
1.08
1.07
1.06
1.05
1.04
1.04

Percentage difference
between two halves (%)
47.6
35.45
27.2
20.83
16.12
12.62
9.97
7.96
6.49
5.91

Average difference decrease rate

Percentage difference of the two immediate percentage
differences at column 4 (difference decrease rate) (%)
25.52
23.27
23.42
22.59
21.76
20.94
20.15
18.5
8.91
20.56

Table VIII

Comparison of the flow rate between two halves of the ‘LB-wall channel’ - Case 37

6m
7m
8m
9m
10m

Half close to wall
(m3/s)
0.42
0.42
0.43
0.43
0.43

Half close to LB
(m3/s)
0.44
0.44
0.43
0.43
0.43

Percentage difference
between two halves (%)

Average decrease rate

Figure 8—Axial velocity contours between the LB wall channel at 5 and
15 m depth

the standard case and cases 37–48 of group 2 (15 m
long LB) (Table VI). Therefore, a comparison of these
cases was used to calculate the effect of the length of
LB. The percentage difference between the flow rates at
the face of the heading for this set of cases was
calculated and is given in Table IX. The average
difference between the set of cases with 5 m LB and
15 m LB (from 10 m and 20 m headings) was found to
be approximately 2.25% when the LB to wall distance
in the heading was 0.5 m, and 9.16% for 1 m distance.
This increase in flow rate was caused only by the
difference in the length of the LB. As seen in Tables VII and
VIII, the average rate of decrease in the difference between
the halves of the LB exit was 20% and 57% per metre
increase in LB length for cases with LB to wall distances of
1 m and 0.5 m respectively. Therefore, it was concluded that
The Journal of the Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy

5.89
3.18
1.66
0.71
0.15

Percentage difference of the two immediate percentage
differences at column 4 (difference decrease rate) (%)
46.1
47.65
57.38
78.37

57.38

the effect of increase in the length of the LB from the
standard 5 m should also be incremental, changing at the
rates given above. These incremental factors for each metre
increase in LB length above 5 m are calculated in Tables X
and XI for cases with 1 m and 0.5 m distance of the LB from
the wall of the heading. The average percentage difference in
flow rates close to the face of the heading with 5 m and 15 m
long LB’s were equated using the incremental factors. The
incremental factor was calculated up to a difference of 10 m
(15 m length of LB) for 1 m distance of LB from the wall of
the heading and 5 m (10 m length of LB) for 0.5 m distance
(to cater for the effect of flow rate variations at the exit of the
LB, see Tables VII and VIII). The increment was found to be
2% for the first metre increase in LB length in the heading
(from the 5 m standard cases) for the 1 m wall distance, and
1% for the 0.5 m wall distance. For a further increase in
length this percentage was incremented at 80% and 43% of
the previous increment for the 1 m and 0.5 m wall distances
respectively.
‰ Distance of LB from face. As discussed in Table VI,
both the length of the LB and the distance from the
face of the heading are different for the standard cases
and the cases of group 2 using a 10 m long LB (cases
25-36). Therefore, these cases were used to estimate
the effect of the distance of the LB from the face of the
heading. The difference in flow rate close to the face
between these 12 cases is given in Table XII. The
average difference was approximately -1% when the
distance of the LB from the wall in the heading was
0.5 m, and 5% for 1 m distance.
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Table IX

Percentage difference in flow rate close to face; 10 m vs 20 m heading with 5 m and 15 m LB in heading for LB
wall distance of 0.5 m and 1 m
Flow rate
(0.5 m from face)
(m3/s)

Cases

37

Cases
(m3/s)

20 m long heading

39

0.88

1

1.44

7

0.87

43
47
42
46

1.72

6

1.54

2

2.27
1.69
3.16

1.18

8

12

9.35
8.74

1.95
2.63

Average difference (%)

9.27

10.4

1.82

10

2.82

48

2.8

1.22

4

LB to heading wall distance 1 m

2.31

1.46

2.08

2.18

1.24

1.41

11

2.00

44

LB to heading wall distance 0.5 m

1.12

2.14
1.31

40

Percentage difference in flow rate close to face: 10 m vs
20 m heading with 5 and 15 m long LB in heading (%)

0.85

9

1.35

38

0.86

5

1.48

45

10 m long heading

3

1.15

41

Flow rate
(0.5 m from face)
(m3/s)

2.25

10.44

6.72

9.16

Table X

Incremental percentage increase in flow rate due to the increase in LB length from 5 m (wall distance 1 m)
Case 1–12 vs Cases 37–48 with LB distance of 1 m from wall of heading
Increase in LB
length from 5 m
1

Percentage incremental effect for

Cumulative percentage increase for corresponding

each metre increase in length

increase in length of LB from 5 m

2

2

1.6

3

4.88

1.02

5

5.90

0.81

6

7.37

0.52

8

7.90

0.41

9

8.32

0.33

10

8.65

0.26

Total increase

The effect is decreasing
at the rate of 20% from
the previous metre increase
in length

6.72

0.65

7

2

3.6

1.28

4

Remarks

8.92

8.92

Note: The average net increase (Table IX) should be around 9%, and the net increase with this approach is around 9%

Table XI

Incremental percentage increase in flow rate due to the increase in LB length from 5 m (wall distance 0.5 m)
Case 1–12 vs Cases 37–48 with LB distance of 0.5 m from wall of heading
Increase in LB
length from 5 m
1

Percentage incremental effect for

Cumulative percentage increase for corresponding

each metre increase in length

increase in length of LB from 5 m

1

1

2

0.43

1.43

5

0.03

1.72

3

0.18

4

1.61

0.07

Total increase

1.69

1.72

Remarks

The effect is decreasing
at the rate of 57% from
the previous metre increase
in length

Note: The average net increase (Table IX) should be around 2.25%, and the net increase with this approach is about 1.75%
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Table XII

Percentage difference in flow rate (0.5 m from the face) 10 m heading vs 20 m heading with 5 and 10 m LB in
heading, for LB wall distance of 0.5 m and 1 m LTR velocity 1m/s
Flow rate

Cases

Cases

Flow rate

(0.5 m from face)

(0.5 m from face)

(m3/s)

(m3/s)

25

0.85

1

0.86

31

1.40

7

1.41

27
29
33
35
26
28
30
32
34
36

0.84

3

1.11

5

1.45

9

0.85

2.08

1.64

6

1.54

1.27

2

1.25

4

1.95

8

2.06
2.74

Average difference

10
12

LB to wall distance in heading 0.5 m
–1.27

LB to wall distance in heading 1 m

–1.10
–0.42

1.46

11

10 m heading vs 20 m heading with 5 and 10 m LB in heading (%)

–1.12

1.12

2.05

Percentage difference in flow rates (0.5 m from the face)

–0.89

–1.10

1.22
1.18

3.57
4.88
6.36

1.82

6.31

1.95
2.63

4.95
4.19

-0.98

5.04

Table XIII

Incremental percentage increase/decrease in flow rate due to the difference in the LB length and distance
from the face from the standard cases (cases 1–12) 1 m wall distance
Case 1–12 vs Cases 25–36 with LB distance of 1 m from wall of heading
Increase in LB
length from 5 m
1
2
3
4
5

Total increase

Percentage incremental

Increase in LB

Percentage incremental effect

Net

effect with each metre

face distance

with each metre increase

increase

increase in length (%)

from 4.5 m

in distance from face (%)

2

1

1.6

2

1.28
1.02
0.81

6.72%

3
4

4.5

Total decrease

5/2
–2.5%

4.22%

Remarks

Net increase inlcude
the effect of increase
in length of LB and
increase in distance
from the face

Note: The average net increase (Table XII) should be around 5%, and the net increase with this approach is about 4.22%

Summary of the rules for using Equation [1] for any
heading dimension
Keeping in view the above discussion, Equation [1] could be
used to estimate the flow rate for the rest of the cases and for
any other case falling within the boundaries of the studied
cases, with the following conditions.
The Journal of the Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy

‰ Factor—The factor used in Equation [1] can be
interpolated for any wall distance between 0.5 and 1 m
(between the value of 1 and 0.55)
‰ Velocity—For LTR velocity greater than or less than
1 m/s, increase or decrease the flow rate calculated
using Equation [1] according to the proportional
increase or decrease in velocity
‰ Heading height—Increase or decrease the flow rate
calculated using Equation [1] proportional to the
percentage increase or decrease in height of the
heading (as compared to 3 m)
‰ Length of LB in heading
– 1 m LB to wall distance—Use a factor of 2% for
the first metre increase in length from the 5 m
length. For a further increase in LB length,
increase by 80% the previous increase in length
up to a maximum of 10 m. Add the cumulative
VOLUME 117
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When the distance from the exit of the LB to the face
increased beyond 4.5 m (standard case distance), the
increase in travelling distance increased the frictional effect
between the air and wall of the heading, reducing the
quantity of air reaching the face. A 1% reduction in flow rate
per 2 m increase in this distance, along with the previous
considerations for length of the LB, was used. The estimated
flow rates were calculated for the set of cases with the LB 1 m
and 0.5 m from the wall of the heading, as shown in Tables
XIII and XIV respectively.

A CFD model to evaluate variables of the line brattice ventilation system
Table XIV

Incremental percentage increase/decrease in flow rate due to the difference in the LB length distance from the
face from the standard cases (cases 1–12) 0.5 m wall distance
Case 1–12 vs Cases 25–36 with LB distance of 0.5 m from wall of heading
Increase in LB
length from 5 m

Percentage incremental

Increase in LB

Percentage incremental effect

Net

effect with each metre

face distance

with each metre increase in

increase

increase in length (%)

from 5 m

distance from face (%)

0.43

2

1

1
2

0.18

3

0.07

4

0.03

5

Total increase

1.72%

1

3
4

4.5

Total decrease

5/2

–0.77%

–2.5%

Remarks

Net increase inlcudes
the effect of increase
in length of LB and
increase in distance
from the face

Note: The average net increase (Table XII) should be around –0.99%, and the net increase with this approach is about –0.772%

effect and increase the percentage calculated
using Equation [1]
– 0.5 m LB to wall distance—Use a factor of 1%
for the first metre increase in length from the 5
m length. For a further increase in LB length,
increase 43% of the previous metre increase in
length up to a maximum of 5 m. Add the
cumulative effect and increase the percentage
calculated using Equation [1]
– Any other LB to wall distance—Interpolate to
find the percentage for the first metre increase in
length, the reduction factor, and the number of
metres to calculate the cumulative effect
‰ Distance of the LB from the face: Use a factor of 1% for
every 2 m increase/decrease in distance from the 4.5 m
distance (distance from face). Add the cumulative effect
and decrease/increase the same percentage amount of
flow as calculated using Equation [1]
‰ Length of LB in the LTR: The effect of the change in the
length of the LB in the LTR for a LB used at an angle is
already catered for in the expression by using the
product of the entrance length and distance of the LB
from the wall in the heading. However, for the LB with
zero angle in the LTR, the viscous effect for an increase
in length of the LB of more than 3 m is estimated at 1%
decrease in flow rate per 2 m increase in the length of
the LB.

Generalized equation
Given the conditions above, a generalized equation to
estimate the flow rates at the exit of the LB was developed to
simplify the solution procedure. All the conditions given
above were incorporated in the formulation of this equation.

Flow rate close to the face of the heading (0.5 m from the
face) = [(1.30 × Factor × (X × b)) + 0.51] ×
[2]
[1 + (LTR Vel –1) + (HH –3)/3 – (f – 4.5)/(2 × 100) +
n
((First metre factor) + (∑i=2
. First metre factor × Reduction
(i-1)
Factor ))/100 – (c - 3)/(2 × 100)]

where
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X = LB entrance length

First metre factor = 2 (only to
be used when LB length is
more than 5 m) for 1 m
distance of LB from the wall
and 1 for 0.5 m distance; for
other distances it can be
interpolated.

b = LB to wall distance in
the heading
c = LB length in LTR
d = LB length in heading
f = LB distance to face of
n = 10 for 1 m distance of LB
heading (0.5 m from the face) from the wall and 5 for 0.5 m
distance; for other distances it
can be interpolated
HH = Heading height
LTR Vel = Velocity of air in
Reduction factor = 0.8 for 1 m
the LTR
distance of LB from the wall
and 0.43 for 0.5 m distance;
for other distances it can be
interpolated
First metre factor x reduction Only for LB with zero degree
factor
in LTR.

Validation case study
Validation of a numerical model is required to demonstrate its
accuracy so that it may be used with confidence and that the
results can be considered reliable. The present validation
study was carried out in the Kriel Colliery, which is situated
120 km east of Johannesburg and 50 km southwest of
Witbank. The velocity of air at a number of locations inside a
heading ventilated using a LB was measured. A comparison
of the in situ measurements with the numerical results
showed that the numerical results are in line with the experimental results and the k-ε realizable model is suitable for
carrying out studies related to the ventilation of a heading
using a LB.
The in situ measurements were taken in a heading
ventilated using a LB; the dimensions of the heading and LB
are given in Figure 9. The velocities of air at the entrance of
the LB, inside the heading, and at the exit of the LB were
The Journal of the Southern African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
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Figure 9—Important dimensions of the heading and LTR

measured. The air velocities and direction of the air inside the
heading were recorded using hot wire and rotating vane
digital anemometers and a smoke tube respectively. Access to
within 4 m of the face was not allowed, therefore flow rates
close to the face were not taken. The same case was
simulated in ANSYS Fluent, and a comparison of the results
is given in Table XV and Figure 11.
The flow of air inside the heading is shown using velocity
vectors in Figure 10. It can be seen that the air entered the LB
- wall channel, ventilated the heading, and returned from the
downstream side. As expected, since the minimum length of
LB required for a LB to wall distance of 1.7 m was not used
and a LB to wall distance of 9.5 m was used, very little air
exiting the LB actually reached the face. Therefore, LB to wall
distance should always be less than 1 m, unless additional
engineering solutions are also used.
The measured velocities are given in Table XV along with
the coordinates of these points. The bottom right corner of
the LTR was considered as (0, 0, 0). Positive and negative
signs indicate the direction of air movement. As expected, at
the exit of the LB, air velocities were higher close to the LB.
The validation study showed that the ANSYS Fluent k-ε
realizable model is suitable for studying the ventilation of a
heading connected to the LTR.

was developed using CFD. The effect of system variables
related to the installation of the LB, LTR velocity, and
heading dimensions on the flow rates close to the face of the
empty heading (0.5m from the face), were evaluated. The
outcome was represented in a user-friendly numerical model
to estimate the consolidated effect of all the studied variables,
which can be used to estimate the flow rates close to the face
of the heading for different configurations of LB, LTR
velocities, and heading dimensions. The model can assist
ventilation engineers and the supervisory staff to install LBs
correctly and quickly, so as to comply with environmental
regulations and mine standards. It can also help academia as
part of the curriculum for teaching future mining and
ventilation engineers how the different variables associated
with the LB ventilation system affect the ventilation in an
empty heading.

Figure 10—Velocity vectors of air flow inside the heading

Conclusions
To address some of the challenges faced underground by
supervisory staff installing LB systems in coal mines, a model

Figure 11—Comparison of the experimental and numerical results

Table XV

Air velocities measured experimentally and calculated numerically

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Points location
At LB
inlet

Inside

heading

At LB
exit

Coordinate point (m)

Experimental results

Numerical results

Velocity (m/s)

Velocity (m/s)

(7, 0.5, 5.75)

0.96

(7, 2, 5.75)

0.96

1.03

1.03

12.64, 0.5, 9.92

–0.11

–0.12

15.28, 2, 9.92

–0.48

–0.50

12.64, 2, 9.92

–0.13

15.28, 0.5, 9.92

–0.51

15.28, 0.5, 14.92

–0.55

15.28, 2, 14.92

10.425, 0.5, 20.4
11.45,2,20.4
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1.16

1.26

1.09
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–0.58

–0.62

0.58

11.45, 0.5, 20.4

–0.48

–0.6

0.85

10.425, 2, 20.4

–0.14

0.91

0.61

1.12
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Poor sampling, grade distribution, and
financial outcomes
by R.C.A. Minnitt*

This study examines the problems faced by open pit mine superintendents
who make choices about how to direct their materials, either to the waste
dump or to the mill. The paper explores the effects of introducing a 10%
sampling error and a 0.9-times to 1.1-times sampling bias on positively
skewed distributions for precious and base metals, negatively skewed
distributions in the case of bulk commodities, and normal distributions as
is the case for coal deposits. Parent distributions for each commodity were
created on a 25 x 25 m grid using transformations of gold, iron ore, and
coal data-sets, spatially based on a nonconditional Gaussian simulation.
Ordinary kriging of grades for the three commodities into a 10 x 10 m grid
provided the reference case against which the distributions with the
sampling error and sampling bias for the commodities were compared.
Imposing cut-off grades on the actual-versus-estimated scatterplots of the
three commodities allowed the distributions to be classified into
components of waste, dilution, ore, and lost ore. Ordinary kriging of values
for each deposit type acted as the reference data-set against which the
effects and influence of 10% sampling error and 0.9-times to 1.1-times
sampling bias are measured in each deposit type. Indications are that the
influence of error and bias is not as significant in gold deposits as it is in
iron ore and coal deposits, where the introduction of small amounts of
error and bias can severely affect the deposit value.
 
sampling error, sampling bias, grade distribution, skewness.

 
The effects of poor sampling and the financial
implications for mining companies, traders in
mineral assets, and sellers of metal as dore or
commodities is documented in a number of
studies, the most notable of which is that by
Carasco (2004). He examined the financial
impact of poor sampling practices in the
Chilean copper industry and found that finacial
losses due to poor sampling amounted to
hundreds of millions of dollars over the life of
a mining operation. Holmes (2004) examined
the effects of correct sampling and
measurement as the foundations of
metallurgical balances, and found that
revenues from the sales of large iron ore
shipments may be profoundly affected by poor
sampling practices. In South Africa the way in
which sampling of in situ gold-bearing reefs
affects the mine call factor has been an
ongoing study since the disparity between the
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estimation of gold in the reef and the actual
gold bullion produced was noted by early
investigators such as Beringer (1938), Jackson
(1946), Sichel (1947), Harrison (1952), and a
number of others.
This study explores the ways in which
misclassification of ore and waste due to the
uncertainty in grade estimation has important
economic consequences, particularly if a cutoff grade is superimposed on a metal grade
distribution, as is normally the case. In
addition, the study demonstrates how the
gross value of a mineral deposit can be eroded
as a result of poor sampling, taking into
account the fact that mineral deposits of
different metals, especially ferrous and nonferrous metals, are characterized by the
skewness of their distributions. Minerals
characterized by the normal distribution for
certain variables are also considered. The
means by which the value of primary mineral
deposits is affected as a result of the
introduction of sampling error and sampling
bias through poor sampling practise depends
significantly on the nature of the metal distributions in the deposit.
The effects of poor sampling practise are
examined for specific metals and commodities
by introducing a 10% sampling error, and 0.9times to 1.1-times sampling bias into
otherwise unsampled mineral deposits. The
error and bias are introduced on positively
skewed, negatively skewed, and normal distributions for three main commodity types,
namely gold, iron ore, and coal deposits.

Poor sampling, grade distribution, and financial outcomes
trucks leaving the pit to the waste dump or the mill, based on
samples from blast-hole assays (Figure 1). Blast-holes are
drilled on an ongoing 24/7 basis, keeping evaluation of the
bench grade ahead of blasting and mining. Two problems
arise for the pit superintendent, the first of which is due to
the so-called ‘support effect’, sometimes also referred to as
the volume-variance effect. The support effect refers to the
size, volume, shape, orientation, and variability of samples
collected for evaluation compared to that of the ore blocks or
‘smallest mining units’ (SMUs) that will actually be mined.
Samples collected from typical blast-hole cuttings coming
from a 31 cm diameter hole with a depth of 15 m, give a cone
of rock cuttings around the drill steel with a volume of about
100 m3 which, at a density of 1.6 t/m3, weighs about 160 kg.
After splitting, only 600 g of this mass will be sent to the
assay laboratory, where analysts will probably use only a 30
g aliquot for the final assay. The mining block, by contrast, is
a 7.8 x 8.8 x 15 m block with a density of 3 t/m3, containing
about 2600 t of ore. The difference in support between the
sample and the block being evaluated means that the
variability in grade between the blast-hole samples is considerably higher than the variability between mining blocks, a
characteristic referred to as the volume-variance effect. The
volume-variance effect arises because of the difference in
volume between blast-hole samples and the mining blocks,
the variability in grade of the blast-hole samples and the
mining blocks, and the way sample grades are applied to the
estimation of SMU grades and tonnages. The larger the
volume of the samples, the lower the variance. This problem
is encountered in all mining operations where samples of
relatively small mass are used to estimate the grade of much
larger volumes of SMUs.
The difference in support size of the samples relative to
the size of the blocks from which they are extracted leads to
significant problems in terms of estimation, which in turn
translate into considerable cost. Typically, bias observed due
to the volume-variance effect changes the nature of the
estimator from a perfectly straight line at 45° to a line with a
slope that is considerably less than 45°, as shown in
Figure 2.
This means that if the sample grade (true grade) is below
the average grade, the tendency is for the sample grade to
underestimate the grade of the blocks. However, if the sample
grade is above the mean then the tendency is for the face
samples to overestimate the grade of the mining blocks
(SMUs, Figure 2).
In most open-pit mines an operational cut-off grade is the
principal criterion by which the superintendent makes his
decision to send broken ore to the waste-dump or mill.
Material with blast-hole grades below the cut-off grade is
directed to a waste dump or low-grade stockpile, while
broken rock with grades above the cut-off goes to the mill or
a high-grade stockpile. The decisions to send material to the
mill or the waste dump are based on incomplete information –
the so-called ‘information effect’. Lack of complete
information is the root cause of imperfect decisions. The
problem of the ‘support effect’ is worsened by the
‘information effect’ in that blocks of ground that should be
sent to the waste dump are sent to the mill, and some blocks
that should be sent to the mill end up being delivered to the
waste dump, as shown diagrammatically in Figure 3.
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Poor sampling, grade distribution, and financial outcomes
The histogram along the y-axis represents the true grade
distribution for the deposit. The histogram along the upper xaxis refers to material that is truly ore; most of it is sent to
the mill, but some of it is sent to the waste dumps as lost ore.
The histogram along the lower x-axis refers to material that
is truly waste; most of it is sent to the waste dump, but
portion of it is sent to the mill as dilution.
The superintendent’s problem is compounded by the fact
that he is required to impose a cut-off grade on the materials
mined, based on assumptions that are not true. The
imposition of the cut-off grade presupposes that firstly, the
decisions are based on the perfect estimator in the form of a
45° line in a plot of sample estimates versus block values,
and secondly that the cut-off grade perfectly defines what
broken rock should go to the waste dump and what to the
mill.
In the day-to-day pressure of mining production, all the
superintendent can do is base his decision on the estimated
value he is given. According to Myers (1997) two errors are
made; the first is an error of estimation because the value of
waste material is estimated to be above the cut-off grade, and
the second is an error of misclassification because the SMU is
incorrectly classified as lying within the domain of revenuegenerating ore. Such errors of estimation and misclassification arise because the decision about how to direct the ore
is based on incomplete information. The first is a Type I error
made when rock that is truly ore is rejected and sent to the
waste dump, where it is lost to the value chain. The second is
a Type II error made when rock that is truly waste material is
accepted as ore, and is sent to the mill, where it dilutes the
ore grade. The pit superintendent only has a 2D plan of the
pit floor with blocks marked either above or below the cut-off
grade. There are no blocks marked ‘Ore, but actually waste’,
or ‘Waste, but actually ore’. He must make a decision at the
point where the cut-off grade is imposed; either ore or waste.
The category of ‘lost ore’ arises because truly economic
ore is sent to the waste dump, where it is then ‘lost’ to the
mining operation. The amount of lost ore is never known
because it never adds value to the operation, it never appears
on the balance sheet, there is no direct means of accounting
for it, and it contributes to a low mine call factor. The only
opportunity it may ever have of contributing to the mineral
rents is at the end of the life of mine when the plant superintendent, desperate to fill the plant with material, resorts to
using material off the low-grade stockpile. At one time South
Africa’s largest gold producer recovered 280 kg of gold per
month from treating waste dumps (Brokken, personal
communication, 2012).

The category referred to as ‘dilution’ arises because truly
uneconomic rock is sent to the mill where it is processed as
ore. Again, the amount of diluting rock is unknown, but it
firstly appears indirectly on the balance sheet as a
combination of higher milling and processing costs, and
secondly it contributes to a lower mine call factor. Its overall
contribution to the cash flow is negative. Quantifying the
costs of dilution is difficult because the additional milling and
processing costs are evenly spread across the entire stream of
material arriving at the mill. This problem is amplified when
milling capacity is constrained. The old adage ‘a low-grade
tonne should never keep a high-grade tonne out of the mill’
should be kept in mind.
The question that this research attempts to answer is
whether these losses and additions to the mine revenue
stream can be quantified in terms of sampling error and
sampling bias, in terms of tons and grade, and in terms of
dollars. This study aims to show that such quantification of
the effects of sampling errors and sampling bias is indeed
possible.

A>1@9@8@6&
Grade distributions in a 1500 x 1500 m domain for three
commodities gold (g/t), iron ore (%Fe), and coal (calorific
value, MJ/kg) were created from parent distributions for each
commodity, the histograms of which are shown in Figure 4.
The sampling distribution for each of the mineral deposit
types examined here, gold, coal, and iron ore, are radically
different and represent positvely skewed lognormal, normal,
and negatively skewed distributions respectively. It is
precisely the problem of sampling skewed distributions and
the superimposition of error and bias on such distributions
that this paper aims to investigate. The skewness of the
distributions seriously affects sampling programmes and the
overall estimation of the average grade of a mineral deposit.
Even if we could eliminate all sampling errors and biases, the
very nature of the distribution would mean that limited
numbers of samples collected from positively skewed
lognormal distributions, typical of precious and base metal
deposits, will generally underestimate the average grade. For
negatively skewed distributions, typical of bulk commodities
such as iron ore, manganese, vanadium, and chromite, a
limited number of samples will overestimate the mean, but in
the case of mineral deposits with normally distributed
variables, such as coal qualities and alumina, the mean grade
of samples taken from these materials will generally be
statistically correct.
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Poor sampling, grade distribution, and financial outcomes
The parent distributions were normal-score transformed
and a transform table was generated for each commodity.
This was followed by the creation of a single, simulated,
nonconditional Gaussian distribution of 5 x 5 m pixels shown
in Figure 5 using a spherical variogram model.
This single realization is the primary simulation from
which three simulations of the commodities of interest, gold,
iron ore, and coal, shown in Figure 6, were created. The
domain file arising from the nonconditional simulation
(Figure 5) was back-transformed using the normal score
transform tables for each commodity (Au, Fe, and coal). This
back-transformation produced three visually similar
simulated distributions, which differ from one-another in
grade distribution only (Figure 6). These three domains are
made up of 5 x 5 m pixels in a 1500 x 1500 m domain and
constitute the base case or reference distributions from which
the 10 x 10 m block averages were created.
The 10 x 10 m block averages for each commodity of
interest, created by block averaging the simulated distributions shown in Figure 6, were sampled on a 25 x 25 m grid.
The locations of these samples for each of the commodities
are shown in Figure 7. These constitute the control data-sets,
containing no error and no bias.
Experimental and modelled semivariograms for the data
shown in Figure 7 are presented in Figure 8, and show a
relatively higher nugget effect for gold compared to coal and
iron ore.
Ordinary kriging (OK) of the data shown in Figure 7 into
10 x 10 m blocks using the 25 x 25 m data and the semivariogram models (Figure 8) is shown in Figure 9. These three
kriged models constitute the base-case reality containing no
sampling error and no sampling bias, against which the
effects of introducing error and bias can be compared.

Percentage sampling errors and multiplicative sampling
bias are introduced into data-sets drawn from the 10 x 10 m
block model for each commodity. This data is then kriged into
10 x 10 m blocks and the kriged outputs are compared
against the reality base-case models shown in Figure 9.
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The daughter simulations for gold, coal, and iron ore at 5 x 5
metre pixels (Figure 6) were block-averaged into 10 x 10 m
blocks and then sampled on a 25 x 25m grid (Figure 7) to
produce an array of 900 points in each of the domains. Four
sampling events, which drew the 900 samples on a regular
25 x 25 m grid from the 10 x 10 m block averages, were
investigated. The first was a control data-set without the
inclusion of any error or sampling bias and established the
base-case reality against which the effects of sampling error
and bias will be evaluated. The second, third, and fourth
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Poor sampling, grade distribution, and financial outcomes
data-sets include 10% sampling error with no bias, a 10%
sampling error with 0.9-times multiplicative bias, and 10%
sampling error with 1.1-times multiplicative bias, respectively.
The actual 10 x 10m ‘block average’ control data-sets for
gold, iron ore. and coal with no error and no bias are
compared against the OK values in 10 x 10 m blocks in
Figure 9. The effect of the differently skewed distributions is
evident in the scattergrams. Lognormally distributed gold
grades are concentrated in the lower left corner of the
scattergram, negatively skewed iron ore grades occur mainly
in the upper right of the scattergram, while normally
distributed coal calorific values are evenly distributed across
the scattergram. The effects of conditional bias are not
evident in the gold or iron ore scattergrams, but are clearly
evident for the coal scattergram, resulting in underestimation
for low grades and overestimation for the higher grades
(Figure 9, bottom row).
Typical exploration-stage or grade-control cut-off grades,
1.5 g/t for gold, 42 %Fe for iron ore, and 23 MJ/kg for coal
(personal experience; Nel, 2013, personal communication;
Steyn, 2013, personal communication) are superimposed on
the scattergrams, and divide the scattergrams into quadrants
containing ore, waste, dilution, and lost ore.
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We now compare the kriged models in the scattergrams for
the data-sets with and without the presence of sampling error
and sampling bias. Introducing a 10% sampling error with no
bias (third row, Figure 11) simply results in an increased
spread of data in the scattergram. Error also increases the
variability and decreases the correlation coefficient of the
scattergram. The effect of 10% sampling error on changes in
the tonnages and value of the deposits is negligable. The
actual sample values versus OK results are presented in the
scattergrams for gold, iron ore, and coal (columns 1 to 3,
Figure 11). The first row of scattergrams in Figure 11 provide
a visual standard with no error and no bias in the samples,
against which the scattergrams with 10% error and differnt
amounts of bias shown in rows 3, 4, and 5, can be compared.
Although the kriged diagrams are colourful and show the
columns with 10% error and different levels of bias, any
visual interpretation is subjective. However, simple visual
inspection indicates that the negative bias leads to undervaluation while the positive bias will result in overvaluation for
the deposit. The effect of the error and bias is further
emphasized in the scattergrams of actual grades against
kriged results shown in Figure 11.
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The effects of poor sampling are better seen in the
scatterplots of the control data when compared against the
data including error and bias. It is difficult to see the effects
on the gold estimates, but the coal and iron ore estimates are
clearly shifted in their positions on the scattergram. The
effect of 10% error is simply to enlarge the distribution of the
estimated points, while the negative bias shifts the points
below the 45° line and the positive bias shifts the points
above the 45° line. Again, these shifts are noteworthy, but of
relatively little importance until we superimpose the cut-off
values on the scattergrams.
Scattergrams in Figure 11 illustrate the difficulty that the
pit superintendent faces, because the decisions he makes in
sending broken rock to the mill or the waste dump can
seriously affect the financial outcomes and profitability of the
mining operation. The effects of bias on tonnage and deposit
value are more obvious and severe than those of error. The
sampling bias imposed on the already-introduced sampling
error is multiplicative at 0.9 times and 1.1 times, 0.5 times
and 1.5 times for gold. Bias shifts the cloud of points above
or below the 45 degree line of unbiassed correlation.
Inspection of Figure 11 indicates the points are shifted
downwards for a 0.9x bias causing a significant increase in
dilution, but a decrease in lost ore. In the same way a 1.1x
bias causes a significant increase in lost ore, but a decrease
in dilution, especially for iron ore and coal.

consequences. The profit functions (g(z)) for blocks of waste,
dilution, ore, and lost ore are listed in Table I.
The profit/loss function is shown graphically in Figure 12
and provides a means of capturing the economic influence of
mining the four classifications of material – waste, dilution,
ore, and lost ore – in a single diagram. This allows the effects
of error and bias to be seen in economic terms. The following
mining and processing costs and cut-off grade parameters
apply.
The profit/loss functions listed in Table I were applied for
each class of mining material using the parameters listed in
Table II in order to account for the characteristics of the
material, its final destination, and the costs that the company
incurs, or revenues it may lose as a result of a grade control
decision. The curves showing the change in value for the four
classes of materials – waste, dilution, ore, and lost ore – for
gold, iron ore, and coal calculated in this way are shown in
Figure 13. The standard reference for these plots is the OK
result, which is shown in red in Figures 13 and 14.
A noteworthy feature of the ‘Value of ore’ shown in row
four of Figure 13 is that the variability in value for gold is
relatively small compared to that for iron ore and coal. In
addition, the values for the commodities are concave-up for
gold, concave-down for iron ore, and change from concavedown at low cut-offs to concave-up at higher cut-offs for
coal.
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The value associated with mining waste, dilution, ore, and
lost ore can be estimated through a profit/loss function. This
provides a framework in which to evaluate the changing
value of the four categories of mined materials affected by
error and bias. Srivastava (1990) applied the loss function
framework to evaluate the benefits of pumping solvent into
an oil reservoir in order to improve recovery. He noted that
any time an estimate involving over- or underestimation,
rather than perfect information, is used to a make a decision,
sub-optimality in the form of a loss will be incurred. He also
noted that very often the error-induced loss is asymmetric
and that the penalties for overestimation are different to
those for underestimation. The application of profit and loss
functions was carried further by Glacken (1997) and Verly
(2005), who in a study of grade control classification of ore
and waste undertook a critical review of estimation- and
simulation-based procedures showing that misclassification
due to uncertainty in grade estimation had economic

The relative effects of 10% error, 10% error plus 0.9x bias,
and 10% error plus 1.1x bias on gold grades, iron ore grades,
and coal CV values are summarized in Figure 14.
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Table I

?@4=> 8@::B47;5>=@;:B4@?B/<:>A2B9=87>=@;2B@?A2B<;9B8@:>B@?AB7:A9B=;B>1=:B:>79&
!8<::=4=A9B3<>A?=<8
Waste
Dilution
Ore
Lost ore

?@4=> 8@::B47;5>=@;B,6,--

'08<;<>=@;

g(z) = -cm

Correct rejection

g(z) = -cm + (ω1)(prz-cp)

False acceptance; ω1 is a coefficient (0< ω1<1) quantifying the opportunity cost of dilution, i.e.
that low grade ore keeps high grade ore out of the mill, (the risk aversion of the company). ω1 = 0.7

g(z) = prz – cm - cp

Correct acceptance

g(z) = -cm – (ω2)(prz-cp)

False rejection; ω2 is a coefficient (0< ω2<1) quantifying the opportunity cost of losing ore. ω1 = 0.7
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p = price, r = recovery rate, z = grade, cm = cost of mining, cp = cost of processing

Poor sampling, grade distribution, and financial outcomes
Table II

=;=;6B<;9B0?@5A::=;6B5@:>:2B?A5@*A?&B?<>AB<;9B3A><8B0?=5AB4@?B6@89
!7>%@44B6?<9A
<?<3A>A?

@89

?@;B?A

!@<8

.$B6 >B7

"B+A

""B!, 6-

;=>:

<:>A

=87>=@;

?A

@:>B?A

<:>A

=87>=@;

?A

@:>B?A

<:>A

=87>=@;

?A

@:>B?A

Mining Cost

$/t

–100

–100

–100

–100

–100

–100

–100

–100

–100

–100

–100

–100

Processing cost

$/t

0

–100

–100

0

0

–100

–100

0

0

–100

–100

0

Min+Proc cost

$/t

–100

–200

–200

–100

–100

–200

–200

–100

–100

–200

–200

–100

%

0

0.4

0.9

0

0

0.4

0.9

0

0

0.4

0.9

0

Gold (R/g)
Iron ore (R/t)
Coal (R/t)

600

240

540

0

800

320

720

0

800

320

720

0

Recovery
Commodity Price

+=67?AB.(<87AB@4B>1AB3=;A9B/<:>A2B9=87>=@;2B@?A2B<;9B8@:>B@?AB4@?B6@892B=?@;B@?A2B<;9B5@<8B9A0@:=>:B4@?B*<?=@7:B57>%@44B6?<9A:

The effect of 10% sampling error on estimated deposit
value is negligible for gold (about 0.3%), about 3.3% for iron
ore, and 5.3% for coal. The effects of bias are asymmetric and
significant with differences in estimated relative deposit
value, as shown in Figure 14. The range in value due to bias
in lognormal grade distributions for gold deposits is approximately 18%, for iron ore with negatively skewed distributions
the range is about 47%, and for normally distributed CV
values in a coal deposit the range in value is about 50%.
Positive bias (1.1x) results in overestimation of value,
whereas a negative bias (0.9x) results in significant underes-
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timation of value with increasing cut-off grade. A positive
bias (of the same magnitude as a negative bias) appears to
have less effect on overvaluation than the negative bias has
on undervaluation.

!@;587:=@;:
In order to protect the value in our projects from the influence
of poor sampling, we need to ask three questions (FrancoisBongarçon, 2013). Firstly we should ask ‘How much?’, as
this relates to the mass of sample material required if we are
          

Poor sampling, grade distribution, and financial outcomes
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5;@/8A96A3A;>:
This study arose out of discussions with Professor Clayton
Deutsch, Centre for Computational Geostatistics, University of
Alberta, on research around the topic of cokriging and the
representation of its appropriate benefits. The proposed
research project was discussed with Professor Chris Prins,
MinRED, Anglo American plc, who helped to refine the
geostatistical work flow. Their contributions to this study are
gratefully acknowledged. This paper is a modified version of
‘Changes in deposit value associated with sampling error and
          

sampling bias’ presented by the author at the 6th World
Conference on Sampling and Blending (WCSB6) held in Lima,
Peru, in 2013 and published with the permission of Gecamin.
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to achieve required levels of precision, and the need to
customize the sampling protocol through heterogeneity
studies. Secondly we need to ask ‘How?’, as this relates to
minimizing segregation and upholding correctness through
application of appropriate technology to ensure appropriate
precision and biases are eliminated. Thirdly, we should ask
‘Why?’, as this relates to the fact that this is the only way in
which representative samples can be extracted and the
economics of the deposit can be preserved.
This study highlights the fact that only by minimizing
error, and in particular the bias, is there the possibility of
minimizing the adverse effects of dilution and lost ore, both
of which cost the mining company money that can never be
accounted for. Lognormally distributed gold grades suggest
that gold mineralization is less susceptible to the effects of
bias and error than iron ore (negatively skewed grade distributions) and coal deposits (normally distributed grades for
calorific value).

ADVERTORIAL

Gravity Concentrators Africa - CONSEP ACACIA: THE FINEST IN LEACHING
TECHNOLOGY
GCA has installed and commissioned three Consep Acacias in Africa, in as many months.
The first Acacia found a home at Cata Mine, Tanzania, the second in Liberia and the third
was installed in Burkina Faso, with an order for a fourth being placed for Burkina. This
brings the total Consep Acacia installations to 24 in Africa and a staggering 138 worldwide.
The reason for this is simple: Consep Acacias are simply the best at what they do.

Gravity leaching has become a standard method of processing high grade gravity
concentrates in gold processing plants. The Acacia offers this in the safest, most cost
effective and most efficient way possible. It uses an up flow fluidised reactor for the
leaching process, to produce the ideal solid-liquid interaction. This allows maximised gold
leaching kinetics without mechanical agitation. As a result, Consep Acacias have no moving
parts bar common pumps and valves (thus requiring no guarding), making them
substantially safer than competitor products. This is just one of the many safety advantages
that Acacia have over competitive technologies, as illustrated below:
Consep Acacia
9 Minimal moving parts
9 No guarding required
9 Can be vented for indoors
applications
9 Pumps have isolation and rinse
points
9 Slurry pump doesn’t see cyanide
9 Low energy / static head in the
system
9 Low solution volumes
9 Uses LeachAid as the oxidant /
catalyst. LeachAid is classed as a
low-hazard chemical
9 Short list of maintenance activities

Competitor product
8 Rolling drum with pinch points at
the rollers and chain
8 Drive parts should be guarded
8 Open to atmosphere at drum
discharge
8 Positive gas pressure resulting in
fume generation
8 Open to atmosphere at pump
hopper
8 Difficult to link to a ventilation
system
8 Tall solution tank gives high energy
/ static head
8 Often uses Peroxide - dangerous
chemical with a chequered history
8 Long list of maintenance activities

ADVERTORIAL

In addition to this, over a decade of product refinement has given the Acacia the advantage
of robust and reliable leaching chemistry, superior solids handling techniques, compact
design and a simple operating philosophy. All of which, allows for the lowest operating costs
possible, when compared to other leaching technologies. Furthermore, the compact,
packaged plants require minimal client interfacing and therefore greatly reduce installation
costs and time.
The Acacia reactor is also able to handle variable concentrate grades, especially very high
grades, through maximising the available metallurgical tools. As the design is based around
theoretical ideal solid liquid contact data, it allows for easy upscaling - should the need
arise. The same cannot be said of other technologies.
Further, LeachAid allows anaerobic dissolution of gold, and thus allows the Consep Acacia to
use heated leaching for even faster kinetics and more complete leaching.
In 2011, an independent study conducted in Perth, Australia compared the Consep Acacia to
a rival product, operating in a gravity gold circuit. The Acacia replaced the competitor
machine, and in addition to drastically increasing gold recovery levels on the plant, it
reduced operating costs substantially, thus cutting down the payback period of machinery.
Moreover, the Acacia reduced potential safety hazards, significantly reduced the labour
required on site, increased security due to no physical contact with gold concentrates, and
allowed for better metallurgical accounting.
*Please email info@gca.gold for a copy of the independent study results.

These are just some of the reasons that GCA is proud to be the official African agent of
Consep. Not only is this a privilege in itself, but it allows us to offer our clients access to the
best intense cyanide leaching technology in the world, as well as full gravity recovery
packages.

Learn more about Consep Acacia reactors on our website www.gca.gold , or get in touch on
+27 11 704 6678 / +27 63 699 9109 to make an enquiry.

218 New Market Road,
Northriding,
2194,
South Africa

Underground rock support

E

LBROC Mining Products
(Pty) Ltd is an original
support manufacturer, with
support systems tailored to
the needs of underground
mines.
Rock support is fundamental to a safe
underground mining environment.
ELBROC manufactures and distributes
a range of mine support products that
ĂƌĞƐƚĂƚĞŽĨƚŚĞĂƌƚ͕ĂīŽƌĚĂďůĞ͕ƌĞůŝĂďůĞ͕
durable and backed up with customer
support. The company also provides
product training, risk assessment and
ŝŶƐƚĂůůĂƟŽŶƚƌĂŝŶŝŶŐĂƚƚŚĞĨĂĐĞ͘
Quality control at the factory is managed
ďǇŝŶƐƉĞĐƟŽŶƐĂŶĚďĂƚĐŚƚĞƐƟŶŐŽĨ
all products before dispatch. A highly
skilled R&D team keep all products
up-to-date with technology, ensure
that they are easy and safe to use and
compliant with mining legal and safety
requirements. >ZKŝƐĐŽŵŵŝƩĞĚƚŽ
ĞŶƐƵƌŝŶŐƚŚĂƚŝƚƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƐƐŽůƵƟŽŶƐƚŚĂƚ
ĞŶŚĂŶĐĞƉƌŽĚƵĐƟǀŝƚǇĂŶĚƐĂĨĞƚǇŝŶĂůů
underground mining environments.
Design, development, machining,
ĨĂďƌŝĐĂƟŽŶ͕ĂƐƐĞŵďůǇĂŶĚƚĞƐƟŶŐŽĨ
their patented propriety products
is conducted at ELBROC’s ISO
9001 accredited facility in Isando,
Johannesburg, South Africa.
͞ƐƐĞŶƟĂůůǇ͕ǁĞŽīĞƌƚƵƌŶŬĞǇƐŽůƵƟŽŶƐ
which are customised to enable mining
companies specialising in diverse
ĐŽŵŵŽĚŝƟĞƐƚŽŵĞĞƚƚŚĞŝƌƌĞƐƉĞĐƟǀĞ
ŽďũĞĐƟǀĞƐ͕͟ƐĂǇƐƐĂůĞƐĚŝƌĞĐƚŽƌƌƌŽů
Wilson.

ZĞĐŽŵŵĞŶĚĞĚĂƉƉůŝĐĂƟŽŶƐ
ELBROC’s products are recommended
ĨŽƌĂƉƉůŝĐĂƟŽŶŝŶĂůůƵŶĚĞƌŐƌŽƵŶĚŵŝŶĞƐ͕
ƉƌŝŵĂƌŝůǇŝŶ'ŽůĚ͕WůĂƟŶƵŵ͕ŚƌŽŵĞ͕
Coal and Diamond mines.
In coal mines, for instance, both
ůŽĐĂůůǇĂŶĚŝŶƚĞƌŶĂƟŽŶĂůůǇ͕ƐŽůƵƟŽŶƐ
ĂƌĞƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĚĨŽƌƉŝůůĂƌƌĞŚĂďŝůŝƚĂƟŽŶ͕
ĐŽŶǀĞǇŽƌďĞůƚƌŽĂĚƐĞƚĐŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƟŽŶĂŶĚ
on longwall moves.
&ŽƌƵůƚƌĂͲĚĞĞƉƐĞŝƐŵŝĐĂůůǇĂĐƟǀĞŵŝŶĞƐ
ELBROC produces blast-on support that

ƌĞŵĂŝŶƐĂĐƟǀĞĚƵƌŝŶŐĂŶĚĂŌĞƌƐĞŝƐŵŝĐ
events. In several recorded instances
this has allowed face crews to walk away
unscathed from a face burst during the
ƐŚŝŌ͘

Wide product range
ͻ DĞĐŚĂnical and Hydraulic Props
ƚŚĂƚŵĂǇďĞƵƐĞĚĂƐƐĂĐƌŝĮĐŝĂůŽƌ
Temporary Support with all required
accessories.
ͻ ^ƚĞĞůƌĐŚ^ĞƚƐĨŽƌƚƵŶŶĞůƐƵƉƉŽƌƚ͘
ͻ ZĞŵŽƚĞƌŝůůZŝŐƐ͘
ͻ 'rout Pumps.
While the delivery of high quality
products is central to its business ethos,
ůďƌŽĐŚŝŐŚůǇƉƌŝŽƌŝƟƐĞƐĂŌĞƌƐĂůĞƐĞƌǀŝĐĞ͘
For this reason, it constantly keeps in
touch with customers worldwide and,
with a full range of replacement parts
ensures that products are in good
ǁŽƌŬŝŶŐĐŽŶĚŝƟŽŶĂƚĂůůƟŵĞƐ͘

End-user support
>ZKƐƚƌŝǀĞƐƚŽƉƌŽǀŝĚĞƐŽůƵƟŽŶƐƚŚĂƚ
address the unique needs of each of its
ĐůŝĞŶƚƐ͕ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚĐůĞĂƌĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐĂƟŽŶ͕
says Errol. He adds that bearing in mind
the mining environment is constantly
ĞǀŽůǀŝŶŐ͕>ZKŝƐĐŽŶƟŶƵŽƵƐůǇ
improving its products to keep abreast
with contemporary demands. Through
a dedicated sales team, which includes
underground technicians, the company
assists clients with their underground
support needs.
͞dŚĞƌĞŝƐŶŽŵĂƌŐŝŶĨŽƌĞƌƌŽƌŽƌĐƵƫŶŐ
corners when it comes to safety in
mining, that’s why our products adhere
to the highest possible standards. We are
concerned about safeguarding the lives
of employees, a mine’s most invaluable
ĂƐƐĞƚƐ͟ƐĂǇƐƌƌŽů͘

Growing footprint
>ZK͛ƐƌŽĐŬƐƵƉƉŽƌƚƐŽůƵƟŽŶƐĂƌĞŶŽǁ
widely used in mining in South Africa.
The USA remains a major market whilst
Russia, Zambia, Zimbabwe and West
Africa are regarded as major growth
areas currently. The company is going
all out to expand its global footprint
through forging partnerships with
companies involved in underground
ƐƵƉƉŽƌƚŽŶĂĚŝƐƚƌŝďƵƟŽŶŽƌĂŐĞŶĐǇďĂƐŝƐ͘

>ĂďŽƌĂƚŽƌǇƚĞƐƟŶŐ
ƚŝƚƐŝŶͲŚŽƵƐĞƚĞƐƟŶŐĨĂĐŝůŝƚǇ͕>ZK
ƐƵďũĞĐƚƐŝƚƐƉƌŽĚƵĐƚƐƚŽƐƚƌŝŶŐĞŶƚƚĞƐƟŶŐ
to ensure compliance with performance
and safety standards required in the
harsh mining environment. Their
hydraulic press has the following
ĐĂƉĂďŝůŝƟĞƐ͗
ͻ ůŽĂĚĐĂƉĂĐŝƚǇŽĨϲϬϬŬEĨŽƌƐƚĂƟĐŽƌ
ĚǇŶĂŵŝĐƚĞƐƟŶŐ
ͻ dĞƐƚŚĞŝŐŚƚƐƌĂŶŐŝŶŐĨƌŽŵϬ͘ϯŵƚŽ
ϯ͘ϳŵ
ͻ DĂǆŝŵƵŵƚĞƐƚĚĞĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶ;ŽƌƐƚƌŽŬĞͿ
ŽĨϲϱϬŵŵ
ͻ ZĞŵŽƚĞĐŽŶƚƌŽůƌŽŽŵ
tŚĞŶƉĞƌĨŽƌŵŝŶŐƐƚĂƟĐƚĞƐƟŶŐ͕ƚŚĞ
hydraulic press can perform below or
ĂďŽǀĞƚŚĞŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇďĞŶĐŚŵĂƌŬŽĨϯϬŵŵͬ
min.
During a dynamic test the press
ƐŝŵƵůĂƚĞƐĨĂĐĞͲďƵƌƐƚĐŽŶĚŝƟŽŶƐǁŝƚŚƚŚĞ
ƉůĂƚĞŶŝŶŝƟĂůůǇƚƌĂǀĞůůŝŶŐĂƚϯϬŵŵͬŵŝŶ
ĨŽƌƚŚĞĮƌƐƚϱϬŵŵŽĨĚĞĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶ͕ƚŚĞŶ
ƌĂƉŝĚůǇĂĐĐĞůĞƌĂƟŶŐƚŽĂƉĞĂŬǀĞůŽĐŝƚǇŽĨ
ϯŵͬƐĞĐ͕ďĞĨŽƌĞƌĞƚƵƌŶŝŶŐƚŽϯϬŵŵͬŵŝŶ
for the remainder of the stoke. The onset
and period of the dynamic loading is
controlled by an operator in the control
ƌŽŽŵ͘ƌĞĂůͲƟŵĞůŽĂĚͬĚĞĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶŽƌ
ůŽĂĚͬƟŵĞŐƌĂƉŚŝƐǀŝƐŝďůĞŽŶƚŚĞĐŽŶƚƌŽů
room screen during the test while all
data is stored so that graphs can be later
generated as required.
hůƟŵĂƚĞůǇ͕>ZKƐƚƌŝǀĞƐƚŽďĞĂ
leading supplier and manufacturer of
underground support equipment.

http://dx.doi.org/10.17159/2411-9717/2017/v117n2a3

A version of Gy’s equation for goldbearing ores
by R.C.A. Minnitt*

The two methods for calibrating the parameters K and  (alpha) for use in
Gy’s equation for the Fundamental Sampling Error (FSE)–, Duplicate
Sampling Analysis (DSA) and Segregation Free Analysis (SFA)–, are
described in detail. A case study using identical broken reef material from
a Witwatersrand-type orebody was calibrated using the DSA and SFA
methods and the results compared. Classically, the form of Gy’s equation
for the FSE raises the nominal size of fragments given by dN to the power
of 3. A later modification of Gy’s formula raises dN to the power  (alpha),
the latter term being calibrated with the coefficient K in the DSA and SFA
methods. The preferred value of  for low-grade gold ores used by
sampling practitioners in the mining industry is 1.5. A review of
calibration experiments for low-grade gold ores using the DSA and SFA
methods has produced values of K that vary between 70 and 170 and
values of  in the range 0.97 to 1.30. The average value for  is shown to
be 1, rather than 3 as originally proposed in the classic form of Gy’s
equation or the industry-preferred 1.5. It is suggested that for low-grade
gold-bearing ores the equation for the FSE should raise dN to a power of 1.
Such an equation for the variance of the FSE greatly simplifies the characterization of gold ores, now requiring only the calibration of K for a given
mass and established fragment size. The implications of the simplified
equation for the heterogeneity test are that, provided the fragments have
been screened to within a narrow size range, any particular size will return
a value for K that is acceptable for use in the sampling nomogram.
GF+#C@:A
fundamental sampling error, Gy’s equation, gold ore characterization.

?B@C:78BEC?
A number of different methods for determining
the Fundamental Sampling Error (FSE) have
been suggested (Carrasco, 2004; FrancoisBongarçon, 1991, 1992a, 1992b, 1993, 1996,
1998a, 1998b; Francois-Bongarçon and Gy,
2001; Geelhoed, 2005; Gy, 1973, 1979, 1982;
Lyman, 1993; Pitard, 1993; Minnitt and
Assibey-Bonsu, 2009; Minnitt, FrancoisBongarçon, and Pitard, 2011; Minnitt; 2014).
The classic and widely used heterogeneity test
for determining the sampling constants was
proposed by Gy (Pitard, 1993). It has been
described by Carrasco (2005) and Magri
(2011), and has been championed by Pitard
(2015), but this procedure is not described any
further in this paper. Francois-Bongarçon
(1988a) investigated the changes in the
variance of sample assays due to changes in
the fragment size, and the way in which this
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[1]
The method described by FrancoisBongarçon (1991), which is generally known
as the Duplicate Sampling Analysis (DSA)
method, is widely used in the mining industry
and has produced consistently useful results in
terms of the sampling nomogram that is
applied on mining operations. A second
method, referred to as the Segregation Free
Method (SFA), has also been suggested but is
currently not widely applied (Minnitt et al.,
2011; Minnitt, 2014).
The primary argument against the DSA
method is that the splitting stage before
sample analysis requires that 10–20 kg of
particulate material be split into 32 samples.
Splitting this material, which includes the
complete spectrum of fragment sizes from dust
to particles up to 19.0 mm in diameter, is
thought to introduce grouping and segregation
errors that cannot be eliminated or mitigated.
The problem of segregation was avoided
through a method proposed by Minnitt et al.
(2011) and Minnitt (2014), referred to as the
Segregation Free Analysis (SFA) method, for
calibrating the parameters K and . The SFA
method overcomes the related problems of
segregation and ambiguity in regard to the
exact size of the fragments, but has been
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variance can be applied to the determination of
the constants K and alpha () for use in a
modified form of Gy’s formula for the FSE
shown in Equation [1]. The sampling
parameters are substituted into Equation [1]
and a graphic, the sampling nomogram,
describing the changes in the FSE for different
stages of crushing and splitting for a specific
ore type at a given grade is compiled.

A version of Gy’s equation for gold-bearing ores
criticized because of its simplicity. Objections raised focus on
the single-stage crushing that the material undergoes
compared to the multi-stage crushing associated with the
DSA method (Minnitt, 2014). The calibration procedures for
determining K and  by the DSA and the SFA methods are
described and compared. Details of the calculation procedures
are almost identical for both methods, but the differences are
emphasized.
This paper examines and highlights the differences and
similarities in the calibration exercises that have been carried
out over the years. As the number of such calibration
exercises has increased, there is also growing empirical
evidence that the exponent of 1.5 for the nominal fragment
size suggested by Francois-Bongarçon (1991) and FrancoisBongarcon and Gy (2001) should in fact be unity. This
means that the sampling variance is actually a function of the
product of the sampling constant K and the nominal fragment
size dN, divided by the mass. Lyman (1993) proposed a
similar equation in which the sampling variance is simply
equal to the sampling constant K divided by the sample
mass, and has no dependency on the nominal size of the
fragments dN.

@F5D@DBEC?C98@7A=F:>DBF@ED;A9C@B=F.64D?:
634>FB=C:A
Four bins, each containing 400 to 600 kg of run-of-mine
gold-bearing ore from the Target, Tshepong, Joel, and
Kusasalethu mines, were provided by Harmony Gold Mining
Company Limited. The material from each mining operation
was handled separately and was spread out to dry, at which
stage all fragments larger than 15 cm diameter were
examined and identified. These larger fragments, which
invariably consisted of sub-rounded dolerite dyke material or
fine-grained, non-mineralized hangingwall quartzite, were
removed from the lot. A Boyd crusher was used to crush the
dried lot to 95% passing 2.50 cm. A total of 333 kg of the
broken ore was divided into two lots, one of 75 kg for the
DSA experiment and one of 258 kg for the SFA experiment.
The 75 kg of broken ore used for the DSA method was split
into six series and each of these series was split into 32
individual samples using a rotary splitter. The 258 kg of
broken ore for the SFA experiment was split into 15 series
and each of these was then split into 32 samples using a riffle
splitter. The author sees no difference between the rotary
divider and riffle splitter methods.
All samples were submitted for fire assay using a 50 g
aliquot. The choice of aliquot was made to improve the
precision of the analyses, but was permissible only because
of the very good fluxing and fusion characteristics of the
Witwatersrand ores. Reduction of the analytical data to
provide points on the calibration curves for the DSA and the
SFA methods was similar, apart from slight changes in the
fragment sizes used on the curves.

lots split from the run-of-mine ore from Target mine
(Table I), with evenly spread top sizes varying from 2.5 cm to
0.1 mm as shown in Figure 1, was extracted.
The first step was to crush the material to a nominal top
size of about 95% passing 2.50 cm. This lot was split into six
equal, separate sub-lots, each sub-lot being referred to as a
series as shown in Figure 2. The first sub-lot of about 12 to
15 kg may be larger than the following sub-lots simply
because a greater mass of material is required for larger
fragment sizes. This will ensure a better distribution of
fragments per sample during the rotary splitting procedure
and will reduce the variance of the large fragment sample
masses.
The first of the sub-lots, of 15.0 kg at 2.50 cm, was
named Series 1. The remaining five sub-lots (65 kg mass)
were recombined and homogenized during crushing to a
somewhat smaller sieve size having a nominal top size of
95 % passing 1.90 cm. This lot of about 65 kg was then split

Table I

6F@EFA?7>&F@->DAA-D?:?C>E?D;BC5AE0FC9B=F
9C7@A7&,;CBA5@F5D@F:E?B=F.64>FB=C:
$D>F
Series 1
Series 2
Series 3
Series 4
Series 5
Series 6

$C>E?D;BC5AE0F

455@C%E>DBF>DAA

95% passing 2.50 cm
95% passing 1.90 cm
95% passing 1.32cm
95% passing 0.945 cm
95% passing 0.435 cm
95% passing 0.2 cm

15.0 kg
13.0 kg
13.0 kg
13.0 kg
13.0 kg
13.0 kg

3E<7@F'(*C?CBC?E8D;;+:F8@FDAE?<?C>E?D;BC5AE0FA9C@B=FAE%AF@EFA
7AF:E?B=F.64>FB=C:

.64>FB=C:
The principal difference between the DSA and SFA methods
is in the stages and manner of preparation of the crushed
particulate ores for fire assay. The DSA method requires a lot
varying from 40 kg to 80 kg, depending on how many series
are required. For this particular exercise a series of six sub-
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A version of Gy’s equation for gold-bearing ores

634*FB=C:
Material preparation for the SFA method is simpler than for
the DSA method. In this particular case a mass of about
258 kg of ore from Target mine was crushed to a nominal top
size of 2.50 cm and screened through 15 different screens as
shown in Figure 4. In a standard SFA experiment four series
at different fragment sizes could be used, but in this
particular experiment 15 different size fractions were
analysed.
The mass of each screened size fraction is listed in
Table II and plotted as a grain size distribution in Figure 5.
Each of the series in the SFA experiment at different nominal
fragment sizes was then split into 32 samples using a riffle
splitter, and each sample was bagged and numbered. The
          

3E<7@F(D8=AF@EFAEAA5;EBE?BCE?:E1E:7D;AD>5;FAC9D55@C%E,
>DBF;+F7D;#FE<=B$C>E?D;BC5AE0FEABFABF:7AE?<B#C@D?:C>;+
8=CAF?AD>5;FA

3E<7@F(*C?CBC?E8D;;+:F8@FDAE?<A8@FF?AE0FA9@C>!8>BC))!
8>7AF:E?A8@FF?E?<B=F5D@BE87;DBFC@FAE?B=F634>FB=C:

Table II

6F@EFA?7>&F@-755F@D?:;C#F@A8@FF?AE0FAD1F@D<F9@D<>F?BAE0F/8>2->DAA/<2-D?:
8CF99E8EF?BC91D@EDBEC?/29C@634>FB=C:
$D>F

55F@
A8@FF?

C#F@
A8@FF?

41F@D<F
9@D<>F?BAE0F

*DAA
/<2

C

Series 2
Series 3
Series 4
Series 5
Series 6
Series 7
Series 8
Series 9
Series 10
Series 11
Series 12
Series 13
Series 14
Series 15
Series 16

2.50
1.90
1.60
1.32
1.12
0.95
0.80
0.67
0.48
0.34
0.20
0.10
0.07
0.05
<0.05

1.90
1.60
1.32
1.12
0.95
0.80
0.67
0.48
0.34
0.20
0.10
0.07
0.05
0.01
Dust

2.24
1.76
1.47
1.23
1.04
0.88
0.74
0.59
0.42
0.28
0.17
0.09
0.06
0.04
Dust

18.8
13.5
15.9
10.6
11.7
12.8
19.1
18.4
16.7
22.1
25.6
41.6
26.8
17.2
4.5

0.35
0.49
0.44
0.26
0.31
0.24
0.20
0.44
0.40
0.29
0.37
0.27
1.20
2.09
9.10

nominal (average) fragment size in micrometres for a
fragment passing between two screens can be calculated
using Equation [2].

[2]

The actual average fragment size for each series retained
between two screens as listed in Table II is systematically
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into five sub-lots of about 13 kg each, one of which was
chosen at random and named Series 2. The remaining four
sub-lots were recombined to give a 52 kg lot at 95% passing
1.90 cm. This material was then crushed to a smaller nominal
top size, say 95% passing 1.32 cm. The lot was then split
into four sub-lots of 13.0 kg each; one was selected and
named Series 3. The remaining three sub-lots of about
13.0 kg each were recombined to give a 39 kg lot, which was
crushed to 95% passing 0.945 cm and split three ways. One
of the sub-lots, 13 kg by mass, was selected and named
Series 4. The remaining two sub-lots with a total mass of
26 kg were recombined and crushed to 95% passing
0.435 cm and split to give two equal sub-lots of 13.0 kg each,
one of which was named Series 5. The last 13.0 kg sub-lot
was crushed to 95% passing 0.20 cm and termed Series 6.
The nominal fragment size and mass of each of the different
series, 1 to 6, established in this way are shown in Table 1.
Each of the six series was then split into 32 sub-samples
of approximately equal mass (39 g) using a rotary splitter or
a riffle splitter. Two of the samples were selected at random
from each of the Series 1–4 and tested the granulometry for
each of the four size fractions, i.e. to check that each size
fraction is correctly calibrated. The problems associated with
the granulometry test are dealt with by Minnitt et al. (2011).
The total mass of material used for the granulometry test is
small, about 90–100 g, so the test rarely produces results that
unquestionably correlate with the given nominal top size of
the lot.
Typically, the DSA method of calibration uses broken ore
that is progressively reduced from a top size of about 2.5 cm
to fragments around 0.1 cm by crushing. Each fraction that is
crushed and split out for use in a series contains a complete
distribution of fragment sizes, from the range below the
nominal top size to dust. For example, a series with a
nominal top size of 1.32 cm will contain a complete distribution of fragments that vary in size from 1.32 cm to fine
dust less than 75 m (Minnitt et al., 2011). Previous
experiments using the SFA method have demonstrated that
the increase in sample variance times mass with increasing
fragment size is positive and linear (Minnitt et al., 2011).
The splitting protocol using a standard riffle splitter is
shown in Figure 3.
Although it is normal to use three, or at most four, series
of split material at different fragment sizes, this particular
experiment using the DSA method involved six individual
series of material at the fragment sizes listed in Table I.

A version of Gy’s equation for gold-bearing ores
The variance of a sample taken, fragment by fragment,
from closely sieved material between dMin and dMax is given
by Equation [4].

Table III

3@D<>F?BAE0F-6E8=F;A FABE>DBF-D?:?7>&F@C9
D?D;+AFA9C@B=FAE%AF@EFAC9B=F.64>FB=C:
64,',)) ' /.64>FB=C:2
6F@EFA
$C
1
2
3
4
5
6

3E<7@F!(@DE?AE0F:EAB@E&7BEC?9C@B=F!!<C9A8@FF?F:C@F9@C>
D@<FB>E?F

$C>E?D;
BC5AE0F/8>2

41F@D<F6E8=F;A
FABE>DBF/<"B2

$CC9
D?D;+AFA

2.50
1.90
1.32
0.95
0.42
0.20

3.84
3.44
3.24
3.06
3.45
3.32

32
32
32
32
32
32

DSA average grade

3.09

192 analyses

Standard deviation

0.83

Table IV

smaller without any major discontinuities in size. Screening
of the broken ore allows the lot to be separated into 15 statistically narrow (clean) size fractions that are then analysed, a
method first proposed by Minnitt et al. (2011).
The grain size distribution of the screened ore from
Target mine used in this investigation is shown in Figure 5,
indicating that about 50% of the material (115.7 kg) is less
than 1 mm in diameter.

4?D;+AEAC9B=FDAAD+:DBD
The lognormal distribution of the assay data required that the
means for each series be calculated using a Sichel’s t
estimate. The summary of the statistics for each series in the
DSA and the SFA experiments is shown in Tables III and IV,
respectively. The fire assay results for the DSA method are
given in Appendix 1, and those for the SFA method in
Appendix 2.
This data is used in the calibration exercises.

3@D<>F?BAE0F-6E8=F;A FABE>DBF-D?:?7>&F@C9
D?D;+AFA9C@B=F9E9BFF?AF@EFAC9B=F634>FB=C:
64,',)) '!/634*FB=C:2
6F@EFA
$C
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

$C>E?D;
BC5,AE0F/8>2
2.50
1.90
1.32
1.473
1.228
1.042
0.881
0.741
0.635
0.418
0.284
0.165
0.088
0.062
0.040
0.009

41F@D<F6E8=F;A
ABE>DBF/<"B2

$CC9
4?D;+AFA

3.84
3.44
3.24
6.46
6.18
7.38
5.17
5.08
5.35
5.37
4.62
4.91
4.93
4.35
4.34
5.77

32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
33
32
32
32
32
32

SFA Average grade

5.58

480 Analyses

Standard Deviation

1.66

D8<@C7?:B=FC@+
The following derivation of the equation for the slope, , and
the intercept, K, is presented in Minnitt et al. (2011), but is
included here for completeness. The variance in each of the
fifteen size fractions analysed must be represented by the
same formula if correct estimates of the parameters K and
are to be derived from the calibration curve. The ratio of
upper and lower screen sizes r, shown in Equation [3], must
be reasonably consistent across all screen sizes.
[3]
This is indeed the case for most of the larger screen sizes
used in this particular SFA experiment, as shown in Figure 6,
where r is constrained between 1 and 1.5.
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A version of Gy’s equation for gold-bearing ores
[4]
where g ' = g '(r) is taken from a curve of the granulometric
factor g ' versus ratio r = dMax/dMin for closely sieved
materials, shown in Figure 7.
In this experiment the value of r lies between 1 and 1.5,
suggesting a g ' value of between 0.6 and 0.7 as acceptable
for this experiment. The liberation factor  describes the
transition between the liberated, calculable variance and the
non-liberated one. The term f g 'dMax3 represents the average
fragment volume in the fraction [dMin, dMax]. The smallest
size fraction of ratio r in which the mineral is liberated has a
dMax equal to d, so in the case of the sampling within size
fractions of ratio r, the correct liberation factor is:
[5]
where 0 < b' <1, or, if  = 3-3b', so:
[6]

The liberation factor is the ratio of the average fragment
volumes at non-liberation and at liberation to a power 3b' in
Equation [5], and fg 'dMax3 is the average fragment volume in
the fraction [dMin, dMax]. Generally, the mass of the lot is very
much larger than the mass of the sample so that 1/ML
becomes negligible. Substituting Equation [6] into Equation
[4] allows us to rewrite Equation [4] as follows:
[7]
Taking logarithms on both sides of Equation [7], and
with the proviso that ML is much larger than MS, allows the
equation to be rearranged as follows:
[8]

[9]

So that the slope of the line is given by , and the
intercept is given by:
[10]
On this basis it is now possible to extract values for both
 and d by the fitting of a straight line to the graph (Minnitt
et al., 2011).

F:78BEC?C9B=FDAAD+:DBD
The method of reduction of the 32 fire assay results for each
of the series in the DSA and SFA experiments is shown in
Table V; this particular data is for the DSA Series 3, samples
1 to 32, at a fragment size of 1.32 cm. The logarithmic mean
and variance are presented in this way because the Sichel’s testimate for the mean of a logarithmic distribution was used
to calculate the mean in grams per ton for each of the
individual series. Due to calculating the mean in this way,
very few data values are eliminated as outliers. The reduction
of analytical data for the SFA method is identical to that for
the DSA method.
The data is further reduced to produce the two variables
ln(2*Mass) and ln(dN) as shown in Table VI.

C>5E;DBEC?C9B=F8D;E&@DBEC?87@1FA9C@B=F.64D?:
B=F634>FB=C:A
The final reduced data for the six series of the DSA method
and the fifteen series of the SFA method is compiled in
Figure 8.
It is noteworthy that the two curves shown in Figure 7
are almost parallel, with slopes of 1.030 for the DSA curve
(red) and 1.123 for the SFA curve. The major difference
between these curves is the value for the intercepts that they
yield: 5.12 for the DSA curve and 7.83 for the SFA curve,
which when transformed back from log space gives values of
167.42 g/t2 and 2539.1 g/t2 respectively.

99F8BC?B=F?C>C<@D>
The effect of the differences in K and  for the DSA and SFA
methods and their impact on the sampling nomogram is
shown in Figure 8. A typical 5 Mt/a gold mining operation is
considered as an example. The mine operates 360 days per

The two variables that are required to compile the
calibration curve are then:
Table V

@E>D@+5D@D>FBF@A9C@FD8=E?:E1E:7D;AF@EFA/AE0F
9@D8BEC?2E?B=F.64F%5F@E>F?BB=FAF5D@D>FBF@A
9C@6F@EFA-'8>

          

D;7F

Logarithmic mean (loge g/t)
Sichel's t factor for the mean
Logarithmic variance (loge g/t2)
Mean (g/t)
Relative std deviation
Screen size (cm)
Average mass (g)

1.0412
1.1441
0.4797
3.2407
0.4649
1.32
37.20

*This particular data set is from Series 3 of the DSA method for fragment
size 95% passing 1.32 cm
VOLUME 117
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3E<7@F(487@1FC9<@D?7;C>FB@E89D8BC@   @DBEC *D "*E?
9C@B=F@D?<F 'BC 9C@8;CAF;+AEF1F:>DBF@ED;A/3@D?8CEA,
C?<D@8C?-)')2

D@D>FBF@

A version of Gy’s equation for gold-bearing ores
Table VI

.F@E1DBEC?C95D@D>FBF@A9C@B=F8D;87;DBEC?C9;?/*DAA2D?:;?/29@C>FD8=AF@EFA9C@5CE?BAC?B=F
8D;E&@DBEC?87@1F
D@D>FBF@

D;7F

%5;D?DBEC?

dp95 (cm)

1.320

Calibrated fragment size 95% passing 1.32 cm

Measured multi-stage relative std deviation (RSD)

0.4649

From Table III (Std Dev/Mean)

Measured multi-stage variance

0.2161

RSD squared

Less analytical variance#

0.2080

Residual variance minus analytical variance (0.0081 g/t)

Standardised variance

0.6742

Residual variance x mean

Mass (g)

0.3720

From Table III

50

Aliquot size from assayers

0.6640

Standardised variance (0.6742) minus the sub-sampling and
analytical variance of the pulp series

Mass assayed (g)
Single stage variance
s2*MS

0.2470

ln(s2*MS)

-1.3984

ln(dMax)

0.2776

*The values for this particular data set from Series 3 of the DSA method for fragment size 95% passing 1.32 cm.
#Analytical variance for gold between 1 and 50 g/t supplied by Set Point Laboratories, Johannesburg, South Africa

Table VII

@7A=E?<D?:A5;EBBE?<AF7F?8FE?C@:F@BCC&BDE?
D!)<D;E7CBF1F@+A=E9B/ =C7@A2
B"D
5 000000

B":

C?A"A=E9B

@D>A"A=E9B

13 888.9

4629.6

4 629 629.6

Table VIII
3E<7@F (C>5D@EAC?C98D;E&@DBEC?87@1FA9C@B=F.64D?:634
>FB=C:A

annum and three shifts per day, equivalent to about 4.6
million grams per shift (Table VII). Assuming that one assay
per shift is required it is necessary to reduce the 4.6 million
grams to a single 50 g aliquot for fire assay every shift
(8 hours).
The details of the crushing and splitting stages required
to calculate the nomogram of Figure 8 are presented in
Table VIII. The sampling variance is calculated using the K
and  values substituted into Equation [1].
The nomograms for the DSA and the SFA methods are
compared in Figure 9.
The difference in  is marginal and does not affect the
protocol in any significant way, but the difference in K, 167.4
compared to 2539, is significantly large. This difference
indicates that the SFA calibration curve produces values of K
and  that are more conservative than those with the DSA
method. This likewise leads to a more conservative
nomogram for the sampling protocol than does the DSA
method.

D;87;DBEC?C9B=F;E&F@DBEC?AE0F
The liberation size of the gold can be calculated using data
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*DAA-9@D<>F?BAE0FD?:AD>5;E?<1D@ED?8F9C@B=F
.64D?:634>FB=C:A
*DAA/<2
4 629 629.6
4 629 629.6
462 963.0
462 963.0
23 148.1
23 148.1
694.4
694.4
48.61

*DAA/<2
4 629 629.6
4 629 629.6
694 444.4
694 444.4
55 555.6
55 555.6
2055.6
2055.6
2055.56
61.7
K


3@D<>F?BAE0F/8>2

.64>FB=C:

60.0
20.0
20.0
1.0
1.0
0.0300
0.0300
0.0030
0.0030

0.00359
0.00105
0.0105
0.00036
0.00723
0.00014
0.00470
0.00035
0.00506

3@D<>F?BAE0F/8>2

634>FB=C:

60.0
1.0
1.0
0.1
0.1
0.0030
0.0030
0.0030
0.0001
0.0001
167.4
1.123

0.03721
0.00055
0.00366
0.00034
0.00427
0.00012
0.00311
0.00311
0.00005
0.00312
2539
1.03
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3E<7@F(C>5D@EAC?C9B=F?C>C<@D>A9C@B=F.64D?:B=F634
>FB=C:A-E?:E8DBE?<D>C@F8C?AF@1DBE1FAC;7BEC?9C@B=F634>FB=C:
8C>5D@F:BCB=F.64>FB=C:

derived from the calibration curves for the DSA and the SFA
methods. The specific data, together with an explanation of
the relevant calculations, is provided in Table IX. It should be
noted that the density for gold used in these calculations is
that for a gold-silver amalgam with a density of 16 g/cm3.
Having obtained the estimates for  and K we can
now calculate values for d, the liberation size, using
Equation [11].

[11]

It is important to calculate the liberation size at the
nominal fragment size of dN = 1 cm because at this size K is
the correct value and dN = 1. Substituting values for K and 
for the DSA methods and the SFA method we get:

When determining a value for the size of gold grains, i.e.
the liberation size, it is essential that all the different size
fractions (i.e. the different series) are derived from the same
lot, as they are in this particular case. The liberation size d of
the gold grains was determined at 82 m for the DSA method
and 738 m for the SFA method. Generally, a liberation size
of 738 m would appear to be too large for typical
Witwatersrand gold-bearing ores, with 82 m being a far
more acceptable grain size. However, no work has been
completed to establish the exact size distribution of gold in
these ores. The liberation size of the SFA lot should probably
been verified using another of the mine samples. There is
therefore a concern that the SFA method overestimates K;
this may be the subject of further work.

4887>7;DBF:F1E:F?8F9@C>.64D?:6348D;E&@DBEC?
F%5F@E>F?BA
The equation for the estimation of Gy’s Fundamental
Sampling Error has become firmly entrenched in the minerals
industry. It is given by (Francois-Bongarçon, 1991):
[12]
This equation has been used as a method for defining the
calibration curves from which values of  and K can be
determined. These values are essential in order to compile
sampling nomograms for specific ore types from which a
sampling protocol can be designed (Minnitt, Rice, and
Spangenberg, 2007; Minnitt and Assibey-Bonsu, 2009;
Minnitt et al., 2011).
Since 2009 a number of results from experiments using
the DSA and SFA calibration methods have been published,
and the equations for the trend lines are listed against the
source of the data in Table X. Also shown in Table X is a list
of the R2 values for the fit of the trend lines to the data. The
behaviour of the data-sets that have been accumulated, and
which are listed in Appendix 3, is reviewed.

Table IX

D;87;DBEC?C9B=F;E&F@DBEC?AE0FC9<C;:<@DE?A
D@D>FBF@

.64*FB=C:

634>FB=C:

%5;D?DBEC?

Grade (g/t)
g/g (100000)
ρ/g*
K (calibrated)
f
g
c

Exponent (1/(3-a)
cfg
(K/(f*c*g)
d (cm)
d(m)
d(mm)

3.84
0.000 003 843
4 163 485.52
167.42
0.5
0.6
4 163 485.52
1.03
0.51
1 249 045.66
0.000 134 042
0.010 813 038
0.00 010 813
108.13

5.80
0.0 000 058
275 8769.33
2 721.66
0.5
0.25
2 758 769.33
1.14
0.54
344 846.17
0.00 789
0.073 842
0.000 738
738.4

Calculated as the average of 32 assays
Grams per to expressed as gram/gram
Calculated from the intercept of the calibration
Shape Factor
Granulometry factor
Mineralogical constant
Calculated from the slope of the calibration curves

Size of liberated gold grains
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A version of Gy’s equation for gold-bearing ores
Data listed in Table X is derived from the plots of
ln(s2*MS) versus ln(dmax) for DSA and SFA data-sets that are
plotted and shown in Figure 10.
The empirical evidence suggests that the average value
for  in gold-related calibration curves shown in Figure 10 is
1.026, which is sufficiently close to unity to suggest that the
value should in fact be 1.00. Such a value means that
Equation [1] suggested by Francois-Bongarçon (1996)
should in fact be written as shown in Equation [13].

[16]
where variables in the equation represent the mass of sample
(M), mass of lot (ML), nominal fragment size (d) and
sampling constant (C) for a specific or single stage variance
in a sampling protocol. Equation [16] can be rearranged
(Minnitt and Assibey-Bonsu, 2009) to indicate that the
sampling constant K does not change from one stage of
comminution to another, so that:

[13]
Such a change in the formula for the FSE results in a
considerable simplification in the calculation of the error and
in the methods for calibrating a value for K in Equation [13].

>5;E8DBEC?A9C@B=F=FBF@C<F?FEB+BFAB
The heterogeneity test (HT) is a standard industry practice
that allows the sampling constants, in particular a value for
K, to be determined for the purpose of designing and
optimizing sample preparation protocols for different types of
mineralization. Characterization of mineral size distribution,
mineral associations, modes of occurrence, and sampling
characteristics of the ores should precede the HT. The
standard HT is performed by controlling dN to a size as close
to 1 cm as possible so that the value of d N3 is close to unity; as
it turns out the size of fragments between screen sizes of
0.63 and 1.25 cm is 1.05 cm. The mass of each sample is
controlled to an exact value so that MS is also known exactly.
The variance is then calculated from the 100 or so fire assays
of samples collected from this particular size range, leaving K
as the only unknown which is solved for in Equation [1].
A distinction needs to be drawn between the use of
symbols K and C in the equations defining the inherent
heterogeneity (of the lot) IHL and the FSE, depending on how
the exponent of the nominal fragment size is specified. If the
nominal size d has an exponent of 2.5 (d2.5), or , where  =
3-x, (d3-x), the appropriate symbol is K. If the exponent of d
is 3(d3), then the appropriate symbol is C. According to Pitard
(2009), Gy’s earlier literature defined the constant factor of
constitution heterogeneity (IHL) as shown in Equation 14:
[14]
Because the liberation factor is a function of dN the
constant C, the product of four factors including , changes as
dN changes. For practical purposes it is customary to express
IHL as shown in Equation [14], with little doubt that the
exponent of d is  = 3, unless the liberation factor is
modelled as a function of d itself. FSE is therefore a function
of the sampling constant C, the cube of the nominal size of
the fragments (d3N), and the inverse of the mass of the
sample (MS), giving the familiar formula derived by Gy
(1979) and shown in Equation 15:

[17]
However since Equation [13] is now considered
applicable for the derivation of FSE, and the exponent of d is
now unity, the value for K should be the same for any
particular size fraction that one may choose to use. No longer
is it necessary to use a fragment size close to 1 cm; any
fragment size should give the same value for K.
The proposed change in the formula for the FSE also
means that the simple HT championed by Gy and Pitard is
also simplified and indicates that the only factor needed to
establish an acceptable nomogram is a calibrated value for K.

Table X

@F?:;E?FF7DBEC?AD?: 1D;7FA9C@.64D?:634
:DBDAFBA
.DBD6FB

6B@DE<=B;E?FF7DBEC?A



DSA_Lily_GM_2009

y = 0.8131x + 2.51

0.836

DSA_Mponeng_GM_2009

y = 1.5161x + 4.14

0.993

DSA_Kloof_GM_2009

y = 0.9323x + 6.01

0.742

DSA_Nyankanga_GM(BIF)_2014

y = 0.8666x + 5.24

0.928

DSA_Geita_GM_2014

y = 0.7501x + 4.78

0.992

DSA_Star_and_Comet_GM_2014

y = 0.9877x + 4.29

0.958

DSA_Nyankanga_GM(DIO)_2014

y = 0.9522x + 2.59

0.997

DSA_Target GM_2014

y = 1.0302x + 5.12

0.995

SFA_Lily_GM_2011

y = 1.1395x + 3.67

0.952

SFA_Target_GM_2014

y = 1.1462x + 7.97

0.884

SFA_Tshepong_GM_2015

y = 1.1517x + 0.374

0.941

Average of  values

1.026

[15]
In regard to the HT we define C as the sampling constant
for a specific size fraction , i.e. for a single stage of
comminution in the sampling process, identified by subscript
. The single stage error variance is defined as:
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A model for low- (1 to 5 g/t) and high- (6 to 22 g/t) grade
ores was simulated to examine the behaviour of values for
the coefficient K and for the exponent . For any given
fragment size, low-grade ores will generally have lower
variance than higher grade ores. The changes in K are large
for changes in grade, whereas there are only minor changes
in the exponent  for high- and low-grade ores, as shown in
Figure 11.
The model shown in Figure 11 indicates that K decreases
from about 7 to 2 in low-grade ores, and from about 32 to 2
in high-grade ores, as the grade increases from 2 to 22 g/t.
Thus the FSE must increase as the grade of the ore increases,
meaning that for higher grade ores a sample of larger mass is
required. Values for the exponent  change from 0.96 to
1.03, a marginal change around a value of 1.0, in support of
the empirical evidence that a value of unity should be applied
in heterogeneity studies and in the construction of
nomograms.
Further indications that the value of the exponent in the
Francois-Bongarçon (1992) version of Gy’s formula is unity
is provided in Figure 12. Actual data for the exponent from
a number of different gold mines where calibration exercises
had been carried out are plotted against the corresponding
mean grade gold grades in Figure 12.

The  values are generally between 0.8 and 1.2 and lie
around the -high grade and -low grade model lines
(dashed) shown in Figure 12. Outliers are present at 0.58
and 1.54, but no clear explanation for these values can be
offered. The average value for 83 exponents was 1.009.

C?8;7AEC?
This paper compares two different approaches, the DSA and
the SFA, to the calibration of the sampling parameters K and
for use in the formula proposed by Gy (1979) for the
estimation of the Fundamental Sampling Error. The
importance of these comparisons is to demonstrate that while
they may produce different values for K, the values for the
exponent  for both methods are almost identical and close to
unity, as indicated by an analysis of eleven DSA and SFA
tests on twelve different gold-bearing ores.
This conclusion has significant implications for future
heterogeneity tests in that it indicates that provided the
fragment size of the material used for the test is closely
screened, any size ratio should produce the same value for
the sampling constant K. Furthermore, the nomograms
produced for sampling protocols from constants derived from
the calibration of K and  will be identical.
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Value creation in a mine operating with
open stoping mining methods
by P.J. Le Roux*† and T.R. Stacey*

Mining companies are under constant pressure to reduce their cost
structures to sustain profitability. In mines using an open stoping mining
method, dilution often has a significant effect on profitability. At Target
mine in South Africa, dilution in some open stopes was found to exceed
10%, falls of ground being a major contributor to the problem. This
dilution can reduce the recovered grade from 5.5 to 4.5 g/t, resulting in a
potential loss of about R21 million per month based on a gold price of
R240 000 per kilogram. In addition to the cost of dilution, the cost of
damage to, or loss of, trackless equipment as a direct result of falls of
ground in open stopes is significant. Other associated costs include
transport, hoisting, secondary blasting, milling, and plant treatment of
waste material. Stable open stopes are essential in order to reduce falls of
ground. Back-analyses of stope instability at Target mine have indicated
that conventional rock mass failure criteria are unsuitable for stope
design. An alternative strain-based criterion has been developed, and has
proved to be very successful, allowing the stability of open stopes to be
calculated reliably. Since its implementation in 2010, dilution and
equipment damage have decreased markedly, creating value for the mine.
<:&)6324
open stope, stope stability, stope design, dilution stress-strain index.

783620+8967
Mines that make use of an open stoping
mining method aim to extract only the ore,
leaving the waste behind. Many orebodies
have well-defined boundaries between the ore
and the waste rock. In such orebodies, the
introduction of waste into the ore due to
overbreak dilutes the grade. In massive
disseminated orebodies, dilution is less
problematic. Overblasting, falls of ground, or
other causes may result in dilution. A study
undertaken in Canada (Pakalnis et al., 1995)
found that approximately 51% of all
underground metal mines utilized open
stoping mining methods and, from surveys
conducted at these mines, open stoping
operations experienced dilutions of up to 20%,
and occasionally more. Dilution of this
magnitude has a significant economic impact
on any mining venture. Research carried out in
Australia by Capes (2009) came to the same
conclusion.
Dilution has a significant effect on the
viability of South African gold mines that
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utilize open stoping mining methods. At
Target mine the dilution exceeded 10% in a
number of open stopes, which could adversely
impact the mine’s future. This dilution can
result in the reduction of the recovered grade
from 5.5 g/t to 4.5 g/t, resulting in a loss of
some R21 million per month (based on a gold
price of R240 000 per kilogram) at current
production levels of 70 000 t/month. Over the
life of mine, the total loss could be in excess of
R3 billion.
Capes (2009) briefly discussed the costs of
dilution. Direct costs are primarily due to the
removal and processing of the additional waste
material; these costs are for hauling, transport,
crushing, hoisting, and milling of the waste
rock. Indirect costs are associated with damage
to equipment due to falls of ground in open
stopes during mucking. Numerous cases of
such damage to equipment have occurred at
Target mine.
It is obvious that a reduction in dilution
and equipment damage will be of great benefit
to the profitability of a mining operation. To
achieve this requires the accurate prediction of
instability in open stopes, and hence optimized
stope design. It is not surprising that a
significant amount of research into the
prediction of dilution in open stopes has been
undertaken, for example by Potvin (1988),
Clark and Pakalnis (1997), Clark (1998),
Sutton (1998), Wang (2004), Brady et al.
(2005), and Capes (2009). The methods
described in this research could be expected to
be applicable for the design of stable stopes at
Target mine. Their use will be described in this
paper, as well as the development of a new
approach that provided much greater accuracy
in stope design and prediction of dilution at
Target mine.

Value creation in a mine operating with open stoping mining methods
.:7;486.97/;58;53/:8;-97:
Target mine hosts multiple reefs overlying one-another,
forming an orebody approximately 180 m in thickness and
270 m wide on dip, termed the Eldorado Reefs. The dip of the
reefs varies from 10° in the west to 75° in the east. In most
Australian and Canadian open stoping operations, the
hangingwall and footwall consist of waste rock, with the
orebody dipping relatively steeply. In contrast, at Target Mine
the hangingwall, sidewalls, and footwall generally consist of
reef with different grades. If the stope being mined is
adjacent to an existing old stope, one sidewall of this stope
will be backfill. The mining direction of the open stopes is
from the lowest position of the reef (on the west),
progressing up towards the east, as shown in Figure 1.
Owing to the depth of the mine, some 2300 m to 2500 m
below surface, and resulting high stress levels, a destressing
’slot’ is mined to create an artificial shallow mining
environment in which the maximum stress does not exceed
60 MPa. This destressing slot involves narrow-reef mining on
the Dreyerskuil Reef, with an average stoping width of 1.5 m.
To extract the massive reefs, open stopes are excavated by
blasting to mine selected reef packages within the orebody.
These open stopes vary in size between 10 m and 25 m in
width (span), 10 m and 35 m in height, and 10 m and 100 m
in length. To establish an open stope, a reef drive is
developed on strike at the lowest point where the stope will
be situated, as shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3.
This reef drive is developed to the mining limit of that
specific open stope. At the end of the open stope slot, cubbies
are developed, cutting across the dip of the strata. In one of
the cubbies, a drop raise is developed, holing into the top
drive for ventilation. Once developed, the slot is drilled, as
well as the blast rings for the open stope. When completed,
the slot is blasted and cleaned using remote loading load,
haul, and dump (LHD) mechanized equipment. The open
stope is then created by blasting a maximum of four rings at
a time, on retreat, and is cleaned using remote-loading LHDs.
No personnel may enter these open stopes at any time.

'9/03:;$%3644 4:+896751;"9:);16697/;7638,;6*;5;8&.9+51;6.:7;486.:
2:49/7;67;53/:8;-97:

'9/03:;%157;"9:);6*;5;8&.9+51;6.:7;486.:;2:49/7;67;53/:8;-97:;

-.939+51;2585(54:
To investigate and document the behaviour of open stopes at
Target mine, and to evaluate alternative open stope design
methods, a comprehensive empirical database was
established based on the open stope mining information, rock
mass properties, rock mass classification, and cavity
monitoring system (CMS) data. The following information,
from 28 case study stopes at Target mine, was included in the
database.
® Planned stope volume
® Stope volume from CMS survey data
® Stope geometry: beam area (stope surface area
analysed), circumference, hydraulic radius
® Rock mass properties and rock mass classification
values
® Major principal stress at the open stope hangingwall
and sidewall before mining the stope
® Modified stability number, N (Potvin, 1988)
® Equivalent linear overbreak slough (ELOS) (Clark and
Pakalnis, 1997).
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Value creation in a mine operating with open stoping mining methods
Information from the database indicated that, over an 11year period, the major contributors to dilution in open stopes
were hangingwall beam failures, poor blasting, and some
sidewall failures. From all the open stopes mined on Target
mine, only 28 case studies had sufficient information for this
investigation. The dilution ranged from as high as 74% to as
low as 1.1% for 22 of the case study stopes. 1.1 Mt of
overbreak was recorded for this period in the open stopes.
The remaining six stopes showed underbreak ranging from
2% to as high as 18% due to poor blasting and were not
included in this study. Thus only 22 case studies were used.
The percentage dilution (% Dilution) in an open stope is
calculated as follows:

% Dilution = (Measured stope volume by
CMS – Planned stope volume)
(Planned stope volume) x 100
Major dilution is defined as dilution greater than 10% (a
mine management definition). Minor dilution is where the
measured dilution is equal to or less than 10%, and
underbreak is where the measured dilution is negative
(<0%). At Target mine, all open stopes are designed for
dilution of 5% and less, but this was rarely achieved. In half
of the case study stopes, dilution was >10%, 29% had
dilution <10%, and in the remaining 21%, underbreak
occurred.

3:29+8967;6*;485(9198&;6*;6.:7;486.:4
The stability and design of open stopes was evaluated using

empirical methods (Potvin, 1988), and numerical stress
analysis methods with various rock mass failure criteria.
These methods were applied to the case study stopes to
evaluate their applicability.

#&&%'$ &&$'!%"
The modified stability number is used in the stability graph
method (Potvin, 1988) to determine the stability of open
stopes, and hence to design the stopes. This system is a
modification of the Q system (Barton et al., 1974), and has
particular application in the evaluation of the stability of open
stopes. The stress reduction factor from the Q system is not
used, and three specific modification factors are applied to
take account of the effect of rock strength to stress ratio, the
effect of joint orientation, and the influence of gravity. The
result is the modified stability number N as shown in Tables
I to III. In Tables I to III, R is the ratio of the uniaxial
compressive strength (UCS) of the rock to the induced stress
at the centreline of the stope surface. Details of the method
are given in the original references.
Making use of the case histories, the hydraulic radius
(plan area of a stope hangingwall or sidewall divided by its
perimeter) and the modified stability number N for each of
the 28 case study stopes were determined. In Figure 4, the 28
case study results are plotted on the modified stability
diagram (after Potvin, 1988). Although the Potvin (1988)
method is not designed to determine dilution, trend lines
were plotted on the diagram to bring out any correlation
between percentage dilution, the modified stability number N,

Table I

0--53&;6*;+54:;48029:4;)98,;-563;29108967

Table II
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Table III

0--53&;6*;+54:;48029:4;)98,;072:3(3:5

and hydraulic radius. It can be seen that seven of the open
stopes with major dilution (>10%) plot in the ‘support
required’ zone, with five of the case studies plotting in the
transitional zone, two in the stable zone, and two in the
caved zone. It would seem that there is some correlation
between percentage dilution and HR/N as shown in Figure 4
and Figure 5.
The percentage dilution, hydraulic radius (HR), and
modified stability number, N for 22 of the case studies are
plotted on the graphs for dilution greater than zero in Figures
5 and 6. Figure 5 simply considers percentage dilution as a
function of HR/N for the surface exhibiting the most
dilution. If more than one stope surface has significant
dilution, this approach would not take this into account. In
Figure 6, logarithmic trend lines are established for several N
ranges. These trend lines represent a potential empirical
approach to the design of the open stopes, since the predicted
percentage dilution can be calculated making use of the
equations for the lines, which are shown in the equation
derived from Figure 5:

'9/03:;%168;6*;+54:;48029:4;4,6)97/;.:3+:785/:;29108967;54;5
*07+8967;6*;! 

( )

HR
Dilution (%) = 16 N' + 16
The fit of each equation to the data obtained from the 22
case studies is shown by the R2 value in
Table IV, and visually in Figure 6 (after Elbrond, 1994).
Unfortunately, the correlations are not good, and therefore it
can be concluded that these simplified empirical approaches
do not provide a sufficient level of design confidence for
stopes at Target mine. The problems with this approach may
be due to the sedimentary geology, the shallow dip and
variable width of the orebody, and the fact that the total
dilution has been measured whereas the dilution has been
assessed for only one stope surface.

'9/03:; %168;6*;+54:;48029:4;4,6)97/;3:1589674,9.;(:8)::7
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<3
4–10
11–20
21–40
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0.6305ln(HR) - 0.9575
0.5090ln(HR) - 0.8596
0.4144ln(HR) - 0.4673
0.6357ln(HR) - 1.1934

0.4574
0.8089
0.9981
0.8489
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The dilution factor is defined as the ELOS predicted from the
dilution design graph based on the modified stability number
N and hydraulic radius for an open stope. The 22 case
studies with dilution greater than zero are plotted on the
modified stability diagram for ELOS (after Clark and
Pakalnis, 1997) in Figure 7. The calculated ELOS is from
2.5 m up to 10.4 m for open stopes with major dilution
(>10%). A contributing factor could be that the sidewall
dilution has not been assessed for ELOS, so the calculated
ELOS would be less than the total ELOS recorded. Also, in
some cases the significant sidewall dilution greatly increased
the hydraulic radius of the stope hangingwall, further
increasing dilution, which was not predicted from the ELOS
approach. The measured ELOS was based on the difference
between the planned stope volume and the CMS actual stope
volume, divided by the area of the surface creating the
maximum dilution. In cases where significant dilution was
from more than one surface, ELOS may be greatly underestimated. It should be noted that seven of the 14 cases of
major dilution had significant dilution from one or two
sidewalls as well as the hangingwall.
The modified stability diagram for ELOS (after Clark and
Pakalnis, 1997) was further modified in an attempt to
incorporate the ELOS values obtained on Target mine as
shown in Tables I to III. The ELOS values for Target are much
higher than those obtained by Clark and Pakalnis (1997) and
Wang (2004), as shown in Figure 7. Due to the limited
number of case studies, for the ranges of ELOS shown, the
trend lines could not be verified. The maximum ELOS
predicted by Figure 7 is greater than 2 m. The graph does not
delineate the ELOS value if it is greater than 2 m, which
makes it difficult to apply to many of the case histories.

%"& '$"%' ! &'%$#
From the back-analyses on the 22 open stopes where
sufficient data was available, three-dimensional stress
analyses were conducted. MAP3D-SV was the numerical
analysis package used to model the mining of the open
stopes. The purpose of the analyses was to determine the
median three principal stresses and the corresponding three
principal strains at the centreline of the stope hangingwall
and sidewalls for the specific mining configuration. To
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achieve this, strings (also known as gridlines) were placed on
the boundaries of the hangingwall and sidewalls in the centre
of the open stope hangingwall and sidewalls for each of the
open stopes, and the actual mining extraction sequence
shown in Figure 8 was simulated. It was found that the
expected stresses on the boundaries of the open stope were
not negative or zero due to the accuracy of the model in areas
where overstoping was conducted. Overstoping is the process
by which a narrow reef mining slot is blasted, creating an
artificial shallow mining environment in which the open
stopes will be mined, as shown in Figure 8.
The rock mass in the numerical model was assumed to be
homogeneous and isotropic to simplify modelling (Wiles,
2006). The following input parameters were used in the
MAP3D-SV analyses:
®
®
®
®

Young’s modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Density
K-ratio

70 000 MPa
0.2
2700 kg/m3
0.5

The Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and density values
were determined from laboratory tests conducted at the
University of the Witwatersrand by Le Roux (2004). The Kratio is an estimate based on underground observations and
back-analyses.
The principal stresses determined in the analyses were
substituted into several rock mass failure criteria to
determine whether any of these criteria would be suitable for
predicting instability around open stopes at Target mine. The
most widely accepted failure criteria currently used in rock
engineering are the Hoek-Brown failure criterion (Hoek et al.,
2002) and the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion (Labuz and
Zhang, 2012). These two criteria and the Zhang-Zhu (Zhang
and Zhu, 2007), Pan-Hudson (Pan and Hudson, 1988),
Priest (Priest, 2009), Simplified Priest (Priest, 2009), and
Drucker-Prager criteria (Alejano and Bobet, 2012) were used
in the evaluation.
Only 22 of the case study stopes proved to be appropriate
with regard to the application of these criteria. From these
studies, it was found that 14 open stopes had undergone
hangingwall failure and eight sidewall failure, seven cases
being a combination of hangingwall and sidewall failure.
Major dilution occurred in nine of the 14 stopes with
hangingwall failure, and minor dilution in five. For sidewall
failure, it was found that five stopes had major dilution and
three minor dilution. The open stopes with a combination of
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hangingwall and sidewall failure were included in analyses of
both major and minor dilution in open stopes with
hangingwall and sidewall failure. Using regression analysis
(R2, a statistical measure of how close the data is to the fitted
regression line), the most suitable statistical measure was
determined. Using the results obtained from Map3D on the
hangingwall and sidewalls for the 22 case studies simulated,
the failure criteria were applied. Figure 9 and Figure 10
compare the results of application of the criteria with those
obtained from the Map3D analyses.
Using the stresses determined with Map3D, the various
stress-based failure criteria discussed above were applied to
predict failure depths into the hangingwall and sidewalls of
the case study open stopes. The results obtained showed that
the stress-based failure criteria either completely overestimated or underestimated the failure for most of the case
studies. It can be concluded that these criteria are not
appropriate for accurate design of open stopes in the Target
gold mining environment.

& $&#!'#' '$" &! %'"&$%"&#!
The extension strain criterion (Stacey, 1981) was applied to
the open stope case studies. Making use of the final CMS for
the open stopes, the model was calibrated by modifying the
modulus of elasticity until the fracture extent matched with
the final CMS (after Louchnikov, 2011). By modifying the
modulus of elasticity in the numerical model the principal
strains would be increased or decreased. Although the
resulting prediction from this criterion matched the expected
failure shape in the hangingwall of the open stope, the
predicted fracture propagation was significantly deeper into
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the hangingwall than the failure observed for Target mine.
The lack of success with this strain criterion is perhaps to be
expected, since the criterion (Stacey, 1981) applies to the
initiation of fractures and not to failure. However, the
correspondence of the failure shape suggested that a strainbased criterion could be more successful than a stress-based
one.

% !'$"%' !'#%$"&'$" &!
Open stopes have a three-dimensional geometry and are
created in a three-dimensional stress field. It is therefore to
be expected that the stability of these stopes, and the
potential dilution, will be dependent on the three-dimensional
stress and strain conditions around them. The commonly
used Hoek-Brown and Mohr-Coulomb criteria do not consider
the intermediate principal stress. To take the threedimensional conditions into account, the mean stress, m,
also known as the octahedral normal stress, was plotted
against volumetric strain, vol for open stopes with dilution
greater than 10%, and dilution equal to or less than 10%, in
the hangingwall and sidewalls respectively. These results
showed, as expected, a linear relationship between the mean
stress and volumetric strain, since stress and strain are
linked in the linear numerical model by Hooke’s Law (Brady
and Brown, 1985).
Results obtained from the Map3D analyses on the
gridlines around these 22 case studies in the hangingwall
and sidewalls for major (>10%) and minor (<10%) dilution
were plotted for the mean stress, m, against volumetric
strain, vol, as shown in Figures 11 and 12. From these plots,
it is clear that the major and minor dilution for open stopes
fall into distinct clusters, indicating the potential for a
satisfactory three-dimensional criterion for the design of open
stopes.
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[1]
[2]
where q = 39 GPa, which is the slope of the linear trend lines
in Figures 11 and 12. The DSSI is the relationship between
mean stress and volumetric strain, expressed as follows:
[3]
For a factor of safety of 1.0, the DSSI value is 1.0. A
DSSI value of greater than 1.0 will indicate failure conditions
in tension. For a set value of mean stress, if the volumetric
strain were less than the threshold as determined by Figures
11 and 12, failure would occur due to relaxation. A DSSI
value of less than 1.0 will indicate failure conditions in
compression. This is a new criterion for determining the
expected failure depth in the hangingwall or sidewalls of
excavations, which does not appear in any literature
reviewed. Although octahedral normal stress forms the basis
of this criterion, this is a completely new method of
determining failure depth: if the volumetric strain exceeds the
critical value for mean stress, failure will occur. This method
considers all three principal stresses and strains, which is
appropriate for the three-dimensional environment of open
stopes.

& $&#!'#'$%' &$&#!'$"%$" &!' !%'  
%&!'"&$%"&#!'$#' "%$'&!%'
A full 3D analysis of the open stopes is required, and stress
          

and strain magnitudes must be determined on a dense grid of
points adjacent to the hangingwall and sidewall surfaces. The
next step is to determine the statistical median from the 1,
3, m, and vol values for major and minor dilution in open
stope hangingwalls and sidewalls. The obtained median
mean stress and volumetric strain values for each case study
are then plotted for major and minor dilution to determine q,
which is the slope of the linear trend lines for mean stress
and volumetric strain of the open stope case studies, as
shown in Figures 11 and 12 for hangingwall and sidewall
dilution. The 1 and 3 median results for each case study
for major and minor dilution in hangingwall and sidewalls
are plotted as shown in Figure 13. From these results, the
failure mode (tension or compression) for major and minor
dilution in open stope hangingwall and sidewalls is
determined. By making use of the minor dilution data, the
failure envelope cut-off can be determined as shown in
Figure 13.

          

Making use of the median mean stress value m determined
for each case study, the DSSI can be applied for major failure
in open stope hangingwall and sidewalls in Map3D. Now the
open stope CMS can be imported into Map3D as a DXF file
and superimposed on the numerical analysis data to compare
the results, as shown in Figure 14. This is part of the
calibration process. If a good correlation is found between the
DSSI prediction and the open stope CMS, the criterion can be
used; if not, the model calibration process must be continued
until a reasonable result is obtained. To calibrate the model,
the Young’s modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (v) are changed
until the results match, (after Louchnikov, 2011). When the
model is calibrated, the same values for E and v must be
applied for all case studies being used. The DSSI is applied
for major failure in open stope hangingwall and sidewalls in
Map3D for a planned open stope, and the failure depth
determined. The DSSI failure lobes indicated in light grey in
Figure 14 can also be exported as DXF files and compared
with the design stope shape to determine the expected
dilution, as shown in Figure 15. Using this information, the
stope shape can be amended (reduced in size) so that the
final shape corresponds with the actual required, planned
shape due to the expected failure depth.
Applying the methodology shown in Figures 11 and 12,
the open stope case studies were evaluated. Hangingwall and
sidewall failure in open stopes can be predicted by the
following equations proposed for Target mine:
[4]

[5]
After the DSSI design criterion had been established for
hangingwall failure and sidewall failure on Target mine, the
obtained median major principal stress 1 and median minor
principal stress 3 were plotted for each of the 22 case
studies. Using the obtained results for the 22 case studies,
the failure mode for the open stopes with major hangingwall
or sidewall dilution (>10%) could be determined. The same
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For the 22 case studies it was found that for open stopes
with >10% dilution due to hangingwall failure, the volumetric
strain and mean stress values were in the very low range,
thus placing them in a relaxed or destressed environment.
This low-stress environment is found when open stopes are
mined very close to the narrow reef destressing or for open
stopes with a large hydraulic radius greater than or equal to
9. The failure mode in these conditions would include beam
failure and/or keyblock failure. Failure could also occur in the
hangingwall and sidewalls where high stress conditions are
encountered, such as in pillar areas or high-stress abutments
at the narrow-reef destressing, resulting in stress fracturing.
It should be emphasized that the open stopes with <10%
dilution fell within a mean stress range where fracture
propagation is minimal and hangingwall and sidewall dilation
is optimal to prevent hangingwall or sidewall failure,
suggesting that this method could be used to differentiate
between stability and failure. The following results were
obtained.
Dilution >10% from hangingwall failure occurred if m >
50 MPa; vol > 1.29 × 10-3, or m 4.8 MPa; vol < 0,124 × 10-3
as shown in Figure 13.
Dilution >10% from sidewall failure occurred if m 85.3
MPa; vol > 2.19 × 10-3, or m < 0.5 MPa; vol < 0.013 × 10-3
as shown in Figure 14.
The data indicated the potential for a strain-based
stability/design criterion for the Target open stopes, which
has been termed the Dilution Stress-Strain Index (DSSI). The
relation between mean stress m and volumetric strain vol
can be expressed as follows:

Value creation in a mine operating with open stoping mining methods
was done for open stopes with minor dilution (<10%). A
failure envelope was established using the minor dilution
trend line. By allowing for a failure envelope indicated as
‘Minor Dilution’ in Figure 13, upper and lower failure limits
were found to be where 1 = 2.63 + 54 and 1 = 2.6 3 + 34
respectively for open stopes with minor dilution.
Making use of the graph in Figure 13, and depending on
where these results for median major principal stress 1 and
median minor principal stress 3 plot for each open stope, the
appropriate hangingwall or sidewall median mean stress
value can be applied to the DSSI (Equation [4]). Figure 14
indicates such areas (light grey shading) around the open
stope for hangingwall failure for case study 3. The minimum
contour range for plotting the DSSI design criterion was set to
zero and the maximum to 1, with intervals of 1 in Map3D.
This means that a DSSI obtained value of >1 will be indicated
as light grey on the grid plane. The predicted failure
corresponded very well with an actual observed failure in the
hangingwall, as shown by the CMS of the open stope plotted
in red on Figure 15.

very good. The regression analysis indicated R2 = 58% for
dilution >10% from the hangingwall.
From the graphs in Figure 16 and 17, the following
equations are proposed for calculating major hangingwall,
major sidewall, or minor dilution in open stopes on Target
mine:
1
> 1 then major sidewall dilution will
If
2.63 + 54
occur as shown in Figure 13:
[5]

1
< 1 then major hangingwall dilution will
2.63 + 34
occur as shown in Figure 13:
If

[6]

"%&$&#!'#'&$&#!'"#'#%$"&'$" &!
The median mean stress m and median volumetric strain vol
results obtained from the case studies were plotted relative to
the percentage dilution obtained for each case study as
shown in Figures 16 and 17. This information proved useful
in predicting the actual expected dilution in the open stopes
from the hangingwall or sidewalls. Making use of regression
analysis (R2), the trend lines for the 22 case studies were
established. It was found that for dilution >10% from the
sidewalls the regression coefficient (R2) was 97%, which is
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1
1
< 1 and
> 1 then minor dilution
2.63 + 54
2.63 + 34
will occur as shown in Figure 13:
If

[7]

[8]

[9]
where
OSHFs is the open stope hangingwall dilution in per cent for
failure in compression
OSSFs is the open stope sidewall dilution in per cent for failure
in compression
OSHFh is the open stope hangingwall dilution in per cent for
failure in tension
OSSFh is the open stope sidewall dilution in per cent for failure
in tension
OSHFn is the open stope hangingwall dilution in per cent for
failure in normal open stope conditions
OSSFn is the open stope sidewall dilution in per cent for failure
in normal open stope conditions.
OSD (open stope dilution) is the maximum value for the
respective OS value obtained.
Making use of the graph shown in Figure 11, the
relationship between open stope hangingwall and sidewall
failure and ultimately dilution can be determined. This is
done by plotting the obtained 1 and 3 median results for
each separate case study on Figure 13 and reading off the
graph whether there will be expected hangingwall dilution,
sidewall dilution, or minor dilution. Thus for sidewall
dilution, Equation [5] will be used; for hangingwall dilution,
Equation [6] will be used. For minor dilution Equations [7]
and [8] will be used. After calculating the expected dilution
using the relevant equations, only the maximum calculated
dilution (OSD) value is used for the open stope being
evaluated.

criterion has clearly influenced the sustainability and
economics at Target mine, as shown in Figure 19. The
financial benefit has been quantified, and this has proved the
value of the design approach using the new DSSI criterion.
There is no reason why the design approach could not have
the same impact on any other mining operation: it has been
shown to be equally applicable to different mining and
geological environments (Le Roux, 2015).

67+1049674;572;3:+6--:72589674
The objective of the research described in this paper was to
develop an improved method of calculating the expected
failure depth into the hangingwall and sidewalls of open
stopes, and hence determine potential dilution in open stopes.
Existing methods of evaluating open stope stability, which
include empirical methods and stress analysis methods with
stress-based rock mass failure criteria, were assessed. Rock
mass properties, rock mass classifications, blast design, blast
techniques, the stress-strain environment, and the hydraulic
radius of the stope all have some effect on, or play a part in,
the evaluation of dilution. It was found that the stress-strain
environment also plays a significant role in the behaviour of
open stopes at depth. Twenty-two case study stopes at Target
mine, which yielded sufficient information for the research,
were selected. The results of predictions of the depths of
failure into the open stope hangingwall and sidewalls, based
on application of the new DSSI design criterion, allowed open
stopes to be redesigned to ‘fail’ up to the required stope
shape, thus reducing dilution.
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The results predicted using the DSSI criterion were compared
with the stope behaviour predicted with the stability number
N’ and hydraulic radius, as calculated for the modified
stability graph (Potvin, 1988) as shown in Figure 4, and the
site-specific average expected dilution as shown in Figures 5
and 6. The OSD method using the DSSI criterion provided
reliable estimates of the depth of failure for all the available
data. The Potvin (1988) modified stability diagram clearly
shows the difference between stable and caving conditions
for the case studies. The method used by Elbrond (1994)
tended to overestimate the amount of dilution expected at
Target mine, probably due to the narrow orebody that the
method was developed from.
Since 2011, when the DSSI design criterion was applied
at Target mine, a significant reduction in dilution has been
recorded, as shown in Figure 18. With the ability to predict
dilution in open stopes, these stopes could be re-designed to
‘fail’ to the desired final open stope shape. The DSSI design

Value creation in a mine operating with open stoping mining methods
Table V
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This research has contributed to the understanding of
rock behaviour in an open stope environment, and identified
a design methodology to reduce dilution. It also illustrated
that, even with very limited information available (Le Roux,
2015) relatively accurate results could be obtained for the
open stope design. This is significant, since when a new mine
is designed there is very limited information available, and
the expected dilution usually cannot be determined with any
confidence. The design approach developed in this research
allows the failure depth into the hangingwall and sidewalls of
open stopes to be estimated with greater success, and dilution
can be calculated for use in mine design as shown in Table V.
Proof of the value of the new DSSI design criterion is the
significant impact that it has had on the economics of Target
mine, and that it has ensured the future of mining at this
operation. It has in fact created substantial value for the
mine.
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Geostatistical techniques for improved
management of brickmaking clays
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Most clay in South Africa is used in the
manufacturing of tiles, pipes, bricks,
whiteware, refractories, and pottery. Bricks are
manufactured from a wide variety of clay
types, the behaviour of which during firing
depends critically on the the clay mineralogy
and chemical composition, but this
relationship not well understood (Stein, 1982).
The variety among clay deposits is related to
the different processes of formation (Deer,
Howie, and Zussman, 1992). The geochemical
composition of the clay can vary between
layers and within the same layer in an
individual deposit (Lurie, 1984). The
properties of clay minerals are determined by
their structures and the different combinations
of silicate layers, cations, and hydroxyl ions
(Kingery, Bowen, and Uhlmann, 1976). South
African clays can be classified as either
kaolinite or montmorillonite and are seldom
found in a pure form (Lurie, 1984). Different
clay minerals affect the drying, forming, firing
behaviour, colour, and quality of the brick
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Brick manufacturers supply a variety of uniquely coloured facebricks to
the building industry, which requires a high level of colour consistency in
the products. Colour variation in bricks is influenced by the composition
and consistency of the white clay raw material. By blending varieties of
naturally occurring white clay the manufacturers produce a unique range
of facebrick products. Homogeneity of the white clay raw materials mined
at Lenasia is crucial for producing bricks of consistent colour.
Geostatistical investigations of the major element distributions (SiO2,
Al2O3, Fe2O3, and K2O) and loss on ignition (LoI) were conducted. An
analysis of the spatial continuity of these variables followed by ordinary
kriging indicated that the upper white clay layer at Lenasia is richer in K2O
and Fe2O3 than the lower layer. Consistency in the colour of facebricks
depends critically on careful management of the variability in the K2O and
Fe2O3 content of the clays. The geostatistical approach to understanding
the distribution of elements in the clay allows miners to construct clay
stockpiles of consistent quality for feeding the brick-making process.
Geostatistical investigation of the chemical contents in other clay domains
within the deposit is recommended, and could be extended to all facebrick
manufacturers to assist in improving the colour consistency of their
products.

product in different ways. Laboratory tests
(full physical analysis) can indicate the
suitability of a clay for the manufacture of
ceramic products. The minerals most essential
for the manufacturing of clay brick products
are kaolinite, illite, and quartz (Stein, 1982).
South Africa’s manufacturers of clay
facebricks supply a range of uniquely coloured
bricks to the market by blending a variety of
clay materials during the manufacturing
process. Management of the raw material is a
key factor in ensuring that consumer demands
for a consistent product are met. The
homogeneity of the raw materials mined from
year to year is crucial for a reliable supply of
bricks with a consistent colour. Selective
mining of the different clay types from an
opencast operation provides the colour
variation in the products that arises from
variability in the composition of the raw
materials. These colour variations are
managed by adjusting either the mix
formulation or the process parameters. The
colour variation of laboratory-fired briquettes
for one of the white clay stockpiles over a
period of four seasons is shown in Figure 1a.
The briquettes show distinct colour
differences, especially for firing temperatures
between 1050°C and 1150°C. Figure 1b
illustrates the effect of these variables on the
colour of the brick. The colour of the facebrick
is controlled by the contents of the K2O fluxing
agent and Fe2O3, which are strong colourants.
These variables are sensitive the firing
temperature in the kiln, which is strictly
controlled to maintain year-on-year
consistency of the colour of the bricks.

Geostatistical techniques for improved management of brickmaking clays
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The clay beds are sampled firstly when diamond drill core
is logged and sampled for full silicate major element analysis,
and secondly during the non-systematic grab sampling of
stockpiles to check the geochemical variability of the clays.
The full silicate analyses of white clay from the borehole core
are used in the geostatistical estimation and resource
modelling.
This study is aimed at improving the quality and
consistency of clay that is mined and then stockpiled through
geostatistical analysis of the variables that affect the
facebrick product colour using ordinary kriging. The
improved management of the clay stockpile would be evident
through improved year-on-year quality and colour
consistency of the final product. Over the years, geochemical
analysis of clays reclaimed from the stockpiles revealed
noticeable fluctuations of the major element oxides. The
difference in the major element oxide contents in the
stockpile (combined upper and lower white clay layer) and
the individual upper and lower clays is shown in Table I.
The upper and lower white clay units were treated
separately in the geostatistical evaluation. As well as the
differences between the upper and lower clays (Table I),
contamination with other clay types contributes to the
geochemical variability of the stockpiles. The different clay
types are geochemically complex, and it is difficult to visually
distinguish between the clay types in the pit.

carbonaceous clay. The stratigraphy of the Karroo beds at
Lenasia is described by Jones (1984) and is shown in
Table II.

9<9:39:5<7>="<71<9:86>8,>0<9<>
The chemical composition, and by implication the
mineralogical composition, is the most important factor in
determining the suitability of a clay for brickmaking. The

Table I

<;:<9:86>:6>+<8;>=7=+=69>8:0=>5869=69>:6>94=
.4:9=>57<*>39852:7=3>58+2<;=0>.:94>94=>.4:9=
122=;><60>78.=;>57<*
4:9=>57<*
Stockpiles
Upper clay
Lower clay

:/6–71%
0–66%
0–66%

7-/&

'=-/&

!-/

%/

5– 37%
0–33%
2–26%

0.8–14%
9–6%
0–4.5%

2–3.3%
4–3.3%
0.2–0.8%

9–18%
8–10.2%
7.5–9.6%

=878)*>8,>94=>%=6<3:<>57<*>(=03
Clay deposits occurring near Lenasia, Soweto are believed to
belong to the Ecca Group and stratigraphically equivalent to
the coal-bearing formation of the Karoo Basin (Figure 2).
Clays accumulated in clean-scoured depressions and in deep
dolomite valleys in the Chuniespoort Group of the Transvaal
Supergroup, carved out by glacial activity. As the glaciers
withdrew at the onset of Karroo deposition, tillite and
diamictite accumulated in these depressions on the pre-Karoo
surface in the Lenasia area, with remnants of the Karoo
Supergroup forming a belt of clay outlier sediments (Jones,
1984). These outliers appear to be separate from the main
basins of the Karoo Supergroup.
At a local scale the clay bed outliers of the Ecca Group at
Lenasia consists of 15 m of red mudstone overlying 8 m of
pale cream and off-white shale and some 2 m of
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Table II

7<33:,:5<9:86>8,>94=>!<;88>3=1=65=>:6>94=>%=6<3:<><;=<>#<,9=;>86=3>$
=35;:29:86
Highly weathered, red mudstones with periodic and alternating chert pebble bands
Light-cream and off-white coloured kaolinitic shales
Dark-grey, brown and black carbonaceous mudstone
Dark-grey carbonaceous shales
Grey and off-white coloured grits, siltstones and tillite

=35;:29:"=>39<9:39:53
Descriptive statistics for the upper and lower white clay
domains are given in Table III, with histograms for the major
oxides shown in Figure 5.
The variability of all major oxides in the upper clay beds
is consistently higher than in the lower clay beds, with the
upper beds having a higher clay content (lower SiO2/Al2O3
ratio) and higher flux content (Fe2O3 and K2O), as reflected in
the ratios of these oxides. Owing to the paucity of data,
definitive statements about the nature of the distributions are
somewhat tenuous, except for the observation that they
appear to be normally distributed.
The lower SiO2/Al2O3 ratio in the white upper clay, at
2.14 compared to 2.57 in the lower clay, indicates a greater
clay content. This promotes increased shrinkage during
          

4:56=33>#+$

Red kaolin
White clay
Plastic clay
Carbonaceous shale
Dwyka

> 25.0
8.0
9.5
0.0–2.0
> 3.0

drying and firing, with the fired brick being less waterabsorbent. The difference in the K2O and Fe2O3 contents of
the upper and lower clay beds is significant. The higher K2O

':)1;=>&%85<9:86>8,>=278;<9:86>0;:77487=3>31;;8160:6)>94=>51;;=69>2:9>

':)1;=>22=;>#(71=$><60>78.=;>#;=0$>4:9=>57<*>3=59:863>0:):9:=0>,;8+
0;:77>58;=>98>0=,:6=>=<54>57<*>08+<:6

Table III

=35;:29:"=>39<9:39:53>8,>94=>.4:9=>122=;><60>78.=;
57<*>7<*=;3
22=;>.4:9=>57<*>7<*=;
8169> >-
Mean
Standard Deviation
Range

:/-

7-/&

'=-/&

!-/

%/

57.61
3.34
16.10

27.17
2.70
12.98

3.28
1.57
5.18

1.80
1.00
2.77

8.50
0.95
3.08

%8.=;>.4:9=>57<*>7<*=;
8169> 
Mean
Standard Deviation
Range
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:/-

7-/&

'=-/&

!-/

%/

62.27
1.97
6.50

24.50
1.32
4.30

2.58
1.29
4.14

0.57
0.18
0.49

8.65
0.67
2.10
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content of silica (SiO2), alumina (Al2O3), iron (Fe2O3),
potassium (K2O), and loss on ignition (LoI) were used in the
geostatistical analysis. The geochemical analyses were
performed on clay samples gathered from 60 boreholes that
were drilled into the clay beds in the open pit area (Figure 3).
While it is possible to determine the geochemical distribution of elements in the clay using simple contouring
techniques, the more appropriate ordinary kriging technique
was applied. The aim of this exercise was to estimate the
distribution of elements in the clay beds to assist future
quarry development and planning. Furthermore, this
information could provide a means of ensuring that
geochemically similar clays are extracted and stockpiled,
thereby improving the mineralogical consistency of the raw
materials from which the brickmaking clays are drawn.
Planning the extraction of the clay to minimize chemical
variability will enable value-added decision-making and
improve product quality and consistency.
The location of exploration boreholes relative to the
operating quarry is shown in Figure 3, and is enlarged to
show the stratigraphy of clay types in Figure 4. The core was
logged according to lithology and analysed for chemical
composition of some major elements using X-ray diffraction
and wet-chemical techniques. The position of boreholes
drilled in the 2009/2010 period are shown as red and green
crosses (Figure 3), and are shown on a 50 m × 40 m grid in
Figure 4.
The geological modelling and domaining was based on
the geology revealed in the borehole logs, while geochemical
analyses were used for geostatistical data analysis,
variography, modelling, and estimation. The areal extent of
the upper white clay domain is larger than that of the lower
white clay domain.

%85<7>6<+=
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(3.30%) and Fe2O3 (2.08%) content in the upper clay means
that bricks manufactured from this clay develop a more
intense colour than those from clay from the lower beds (K2O
0.57% and Fe2O3 2.41%). In the presence of K2O, Fe2O3 is
likely to develop a dark colour at lower temperatures, and in
its absence, a lighter colour (assuming all other properties
remain constant). The low K2O content in the lower white
clay should contribute little to the development of the colour
intensity in the brick if the Fe2O3 content is low (< 1%);
however, the opposite was found for the upper white clay.
Potassium oxide is a strong flux that promotes the
formation of a liquid phase from illites and mica minerals at
high temperatures. Data analysis revealed a strong positive
correlation between K2O and mica content. Iron oxide is a
strong colorant that causes an intense red colour in bricks. A
very strong positive correlation was found between Fe2O3 and
the interstratified illite/smectite mineral.

=839<9:39:5<7><6<7*3:3>8,>0<9<
  
Omnidirectional experimental and model variograms for the
five major elements in both the upper and lower white clay
units were constructed and are shown in Figure 6. Except for
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Fe2O3 in the lower clay unit, which has two structures, the
variograms are single structure, spherical with an extremely
small nugget effect for both the upper and lower clay beds.
The geochemical dispersion was naturally found to be more
continuous along the elongated direction of greatest drilling
density, but this did not reflect underlying anisotropy nor
warrant the use of directional variograms to model the
deposit.
Parameters for the variogram models of elements in the
upper and lower clay beds, as shown in Figure 6. are listed in
Table IV.
Variogram parameters listed in Table IV are summarized
and compared in Figure 7. The nugget effect and the sill for
both the upper and the lower white clays are low, with the
nugget effect and the sill for SiO2 in the upper and lower clay
beds being the highest amongst the variables. The longest
range is for Al2O3 in the upper and lower clay beds.
The results of ordinary kriging of the major element
oxides are tabulated in Table V, and are shown graphically
for the upper and lower clay beds in Figure 8. The apparent
geochemical continuity in the east–west direction of the
deposit is due to the greater density of drilling in this
direction rather than a true reflection of geochemical
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Table IV

<;:8);<+>2<;<+=9=;3>,8;>94=>,:"=>.4:9=>122=;><60>78.=;>57<*>"<;:<(7=3
4:9=>122=;>7<*=;
<;<+=9=;
Sill
Range

4:9=>78.=;>7<*=;

:/-

7-/&

'=-/&

!-/

%/

:/-

7-/&

'=-/&

!-/

%/

9.81
54

1.54
128

1.98
75

0.90
65

0.93
78

4.91
90

1.55
128

0.53; 1.13
75; 123

0.04
81

0.34
123

Table V

785>=39:+<9:86>8,>94=>+<8;>=7=+=69>8:0=3>:6>94=>982,<5=>122=;><60>78.=;>57<*>(=03
22=;>.4:9=>57<*>(=0
<;<+=9=;
Estimated value
Kriging variance
Block variance
Kriging efficiency
Coefficient of variation
Lagrange multiplier
Slope of regression

:/-

7-/&

56.89
3.40
4.65
0.27
0.03
–1.41
0.64

27.61
1.96
3.85
0.49
0.05
–0.25
0.85

'=-/&
3.29
0.54
1.39
0.61
0.22
–0.06
0.93

%8.=;>.4:9=>57<*>(=0
!-/

%/

:/-

7-/&

'=-/&

!-/

%/

2.60
0.27
0.59
0.55
0.20
–0.05
0.86

8.56
0.25
0.62
0.61
0.06
–0.05
0.89

65.36
0.96
3.92
0.76
0.02
–0.23
0.94

23.60
1.56
1.21
–0.29
0.05
–0.46
0.20

2.00
1.78
1.35
–0.32
0.67
–0.52
0.15

0.70
0.01
0.02
0.45
0.15
0.00
0.78

7.65
0.05
0.29
0.81
0.03
–0.01
0.96

kriging variance is greater than the true block variance, and
hence the arithmetic mean is likely to give a better estimate
than the kriged value (Coombes, 2008).
A comparison between the conditional bias (vertical bar
chart) for the five variables in the upper and lower clays is
shown in Figure 9. The slope of regression (SoR) for the five

':)1;=> 54=+<9:5>58+2<;:386>(=9.==6>94=>61))=9>=,,=59>3:77><60
;<6)=>,8;>94=>122=;><60>78.=;>.4:9=>57<*3

':)1;=>!;:)=0>"<71=3>,8;>94=>+<8;>=7=+=69>8:0=3>8,>94=>122=;><60
78.=;>57<*>(=03
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anisotropy of the clay units. Additional drilling is required
before preferential directions of clay deposition can be
positively identified.
The kriging variance and kriging efficiency are shown in
Table V. Kriging variance is independent of the data values
used to calculate the estimate. It is a function only of the
spatial configuration of the data variables, and indirectly
reflects the reliability of the estimate; the closer the data, the
lower the kriging variance, and hence the assumption that it
reflects a better estimate (Coombes, 2008). The kriging
variance is highest for the variables in the upper white clay
unit, except for Fe2O3, which is higher for the lower white
clay.
Kriging efficiency measures how accurately the kriging
estimate predicts the block grade, i.e. the expected percentage
overlap between the estimated block histogram and that of
the true block grades. The kriging efficiency is positive for all
the major oxides in the upper clay, but negative for Al2O3 and
Fe2O3 in the lower clay. Negative kriging efficiency means the

Geostatistical techniques for improved management of brickmaking clays

':)1;=>860:9:86<7>(:<3>#(<;>54<;9$><60>3782=>8,>;=);=33:86>#7:39=0
(=78.$>58+2<;=0>,8;>94=>,:"=>"<;:<(7=3>:6>94=>122=;><60>78.=;>57<*>16:93

variables is listed below the bar chart in the figure.
Conditional bias indicates the over- and under-estimation of
grades, with an estimated value of unity being a perfect
predictor (Coombes, 2008). The conditional bias for all the
major oxides in the upper clay was above 0.8, except for SiO2
(0.64), suggesting that in general the variables in the upper
clay were better predicted than those in the lower clay. Apart
from the very low SoR values for Al2O3 and Fe2O3 in the
lower clay (0.2 and 0.15, respectively), the SoR suggests that
variable grades were well predicted. Further investigation into
the nature of the populations was limited by the paucity of
data for the lower clay unit.

865713:863>
The results of the geochemical and geostatistical investigations demonstrate that the upper and lower clay beds are
significantly different in composition. The average values of
the elemental oxides in the upper and lower clay beds are
significantly different from the mean of the poorly blended
clays reclaimed from the stockpile. The assumption that the
material in the stockpile is geochemically homogeneous is
therefore incorrect. Although the upper and lower clay beds
could be blended on a stockpile and fired to produce bricks of
a similar colour, blending inefficiency has led to uncontrolled
variability in the brick products.
The elongated direction of greatest drilling density
matches the naturally more continuous geochemical
dispersion, but this does not reflect an underlying anisotropy
in the deposit. Contour maps indicate a higher major element
oxide variability in the upper clay than in the lower clay
units, making the former a less consistent feed to the kilns.
The upper to lower clay volume ratio was 3:1, indicating that
three times more white clay is recovered from the upper unit
than from the lower unit.
The aim of this study was to provide guidelines for
improving the consistency of blended of raw materials that
are reclaimed from the stockpiles to avoid unnecessary
adjustments in the firing process. Regular sampling of
individual stockpiles to determine the geochemistry of each
clay type allows for better control of raw material feed and
will prevent contamination between the stockpiles. Provided
the process is controlled, knowledge of the stockpile
geochemistry may be used to minimize variations in product
quality and colour. Kriging estimates of elemental variables
provide valuable information about the quality of the clay
deposits and offer insight for improved mine planning and
consistent product quality.
The apparent geochemical continuity in the east–west
direction orientation of the deposit is due to the greater
density of drilling in this direction rather than a true
reflection of geochemical anisotropy of the clay units. Any
recommendation to change the mining direction of the
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current pit face would be premature. However, any change in
mining method that will allow the clay beds to be mined
individually in order to minimize cross-contamination and
reduce geochemical variability in the clay stockpiles should
be implemented. Current practice is that clay from the upper
and lower units is stockpiled together, making it impossible
to discriminate between the clay types at reclamation.
Separate stockpiling would allow selective reclaiming of the
clay types, enabling the product colour and quality to be
controlled and improved. The capital cost of changing mining
methods or directions must be offset against improved
product yields and sales margins.
The value of the geochemical analyses in terms of
accuracy and precision depends strongly on the quality of the
samples collected during core logging. The chemical
composition, and hence the quality, of the clay reclaimed
from the upper and lower stockpiles can be estimated from
samples taken from boreholes in the upper and the lower clay
beds. With this knowledge, the required volume and ratio of
upper and lower clay could be blended to meet predetermined
product specifications. Infill drilling on the lower white clay
would provide more detail regarding Al2O3 and Fe2O3
geochemistry and thereby improve the estimation and
delineation of the clay beds.
Inconsistency in the product mix could be reduced by
blending the upper clay (3.30% Fe2O3 and 2.08% K2O) with
clay from a separate lower clay stockpile with a lower Fe2O3
(2.41%) and K2O (0.57%) content. Additionally, the
proportions of upper and lower white clays are dissimilar and
blending them in the current proportions being mined will
deplete the lower clay before the upper clay. Using the lower
clay as a diluting agent should improve the quality
consistency of the raw material and would extend the
longevity of the lower clay domain. The practice of blending
these two clays on one stockpile, because they seem similar,
exacerbates the quality inconsistency of the raw material. The
reason for this is that the ratio of these two clays mined from
the deposit is not consistent from one mining season to the
next.
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Optimization of cut-off grades
considering grade uncertainty in
narrow, tabular gold deposits
by C. Birch*

Mineral reserve statements as well as optimizing mine planning require a
block model with grades for each mining block. A cut-off grade is
determined by considering the mining costs as well as the expected
revenue for each block. These grades are estimated using various
techniques, but in reality there is uncertainty in the grade values. These
uncertainties result in two types of error. A type I error is where material
is classified as ore and mined, but the true value is below the cut-off grade
and the material is therefore waste. This material constitutes dilution. The
type II error is where material is estimated to be below the cut-off grade
and is classified as waste, whereas the true grade is actually above the
cut-off grade. This material is not mined and the value is lost.
This research considers the value of the lost ore and the costs of
dilution under various degrees of uncertainty. Simulation using @Risk and
mixed integer linear programing (Excel Solver) is used in a financial
optimizer model to maximize either profit or net present value. This is
applied to four Witwatersrand tabular gold deposits to investigate the
impact of block grade uncertainty on cut-off grades.
When optimizing for profit, value may be added by adjusting the cutoff grade slightly downwards. When optimizing for NPV, value may be
added by lowering the cut-off grade significantly for the lower discounting
rates. At higher discount rates, the lowering of the cut-off grades should
be reduced, and in some cases an increase in cut-off grade may be
required. Each mine reacted differently to the optimization and thus there
is no single rule that can be applied across all tabular Witwatersrand gold
deposits.
@<(8712
uncertainty, type I error, type II error, cut-off grade, optimization, profit,
NPV; simulation, mixed integer linear programing.

9=78163=;89
The basics of the cut-off grade theory are
described in Hall’s ‘Cut-off Grades and
Optimising the Strategic Mine Plan’ (Hall,
2014). This book is a comprehensive study of
the various techniques currently used in the
mining industry. It includes various measures
of value, including optimizing the discounted
cash flow (DCF) and net present value (NPV).
Lane (1988) in ‘The Economic Definition of
Ore’ describes the economic principles of how
cut-off grades are derived and how they can be
optimized at various stages of a mine’s life.
Minnitt (2004) looked at how Lane’s cut-off
grade calculations were being adapted to Witstype gold mines and found that the application
of the NPV criterion for determining and
optimizing value in mining operations was
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limited. He considered NPVs at various points
in the value chain (mining, processing, and
marketing) to determine a balanced cut-off
grade. Both Lane and Minnitt consider the
NPV calculated over the life-of-mine, rather
than short-term profitability, as the primary
measure of value. Krige and Assibey-Bonsu
(1999) considered how uncertainty affects the
overall tonnage above cut-off grades for
valuation purposes.
One of the commonly applied methods
used by some South African mining companies
is to establish the break-even grade and apply
this as the mining cut-off grade. The grades
for each mining block are estimated from
sampling the deposit and projecting the values
into the area to be evaluated. Various
techniques are used to do this, including
nearest neighbour, inverse distance squared,
and kriging. The estimated value is used to
determine if a mining block is classified as ore
or waste. There is, however, a degree of
uncertainty regarding the estimated value due
to sample spacing, deposit heterogeneity, and
the method of estimation used. The sizes of
the mining blocks exceed that of the smallest
mining unit and thus the deposit can be mined
selectively.
In statistics, accepting a hypothesis when
it should have been rejected is a type I error.
The converse error is rejecting a hypothesis
when it should have been accepted. This is
called a type II error (Underhill and Bradfield,
1994). These two errors can occur due to
uncertainty in estimation. The type I error is
where material is classified as ore and mined,
although the true value is below the cut-off
grade and thus this is waste material. This
material is dilution. The type II error is where
material is estimated to be below the cut-off

Optimization of cut-off grades considering grade uncertainty
grade and thus it is classified as waste, whereas the true
grade is actually above cut-off grade. This material is not
mined and is lost (Minnitt, 2015).
The purpose of this investigation is to determine what
adjustment should be made to the cut-off grade to reduce the
financial impact of dilution or lost ore in typical narrow,
tabular Witwatersrand gold operations. There are three
options available:
® Raise the cut-off grade to reduce the dilution – ‘the old
adage that a low-grade ton should never keep a high
grade ton out of the mill’ – (Minnitt, 2015)
® Keep cut-off grades the same considering that the type
I and type II errors would balance each other if there is
no bias
® Lower the cut-off grades to ensure all the value from
the orebody is obtained (thus recovering a higher
percentage of the lost ore).
All three options appear to have their supporters (Tolmay,
2016; Minnitt, 2016; Ackerman, 2016). There would appear
to be no consensus, and no clear indication of how much the
cut-off grade should be adjusted to take into consideration
the uncertainty.
For this study, four South African gold mines were run
through a simple financial optimizer. Various degrees of
uncertainty for the block grades were considered. This
uncertainty was introduced using @Risk software. The distribution of the uncertainty was assumed to be symmetrical and
without bias (100% block factor). The databases used for this
exercise were corrected for conditional bias and smoothing
(Tolmay, 2014). The dispersion of the uncertainty was
controlled using the standard deviation to give 5%, 6.7%,
10%, and 20% uncertainty.
The SAMREC Code sets out the minimum standards
required for public reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral
Resources, and Mineral Reserves in South Africa. Part of this
Code controls the conversion of Mineral Resources to Mineral
Reserves, with the potential for economical extraction being
part of the requirements for classification as Reserves. The
cut-off grade is therefore fundamental to how investors view
the potential of an orebody when making their investment
decisions (SAMREC, 2009).

<2<:73->:3478691>:91>389=< =
The mining companies on which the study focused are those
operating mines that exploit the narrow, tabular deposits
which characterize the gold mines of South Africa. For this
study, four individual mine block listings were selected, along
with their corresponding ore flow and financial planning
figures.
The highly variable grade distribution for South African
gold mines means that not all the conglomerate targeted as
potential ore resource is economical to mine. Mining
companies use various approaches to determine what can be
considered ore and mined, and what is left as waste. One of
these approaches is to determine the break-even grade and
apply this grade as a cut-off grade. This is assumed be a hard
decision-making boundary for the purposes of this investigation. If a block has an estimated grade above the cut-off
grade, it can be mined. If the grade of the block is below the
cut-off grade, then it is left unmined. The break-even grade
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takes into account the price of the commodity, the expected
mine recovery factor considering dilution, the unit cost to
mine the ore, as well as the fixed costs for the mine. By using
the planned extraction rate, the variable to break even then
becomes the in situ grade of the material being sold. As long
as the estimated grade is higher than the break-even grade in
a particular mining block, the individual block can be
considered as being profitable to mine and will add to
maximizing profit.
Some mining companies apply the break-even grade
principle to individual blocks and determine whether each
individual block can be mined profitably. Other companies
apply the break-even grade principle to the entire mineral
resource or to selected areas of the mine, based on area
costing and considering aspects like geometallurgy that can
be unique for each distinct geozone. When using these
approaches, the overall grade of the material being mined
becomes the average grade of the blocks above the breakeven-derived cut-off grade. An alternative approach is to
apply the pay-limit principle, where the overall mining grade
required to break even financially is determined, and then the
required profit margin is determined and added to the breakeven grade. The mine planners then control the mining mix
to ensure the required grade is achieved.
These approaches, however, fail to consider the
interaction between the mineral resource royalties as well as
the South African gold tax formula, both of which vary
depending on the overall profitability of the mine. As part of
a research project into understanding the impact of the
Mineral and Petroleum Resources Royalty Act of 2008 on
gold mines, a revised approach to optimizing the value from
gold mines was required (Birch, 2016). This approach
considers the full cash flow and optimizes on the overall
profit or NPV for the Measured and Indicated Resource
considering the current planned economic and production
profile for the mine. The financial optimizer uses mixed
integer linear programing (Excel Solver) to maximize either
profit or NPV by varying the cut-off grade, which in turn
varies the overall tons and average grade above the cut-off
grade. The approach is simple, robust, and constitutes a tool
that is useful for quickly assessing the impact of grade
uncertainty without requiring extensive information for each
of the mines in the study.
The starting point for the financial model utilized in this
study is the block listing. This is created from the geological
model and is a list of all the potential mining areas with their
estimated grades and volumes. Figure 1 shows a gradetonnage curve for a typical tabular gold deposit based on a
block model (Shaft D), typical of the type used for this study.
From the grade-tonnage curve, the relationship between
the volume (tons) available for mining and the cut-off grade
as well as the resultant average grade above the cut-off grade
can be determined. The approach used for this study is to
select various cut-off grades and use the financial
optimization model to determine which combination of tons
and average mining grade is optimal considering either profit
or NPV at different discount rates.

?2=;/:=;89>693<7=:;9=(
In an ideal world, the estimated value for a mining block and
the true value would be the same. There would be no blocks
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found that a 10% sampling error has a negligible impact on
the value of the deposit. However, he found positive and
negative bias to have significant impacts on value. The
databases from the mines used for this study have been
corrected to reduce conditional bias and smoothing
(Ackerman, 2016; Tolmay, 2014). No consideration was
given to bias and the model has been set up to result in block
factors between 99.5% and 100.5%.

#81<00;94>< <73;2<
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Four individual mines have been used for comparison
purposed. These are named shafts A–D for purposes of
anonymity. The block lists obtained for these mines contain
gold grades in centimetre-grams per ton (cm.g/t), channel
width, expected stoping width, and area of the mining blocks.
This block area needs to exceed the smallest mining unit size
determined by the mine design approach being followed.

Estimated vs True Grades
Estimated vs True Grades

Estimated Value
Estimated Value
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Estimated vs True Grades

          

Estimated Value
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estimated to be above cut-off grade that are actually below
cut-off grade (type I error or dilution); neither would there be
any blocks estimated to be below cut-off grade that are
actually above cut-off grade (type II error or lost ore). This
ideal relationship is shown in Figure 2.
This is, however, not reality. The quality and accuracy of
the sampling and estimation techniques used affect the
uncertainty. The effect of low uncertainty (5%) and high
uncertainty (20%) are shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively.
There are also limitations related to the cost of sampling, and
the fact that a true grade will ultimately be determinable only
after all the material has been mined and milled. The
uncertainty of the estimated grade compared to the true grade
has been generated using a symmetrical distribution around
the estimated grade with variable standard deviations to
change the dispersion of uncertainty. For this study, 0%, 5%,
6.7%, 10%, and 20% factors have been selected representing
increasing uncertainty in the estimations.
Minnitt (2015) investigated the financial outcomes of
poor sampling and grade distributions. For gold deposits, he

Optimization of cut-off grades considering grade uncertainty
Larger sized blocks can often be split into smaller blocks as
more sampling data becomes available and the grade model
can be resolved to higher resolutions. However, for mine
planning, the smallest block size planned must exceed the
smallest mining unit or unplanned dilution may occur when it
is extracted. The expected face grade was established for each
block by dividing the cm.g/t by the expected stoping width to
obtain the face grade in grams per ton (g/t). This expected
face grade is the parameter used for optimization in this
study. In practice, cm.g/t is often used directly but as this
parameter is not widely used other than on South African
gold mines, it has been converted to grams per ton for ease of
explanation. From the area, stoping width, and specific
gravity, the stope tons can be determined for each individual
block.
The tons available for mining above cut-off grade as well
as the average mining grade (AMG) above cut-off grade are
determined from the block listing for inputs into the financial
optimizer. The optimizer also requires the ratio of tonnage
from stope faces to the total expected tonnage milled, which
is obtained from the mine’s planned ore flow. This ore flow
takes into account face tonnage, gully dilution and other
sources of dilution, historical discrepancies, and how much
development waste will be hoisted and milled with the ore.
The ore flow also uses the historical mine call factor (MCF)
and plant recovery factor (PRF) to calculate the planned mine
recovery factor (MRF) for use in the financial model. Revenue
is derived from the recovered gold, the planned gold price,
and the expected exchange rates. The mining costs used
include the fixed and variable costs for the mine considering
the expected production rate.
For this study, a model has been developed that can
optimize either for profit (0% discount rate) or for NPV.
Optimizing on NPV can drive decision-making to focus on the
short-term gains at the expense of the longer term, and thus
companies often use the total undiscounted cash flow (Hall,
2014). The cut-off grade optimized for NPV is higher than
that obtained when optimizing for profit. Due to discounting,
the NPV optimization model favours high-grading mining.
This results in a shorter life-of-mine and less extraction of
the resource (Birch, 2016).
The discount rate used for the calculation of the DCF and
resultant NPV is critical to the cut-off grade calculation. This
discount rate is essentially the cost of capital and it is usually
calculated by the weighted average cost of capital (WACC).
This considers all the sources of capital required for a project
(equity and debt), the portion of the total each source
contributes, and its cost. The various sources are then
weighted by their proportions and an average is calculated.
According to Smith et al. (2007), real discount rates of 9–
12% for mining projects are appropriate for South African
mining projects. This is equivalent to 14.5–17.6 % at a 5%
annual inflation rate for WACC in nominal terms (Smith et
al., 2007). For this study, costs and income parameters were
kept constant and real discount rates of 9% and 12% were
used for the NPV optimizer model.
The commodity price, exchange rate, and costs for the
mines are based on figures supplied by the mines and used in
the 2015 planning cycle. The individual companies used for
this research have different considerations for the costs they
include in their cut-off calculations. The supplied costs were
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used to enable the cut-off grade results obtained from this
exercise to be compared with those used by the mines for
their 2015 planning cycle. These mining costs are based on
mining/milling figures and are assumed to represent an
optimal rate of mining considering the constraints for each
individual operation. This method assumes that the milling
volume is achievable, or the total unit cost (fixed costs with
unit variable cost) will be incorrectly estimated. The
optimized cut-off grade obtained from the financial optimizer
includes the estimated cost of the mineral resource royalty
(refined rate) (South Africa, 2008) and income tax calculated
using the gold tax formula (South Africa, 2011).
The AMG is the average grade of the material above the
cut-off grade and becomes the planning grade. The
relationship between peak profits tons above cut-off grade,
and AMG for Shaft D is shown in Figure 5.
The optimizer uses mixed integer linear programing
(Excel Solver). The Solver function built into Microsoft Excel
(Meissner and Nguyen, 2014) has been selected for this
study due to its availability to all users of Excel. The variable
for the Solver function is the cut-off grade, and the function
is set up to optimize the cut-off grade to maximize either the
resultant profit or NPV from the cash flow. The model runs
through a series of cut-off grades, with the resultant AMG
and available tons above cut-off grade being determined for
each individual cut-off grade. Solver then selects the cut-off
grade that results in the highest NPV. The financial model
was limited to a maximum of 20 years. Due to the
discounting, income after 20 years has very little impact on
the overall NPV.

<260=2
    
The first exercise did not use the financial optimizer.
Additional columns were added to the block list to determine
the profit and loss for each block based both on the original
estimated grade as well what is achieved using a simulated
true grade considering various degrees of uncertainty. The
model uses @Risk and replaces the planned grade with a
grade selected from a normal distribution with different levels
of uncertainty. The model uses 1000 iterations. This number
Grade-Profit Curve Shaft D

Cutoff Grade (g/t)
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was selected to ensure a representative spread of values and
exceeds the number used by @Risk if using the automatic
function, which runs until a stable output is obtained. The
results for Shaft B are shown in Tables I–V.
In Table I, there is no uncertainty in the model and thus
the value of the dilution and the lost ore is zero. In Tables II
to V, progressively higher uncertainty is applied and thus the
amounts of ore and waste included in the type I and type II
errors become significantly greater. The cut-off grade used
for this exercise is 7.09 g/t, which is the cut-off grade
obtained for this mine when optimized for profit (0% NPV),
and no uncertainty is considered.
What is immediately apparent from this exercise is the
high value lost due to type II error. When the uncertainty is
5%, this figure is R47 million. When the uncertainty is set to
20%, the value lost increases to R574 million. Figure 6 shows
the relationship between the waste and dilution cost and lost

Table I

-:5=>>;2>86=,6=>38/,:7;94>1;06=;89>&:06<>
082=>87<>&:06<>;=->:>989.693<7=:;9=(>,785;=>'*)
"$!%.8,=;/;<1>36=.855>47:1<>85>+*>4=+>*)
693<7=:;9=(>'***>;=<7:=;892%
$:7:/<=<7
Dilution kilograms
Lost kilograms
Waste and dilution cost (millions)
Lost ore value (millions)

#;9+

#<:9

#: +

0
0
R0
R0

0
0
R0
R0

0
0
R0
R0

Table II

-:5=>>;2>86=,6=>38/,:7;94>1;06=;89>&:06<>
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"$!%.8,=;/;<1>36=.855>47:1<>85>+*>4=+>)
693<7=:;9=(>'***>;=<7:=;892%
$:7:/<=<7
Dilution kilograms
Lost kilograms
Waste and dilution cost (millions)
Lost ore value (millions)

#;9+

#<:9

#: +

520
85
–R1 052
R1 010

4 853
1 037
–R756
R47

10 104
20 057
–R454
R4

ore for Shaft B with 10% uncertainty at different cut-off
grades (0.5 g/t intervals). The difference line shown in the
graph represents the difference between the waste and
dilution cost for a particular cut-off grade and the lost ore.
The difference peaks at 6.5 g/t. This indicates that
lowering the cut-off grade from 7.09 g/t to 6.50 g/t could add
value. It must be noted, however, that this approach
considers just the direct mining costs. Similar trends are
noted for shafts A, C, and D.
Mineral resource royalty costs are not included as these
vary with overall profitability and not the profitability of the
individual blocks. Income tax is also not considered in this
calculation as it is paid only on taxable income (profit) and

Table IV

-:5=>>;2>86=,6=>38/,:7;94>1;06=;89>&:06<>
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"$!%.8,=;/;<1>36=.855>47:1<>85>+*>4=+>*)
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$:7:/<=<7
Dilution kilograms
Lost kilograms
Waste and dilution cost (millions)
Lost ore value (millions)

#;9+

#<:9

#: +

802
441
–R1 375
R1 739

5 947
6 257
–R825
R253

12 036
37 662
–R388
R18

Table V
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$:7:/<=<7
Dilution kilograms
Lost kilograms
Waste and dilution cost (millions)
Lost ore value (millions)

#;9+

#<:9

#: +

2 034
3 161
–R2 152
R2 274

7 747
22 416
–R1 094
R574

14 204
66 157
–R520
–R401

Table III
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Dilution kilograms
Lost kilograms
Waste and dilution cost (millions)
Lost ore value (millions)

#;9+

#<:9

#: +

683
170
–R1 126
R1 467

5 204
2 050
–R 774
R90

10 340
29 600
–R 419
R6
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Optimization of cut-off grades considering grade uncertainty
also varies depending on the overall profitability of the mine
and not of individual blocks. As a result of these limitations,
a different approach was selected to identify whether this lost
value could be recovered by optimizing the cut-off grade
using mixed integer linear programing (Excel Solver). This
approach also allows the introduction of the time value of
money (TVM) and optimizing for NPV.

    
The model was set to replace the estimated block value with a
value determined by @Risk, similar to the first approach. The
Solver function was then run to optimize the cut-off grade
considering the various levels of sample uncertainty. This
exercise was run five times for each scenario considering
optimization for profit (0% NPV) as well as for NPV at 9%
and 12%. The average optimized cut-off grade, NPV, and type
I and type II error tons and kilograms were recorded from the
five runs. Figure 7 displays how the cut-off grade for each of
the four shafts varies when considering the uncertainty of the
block values when optimized for profit (0% NPV).
In Figure 7, it is observed that for shafts A, B, and D,
there is a benefit to be gained by dropping the cut-off grade
slightly (by an average of 2%, 10%, and 2% respectively)
when uncertainties of 5%, 6.7%, and 10% are used. For 20%
uncertainty, the cut-off grade should remain unchanged from
the initial estimation that was determined without
considering uncertainty. For Shaft C there is no benefit in
altering the cut-off grades.
Figure 8 shows the optimized cut-off grades when
optimizing for 9% NPV.
For shafts A, B, and C, the optimization indicates that it is
beneficial to lower the cut-off grade (by an average of 7%,
27%, and 10% respectively) as uncertainty increases. As
uncertainty increases towards 20%, the cut-off grade for
Shaft A should be increased back to the original value. There
will be a slight benefit if the cut-off grade is raised by 7% on
average.
Figure 9 shows the optimized cut-off grades when
optimizing for 12% NPV.
When the discount rate used to determine the NPV is
raised to 12%, the trend to lower cut-off grades for Shaft A is
reversed for 6.7% and 10% uncertainty and the cut-off grade

;467<>-:94<2>;9>36=.855>47:1<2>8,=;/;<1>587>,785;=>'*)>"$!%>:2
693<7=:;9=(>;937<:2<2
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should be increased on average by 4%. The trend still holds
true for shafts B and C (where the cut-off grade should be
reduced on average by 20% and 8% respectively), and Shaft
D’s cut-off should be raised by an average of 3% .
Of the four shafts analysed, the greatest benefit in
utilizing an optimized cut-off grade when optimizing for
profit or NPV 9% is realized at Shaft B. When optimizing for
12% NPV there is no real NPV benefit to be gained for any of
the shafts by altering the cut-off grade, considering the
uncertainty.
Table VI provides a summary of the optimizing exercise.
The trend that can be observed from Table VI is that
when optimizing for profit (NPV 0%) and for NPV 9%, value
can be gained by considering the uncertainty of the block
grade estimations. In almost all cases, the increased value is
obtained by reducing the cut-off grades; the exception being
Shaft D, where benefit is gained by increasing the cut-off
grade when optimizing for NPV 9%. If optimizing using 12%
to determine the NPV, then using the original cut-off grade is
preferable as there is generally loss of value by increasing or
decreasing the cut-off grade.

;467<> -:94<2>;9>36=.855>47:1<2>8,=;/;<1>587>)>"$!>:2
693<7=:;9=(>;937<:2<2
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Table VI
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Profit optimized (0%)
NPV optimized (9%)
NPV optimizedd (12%)

Profit optimized (0%)
NPV optimized (9%)
NPV optimized (12%)

Profit optimized (0%)
NPV optimized (9%)
NPV optimized (12%)
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9.98
10.76
12.59

9.82
9.97
13.08

–1.6%
–7.3%
3.9%

4.2%
4.0%
–2.5%

No NPV benefit in raising cut-off grade
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7.09
11.04
13.20

6.44
8.07
10.61

–9.2%
–26.9%
–19.6%

1.5%
1.4%
–1.3%

No NPV benefit in reducing cut-off grade
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7.00
7.76
7.76

6.94
7.02
7.17

–9.0%
–9.5%
–7.6%

5.2%
5.1%
1.3%
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6.90
7.89
8.29

6.79
8.42
8.53

–1.6%
6.7%
2.8%

–0.4%
2.7%
–0.5%

No NPV benefit in reducing cut-off grade
Benefit gained by raising cut-off grade
No NPV benefit in raising cut-off grade

893062;892
South African tabular-reef gold mines are deep and subject to
highly variable gold grade distributions (Sichel, Kleingeld,
and Assibey-Bonsu, 1992). Even with high-quality sampling,
there are differences found between the estimated grades for
mining blocks (used for planning purposes) and the actual
values (which determine revenue from a block). Some mining
companies make use of cut-off grades to determine which
portions of the deposit are ore and which are waste. Due to
the uncertainty in the estimated grade, type I and type II
errors occur. A type I error is when a block has an estimated
grade above the cut-off grade, but the actual grade is below
the cut-off grade. This block is mined at a loss and is
dilution. A type II error occurs when a block has an estimated
grade below the cut-off grade and is thus not mined.
However, the actual grade is above cut-off grade and this ore
is lost.
This study considered how the cut-off grade could be
adjusted to minimize either waste dilution or lost ore,
considering grade uncertainties. There appears to be no
consensus and no clear indication as to how the cut-off grade
should be adjusted considering this uncertainty, following
discussions with academics and people in industry. The
approach used for this study was to introduce uncertainty
into the database using @Risk and optimize the resultant
‘actual’ grades through a cash flow model with mixed integer
linear programing (Excel Solver). This optimization can be
either on profit (0% NPV) or NPV (with 9% and 12 %
discount rates). Four different mines were run through the
model to compare results and identify trends. The block
models as well as financial parameters were based on the
          

2015 planning cycle. The assumptions regarding the
uncertainty introduced were that the distribution of the
’actual’ grade is symmetrical around the estimated grade for
each block, and that there is no bias. The amount of
uncertainty selected for this study ranged from 5–20%.
It was found that when optimizing for profit, three of the
four mines would benefit from a reduction in the cut-off
grade ranging from 2–10%. The other mine would not benefit
from any change in the cut-off grade.
When optimizing for 9% NPV, three of the four mines
would benefit from a reduction in the cut-off grade between
7–27%. The fourth mine would benefit by increasing the cutoff grade by 7%. When optimizing the NPV at 12%, one mine
would benefit from an 8% decrease in the cut-off grade.
However, the NPV benefit is only 1.3%. The other three
mines would not benefit from adjusting the cut-off grades,
and in two of the cases, using the model actually results in
lower NPVs.
Profit and NPV are not the only measures of value.
Providing employment and generating revenues for the State
are also important for stakeholders other than investors.
Lowering cut-off grades is beneficial for these groups and it
increases the life-of-mine since more ore is available above
the cut-off grade. Investors would further benefit from the
increase in mineral reserves.
The financial optimizer model used for this research is
simple to create and follows well-proven cut-off grade
determination methods. The incorporation of the cash flow,
including mineral resource royalties and income tax
formulae, adds another tool for mine planners to utilize in
maximizing value from their operations. This financial model
is easy to adapt to include a variety of uncertainty, and has
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Profit optimized (0%)
NPV optimized (9%)
NPV optimized (12%)
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Optimization of cut-off grades considering grade uncertainty
been used in this example to investigate how block grade
uncertainty can affect cut-off grades. Each mine is unique,
and grade uncertainty should be modelled individually to
determine if there is any benefit in adjusting the cut-off
grade. The accuracy of the optimizer model would be
increased by using the actual distribution of uncertainty. Any
sampling bias could also be included in the model if it occurs
on the mine. This would indicate in which direction cut-off
grades should be adjusted to minimize the adverse effects of
dilution or to recover lost ore.
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Analysis of the effect of ducted fan
system variables on ventilation in an
empty heading using CFD
by T. Feroze* and B. Genc*

The effect of some of the system variables in forcing and exhausting
ducted fan systems on ventilation in an empty heading was investigated
using computational fluid dynamics(CFD) and comparative analyses. The
diameter of the duct, duct mouth to face distance, and the power of the fan
(quantity delivered by the fan) were varied and their effect on ventilation
determined through a comparative analysis of the flow rates calculated
close to the face of the heading. Estimation models were developed, which
can be used to calculate the flow rate close to the face of the empty
heading for different settings of the system variables studied.
The study showed that recirculation for a forcing ducted fan system
can be reduced by increasing the duct diameter or increasing the duct
mouth to face distance. For the exhausting ducted fan system, higher flow
rates were achieved by reducing the duct mouth to face distance, and
increasing the fan design flow rate and duct diameter.
The outcomes of this investigation will help ventilation engineers in
deciding the optimum duct fan system required for sufficient ventilation.
  
ducted fan, ventilation, CFD.

   
The ventilation of underground mines,
irrespective of the type of mine and mining
method, is divided into two broad branches,
the primary ventilation and secondary or
auxiliary ventilation. The primary ventilation
is responsible for the total volumetric flow
through the mine and the auxiliary ventilation
is responsible for the ventilation of the
development ends, production areas, and
facilities disconnected from the main circuit
with no through-ventilation connections.
Auxiliary ventilation is the more difficult to
achieve (Bise, 1996), and the disruption of
this ventilation system is considered to be one
of the primary factors contributing to methane
and coal dust explosions (Creedy, 1996). A
number of causalities have been recorded by
many authors due to these explosions (Phillips
and Brandt, 1995; Dubinski et al., 2011;
Phillips, 2015). The ventilation of short
headings, less than 10 m in depth, can be
carried out without the use of any auxiliary
equipment (Feroze and Phillips, 2015).
However, for headings deeper than 10 m,
auxiliary ventilation systems are required.
These are generally classified into the three
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basic types, namely line brattice (LB)
ventilation systems, ducted fan systems, and
jet fans (Figures 1 through Figure 3 respectively).
Ducted fan systems are also classified into
three types, namely forcing, exhaust, and
overlap. The decision to select a particular type
of ducted fan system depends on the nature of
the hazard (Pawinski and Roszkowski, 1985;
McPherson, 1993). A ducted fan is generally
installed on the intake side in the forcing
configuration and on the return side in the
exhaust configuration (Reed and Taylor,
2007).
The forcing system of duct and fan
consists of a line of ducting, to which a fan is
connected to force air into the heading. It is
usually used in mines with high methane
hazards, and can effectively remove the
methane hazard through dilution (Taylor et
al., 1997). Szlazak et al. (2003) have shown
that the methane concentration measured in
headings is lower with the forcing system than
with exhaust systems under the same
ventilation and methane emission conditions.
The high velocity of air helps in mixing the
methane with air, which prevents it from
settling on the roof and provides cooler air at
the face (McPherson, 1993). Studies by
Schultz (1993) and Kissell (2003) indicated
that the proportion of fresh air reaching the
face is 39.9% for the forcing system and 10%
for the exhaust system. Torano et al. (2009)
found these proportions to be 35% and 12%,
respectively. The forcing system results in a
positive gauge pressure, thus a cheaper and
flexible duct can be used (AMC Consultants,
2005). In South African coal mines, forcing
ducted fans generally are used.

Analysis of the effect of ducted fan system variables on ventilation
An overlap ventilation system is a combination of a
primary and a secondary duct. The overlap of a primary
forcing duct and a secondary exhaust overlap duct, as shown
in Figure 4, is called the forcing overlap. The overlap of a
primary exhaust duct and a secondary forcing overlap duct,
as shown in Figure 5, is called the exhaust overlap system.
An overlap system is in the forcing overlap configuration
during cutting operations, whereas an exhaust overlap
configuration is used when thermal, methane, and dust
hazards are encountered simultaneously (Szlazak, 2003).
The ducted fan system is well-studied, but not much
information is available in the literature to demonstrate the
effect of the system variables associated with these methods
on ventilation of an empty heading. The system variables,
such as the diameter of the duct, the length of the duct,
distance of the duct mouth to face, the power of the fan
(quantity delivered by the fan), the orientation of the duct
(distance from the sidewall and the roof), the airflows in the
LTR etc. affect ventilation, but the magnitudes of these
effects need to be established. This study demonstrates the
use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and comparative
analyses to estimate the effect of some system variables
associated with forcing and exhaust ducted fan systems on
the ventilation of an empty heading. The presence of dust
and methane was not considered. The understanding of these
effects is important and will help ventilation engineers in the
selection of an optimum ducted fan system for sufficient
ventilation.

0>42;A& >=A;?@@>:AA=@>3?@><=

0>42;A 0<;:>=472:@A78?=A=@>3?@><=9(9@A5-6<;*& /

A9A?;:65?@;>
The diameter of the duct, duct mouth to face distance, and
fan design flow rate were varied for both the forcing and

0>42;A)A@8?=?>;83<1>=?=A5*@(6A?7>=4- <<75?=  & /
0>42;A0<;:>=4<A;3?*9(9@A5-6?=4  $&&/

The exhaust system of duct and fan consists of a duct line
to which a fan is connected to exhaust air into the heading. It
is primarily used in mines with higher dust hazards since a
forcing system with high velocity spreads the dust. Rigid
ducting is required because of the negative pressure involved,
adding to the cost (AMC Consultants, 2005). This system is
not suitable for long headings since the resistance of the duct
becomes large, warranting the use of multiple fans in series
(McPherson, 1993). The possibility of methane build-up is a
general concern with this system. In Polish coal mines in
2002, the contributions of the forcing, exhaust, and overlap
auxiliary ventilation system were 16%, 43%, and 41%
respectively (Szlazak, 2003).
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Analysis of the effect of ducted fan system variables on ventilation
Table I

(9@A5?;>?3A9
0?=
@(*A
Forcing fan
Exhaust

#?;?5A@A;

,A?7>=47>5A=9><=9 +2:@7>?5A@A; 03<1;?@A
, -5/
-5/
-5)%9/

Value
Value

6.6 x 3 x 20

fan

A3<:>@( +2:@5<2@6@<8?:A +>9@?=:A<872:@8;<5 +>9@?=:A<872:@
-5%9/
7>9@?=:A-5/
@6A9>7A1?33-5/
8;<5;<<8-5/

0.57

2.97

8

0.76

3.713

10

0.57

2.97

0.76

3.713

2

2

1

0.5

4

Flow rates were chosen based on the legal requirement of 0.15m3/s/m2 and 25 %

25A;>:?35<7A33>=4<8@6A72:@A78?=9(9@A529>=4
0+
The numerical modelling, comprising the creation of the
geometry, meshing of the geometry, solving the complex set
of mathematical equations iteratively, and analysis of the
results, was carried out using the commercially available
ANSYS Fluent numerical code. The K- realizable model was
used for this study. This model was used after validating the
results, using experimental studies described later. The
experimental results showed that the model is suitable for
studying ducted fan systems using CFD. The details of the
turbulence model are available in the software manual
(ANSYS Fluent Theory Guide, 2015).

 
The three-dimensional models were generated in the ANSYS
design modeller software for all the cases. The length of the
LTR modelled on both the upstream and downstream side of
the heading was kept at 10 m for all the cases. As far as
possible, a structured hexahedral mesh with a size of 0.04 m
was created using the ANSYS Mesher. The mesh size was
selected after performing mesh-independence tests. Inflation
layers, where required, were used at the boundaries of the

0>42;A A<5A@;>:9(9@A5?;>?3A9<872:@A78?=9(9@A59'-?/
0<;:>=472:@A78?=9(9@A5-/A6?29@72:@A78?=9(9@A5
          

geometries to allow smooth transition from the laminar flow
near the wall to turbulent flow away from the walls.


® At the inlet of the LTR, ‘Velocity inlet’ boundary
condition was used with an air velocity of 2 m/s
® At the outlet of the LTR, ‘Outflow’ boundary condition
was used
® ‘Fluid fan’ boundary condition was used for both the
fans
® At all the walls an enhanced wall function was used in
all the simulations.

A923@9?=77>9:299><=
 
The variation of the fan design flow rates (maintained at the
exit of the duct), diameter, and length of the duct changed
the volumetric flow rates inside the heading at similar
locations. The air flow rates (into the heading) close to the
face of the heading were calculated for each case and are
tabulated in Table II. These flow rates were calculated using
the positive axial velocities going into the planes constructed
parallel to the face of the heading at distances of 0.5 m,
0.4 m, and 0.3 m from the face. The percentage of fresh air at
these distances was also calculated, using the quantity of air
delivered by the fan and the quantity of air actually present
at these distances (assuming the quantity of air delivered by
the fan is reaching the face of the heading). This enabled the
calculation of the maximum percentage of fresh air reaching
the face and thus the minimum recirculation (100 - % of
fresh air) near the face of the heading for each case.
The total flow rates and the amount of fresh air close to
the face of the heading, using a forcing ducted fan system,
varied as follows.
® Volumetric flow rate close to the face of the heading:
– When the diameter of the duct and the duct exit
flow rate were kept constant, the flow rate close
to the face of the heading increased with
decreasing duct mouth to face distance
– When the diameter of the duct and duct mouth to
face distance were kept constant, the flow rate
close to the face of the heading increased with
increasing air flow exiting from the duct
– When the duct mouth to face distance and the
duct exit flow rate were kept constant, the flow
rate close to the face of the heading increased
with decreasing duct diameter, as expected.
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exhaust duct systems. The range of values chosen for these
variables, and the values for those that were kept constant,
were based on the most common settings in practice. The
details of these variables and their values are given in Table I
and shown in Figure 6 for both the forcing and exhaust
ducted fan systems. All possible combinations of these
variables were used to develop scenarios for each fan system.
The ducted systems considered were assumed to be leakagefree.

Analysis of the effect of ducted fan system variables on ventilation
Table II
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+2:@5<2@6@<8?:A7>9@?=:A.">;83<1/
6.6-3-20-0.57-8m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.57-8m-3.7125
6.6-3-20-0.57-10m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.57-10m-3.7125
6.6-3-20-0.76-8m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.76-8m-3.7125
6.6-3-20-0.76-10m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.76-10m-3.7125

$'5

$'5

$')5

03<1;?@A-5)%9/

0;A96?>;-/

03<1;?@A-5)%9/

0;A96?>;-/

03<1;?@A-5)%9/

0;A96?>;-/

7.55
9.53
6.56
8.25
6.34
7.94
5.02
6.30

39.33
38.95
45.30
44.99
46.85
46.76
59.16
58.94

6.49
8.13
5.51
6.96
5.60
7.01
4.24
5.33

45.75
45.66
53.88
53.35
53.05
52.99
70.06
69.65

5.20
6.57
4.32
5.48
4.65
5.82
3.34
4.21

57.09
56.50
68.73
67.75
63.83
63.77
88.89
88.10

Table III
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6.6-3-20-0.57-8m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.57-8m-3.7125
6.6-3-20-0.57-10m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.57-10m-3.7125
6.6-3-20-0.76-8m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.76-8m-3.7125
6.6-3-20-0.76-10m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.76-10m-3.7125

$'5
03<1;?@A

0?:A0?:@<;

+>?5A@A;0?:@<;
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-5)%9/

-00/

-+0/

-00/

7.55
9.53
6.56
8.25
6.34
7.94
5.02
6.3

1.15
1.15
1
1
1.26
1.26
1
1

1.2
1.2
1.31
1.31
1
1
1
1

1
1.25
1
1.25
1
1.25
1
1.25

® Volumetric flow rate of fresh air close to the face of the
heading:
– When the diameter of the duct and the duct exit
flow rate were kept constant, the percentage of
fresh air close to the face of the heading
decreased with decreasing distance of the duct
mouth to the face
– When the diameter of the duct and the distance of
the duct mouth to face were kept constant, the
percentage of fresh air (in the total air reaching
the face) close to the face of the heading
remained constant with increasing air flow
exiting from the duct
– When the distance of the duct mouth to the face
and the duct exit flow rate were kept constant,
the percentage of fresh air close to the face of the
heading increased with increasing duct diameter,
as expected.

(9@A50?:@<;9

3.35
3.6
3.31
3.56
3.26
3.51
3
3.25

(fan design flow rate). A linear relation (Equation [1]) was
found between the summation of these factors and the
corresponding flow rates close to the face of the heading. The
factors for each system variable were calculated using
comparative analyses as given below:

Flow rate = y = 6.911 × Summation of system
factors - 15.983

[1]

® Flow rate factor (FRF)—All the cases in this study
were simulated with two flow rates at the exit of the
duct (fan design flow rates): 2.97 m3/s and 3.971 m3/s.
The difference between these two flow rates is 25%. A
comparison of flow rates at the face of the heading for
each set of cases run with these flow rates and similar
remaining settings is given in Table IV. It was found
that an increase in design flow rate exiting the ducted

           
 
In order to find a relationship to estimate the flow rates
reaching the face (0.5 m from face) of the heading using a
ducted forcing fan system, the flow rates close to the face of
the heading for all the cases were plotted against the
summation of the system factors as given in Table III and
shown in Figure 7. These factors were calculated to cater for
the effects of change in diameter, change in the duct mouth
to face distance, and the change in flow rate exiting the duct
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Analysis of the effect of ducted fan system variables on ventilation
Table IV
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03<1;?@A-5)%9/

6.6-3-20-0.57-8m-2.97

7.55

6.6-3-20-0.57-8m-3.7125

9.53

6.6-3-20-0.57-10m-2.97

6.56

6.6-3-20-0.57-10m-3.7125

8.25

6.6-3-20-0.76-8m-2.97

6.34

6.6-3-20-0.76-8m-3.7125

7.94

6.6-3-20-0.76-10m-2.97

5.02

6.6-3-20-0.76-10m-3.7125

6.30

#A;:A=@?4A>=:;A?9A>=83<1;?@A-/
26.19
25.86
25.23
25.46

Table V
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6.6-3-20-0.76-8m-2.97

6.34

6.6-3-20-0.57-8m-2.97

7.55

6.6-3-20-0.76-8m-3.7125

7.94

6.6-3-20-0.57-8m-3.7125

9.53

6.6-3-20-0.76-10m-2.97

5.02

6.6-3-20-0.57-10m-2.97

6.56

6.6-3-20-0.76-10m-3.7125

6.30

6.6-3-20-0.57-10m-3.7125

8.25

forcing fan resulted in an approximately proportional
increase in the flow rate close to the face of the
heading. Therefore, a flow rate factor of unity was
assumed for cases using a flow rate of 2.971 m3/s at
the exit of the duct, and hence a flow rate factor of 1.25
(an increase of 25% compared to 2.971 m3/s) was used
for the cases using 3.7125 m3/s of fan design flow rate.
® Diameter factor (DF)—To find this factor, cases with
different duct diameters and similar remaining settings
were grouped together. As expected, the change in
diameter changed the flow rates close to the face of the
heading for each set. The percentage change in the flow
rate close to the face of the heading with a reduction in
diameter from 0.76 m to 0.57 m varied with the duct
mouth to face distance as given in Table V.
When this distance was 8 m, the flow rate increased by
approximately 20% with the reduction in diameter from
0.76 m to 0.57 m. For a distance of 10 m the increase
was approximately 30%. A diameter factor of unity was
assumed for a 0.76 m duct diameter for all duct mouth
to face distances. Therefore, the diameter factors
became 1.2 for the 0.57 m diameter duct with 8 m
distance, and 1.30 for 10 m distance. The factors for
the intermediate diameters and duct mouth face
distances can be interpolated. For example, for the
          

"**;<>5?@A77>88A;A=:A
@<AA*@6A:?3:23?@><=9
9>5*3A

19.13
20
20.04
30.59
30
31.01

0.6 m diameter duct with 9 m duct mouth to face
distance, this factor can be calculated as follows using
Equation [2] (the formula for interpolation):
[2]

Y= Y1+ (Y1-Y0) × [(X-X0)/(X1-X0)]

where (X1,Y1), (X,Y), ((X1,Y1) are three points of a
linear relation, X, Y lies between the other two points,
and all the points except Y are known:
Factor at 8 m distance =1.2 + [(1–1.2) × ((0.6–0.57) /
(0.76–0.57))] = 1.168
Factor at 10 m distance =1.3 + [(1–1.3) × ((0.6–0.57) /
(0.76–0.57))] = 1.2526
Factor at 9 m distance = 1.168 + [(1.2526–1.168) ×
((9 - 8) / (10–8))] = 1.2103
® Face factor (factor for distance of the duct mouth from
face) (FF)—To find this factor, cases with different
duct mouth to face distances and similar remaining
settings were grouped together. It was found that a
change in this distance changed the flow rate close to
the face of the heading for each set. The percentage
change in flow rate close to the face of the heading
with a reduction in duct mouth to face distance from
10 m to 8 m varied with the duct diameter as given in
Table VI.
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Table VI

#A;:A=@?4A>=:;A?9A>=83<1;?@A?@@6A8?:A<8@6A6A?7>=41>@6?;A72:@><=>=7>9@?=:A<8@6A72:@
5<2@6@<8?:A<8@6A6A?7>=48;<5&$5@<5
?9A-,A?7>=41>7@6.,A?7>=46A>46@.
,A?7>=43A=4@6.+2:@7>?5A@A;.+2:@
5<2@6@<8?:A7>9@?=:A.">;83<1/

#A;:A=@?4A>=:;A?9A>=83<1;?@A?@@6A8?:A<8@6A6A?7>=41>@6?;A72:@><=
>=7>9@?=:A<8@6A72:@5<2@6@<8?:A<8@6A6A?7>=48;<5&$5@<5
03<1;?@A-5)%9/
#A;:A=@?4A>=:;A?9A>=83<1;?@A-/

6.6-3-20-0.76-8m-2.97

6.56

6.6-3-20-0.57-8m-2.97

7.55

6.6-3-20-0.76-8m-3.7125

8.25

6.6-3-20-0.57-8m-3.7125

9.53

6.6-3-20-0.76-10m-2.97

5.02

6.6-3-20-0.57-10m-2.97

6.34

6.6-3-20-0.76-10m-3.7125

6.30

6.6-3-20-0.57-10m-3.7125

7.94

"**;<>5?@A77>88A;A=:A
@<AA*@6A:?3:23?@><=9
9>5*3A

15.19
15
15.49
26.27
26
26.05

Table VII

#A;:A=@?4AA;;<;<8@6A5?@6A5?@>:?35<7A38<;8<;:>=472:@A78?=9(9@A5
?9A-,A?7>=41>7@6.,A?7>=46A>46@.,A?7>=43A=4@6.
+2:@7>?5A@A;.+2:@5<2@6@<8?:A7>9@?=:A.">;83<1/
6.6-3-20-0.57-10m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.57-8m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.57-10m-3.7125
6.6-3-20-0.57-8m-3.7125
6.6-3-20-0.76-10m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.76-8m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.76-10m-3.7125
6.6-3-20-0.76-8m-3.7125

(9@A5
8?:@<;9

>523?@A783<1;?@A
-5)%9/

('&&
0?:@<;9&')

3.35
3.60
3.30
3.55
3.26
3.51
3.00
3.25

7.55
9.53
6.56
8.25
6.34
7.94
5.02
6.30

7.17
8.90
6.82
8.55
6.55
8.27
4.75
6.48

When the duct diameter was 0.57 m the flow rate
increased by approximately 15% with a reduction in
the duct mouth to face distance from 10 m to 8 m. For a
duct diameter of 0.76 m, this increase was approximately 26%. A face factor of unity was assumed for a
10 m duct mouth to face distance for all the duct
diameters. Therefore, the face factor for a duct mouth
to face distance of 8 m and 0.76 m duct diameter
became 1.26 (26% increase in flow rate compared to 10
m distance) and for 0.57 m duct diameter, 1.15. The
factors for the intermediate diameters and duct exit
distances from the face of the heading can be
interpolated using Equation [2]. For example, for a 0.6
m diameter duct and 9 m distance of the duct mouth
from the face, this factor can be calculated as follows:
Factor at 10 m = 1 (as per rule)
Factor at 8 m = 1.15 + [(1.26–1.15) × ((0.6–0.57) /
(0.76–0.57))] = 1.1673
Factor at 9 m = 1.1673 + [(1–1.1673) × ((9 - 8) /
(10–8))] = 1.08365
® Error - mathematical model—The maximum error of
the mathematical model used to estimate the flow rates
for all the cases simulated in this study was found to
be less than 7%, as shown in Table VII.

 
Similar to the forcing ducted fan system, the variation of fan
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;;<;
-/
5.08
6.65
–4.07
–3.63
–3.27
–4.22
5.39
–2.84

design flow rates, diameter and length of the duct changed
the volume flow rates calculated inside the heading at similar
locations. The air flows delivered by the exhaust ducted
system close to the face of the heading have been calculated
for each case is tabulated in Table VIII. These flow rates were
calculated using the positive axial velocities going into the
planes, which are constructed parallel to the face of the
heading at distances of 0.5 m, 0.4 m, and 0.3 m. The flow
rates decreased closer to the face.
® Volumetric flow rates close to the face of the heading:
The flow rates close to the face of the heading (0.5 m
from the face), ventilated using a forcing ducted fan
system, varied as follows.
–

–

–

When the diameter of the duct and the duct
design flow (fan design flow rate) rate were kept
constant, the flow rate close to the face of the
heading increased with decreasing distance of the
duct mouth to face
When the diameter of duct and the distance of the
duct mouth to face were kept constant, the flow
rate close to the face of the heading increased
with increasing duct design flow rate
When the distance of the duct mouth to face and
the duct design flow rate were kept constant, the
flow rate close to the face of the heading
increased with increasing duct diameter.
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Table VIII

03<1;?@A9?@9*A:>8>A77>9@?=:A98;<5@6A8?:A<8@6A6A?7>=48<;A6?29@72:@A78?=
?9A-,A?7>=41>7@6.,A?7>=46A>46@.,A?7>=43A=4@6.
+2:@7>?5A@A;.+2:@5<2@6@<8?:A7>9@?=:A.">;83<1/

$'5
03<1;?@A-5)%9/

+>9@?=:A8;<5@6A8?:A
$'5
03<1;?@A-5)%9/

$')5
03<1;?@A-5)%9/

1.968
2.155
1.931
2.120
2.365
2.603
2.240
2.464

1.64
1.79
1.59
1.76
1.98
2.15
1.88
2.04

1.29
1.42
1.24
1.39
1.59
1.71
1.46
1.62

6.6-3-20-0.57-2m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.57-2m-3.7125
6.6-3-20-0.57-4m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.57-4m-3.7125
6.6-3-20-0.76-2m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.76-2m-3.7125
6.6-3-20-0.76-4m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.76-4m-3.7125

Table IX

03<1;?@A:3<9A@<@6A8?:A?=77>88A;A=@8?:@<;98<;A6?29@72:@A78?=9(9@A5

6.6-3-20-0.57-2m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.57-2m-3.7125
6.6-3-20-0.57-4m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.57-4m-3.7125
6.6-3-20-0.76-2m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.76-2m-3.7125
6.6-3-20-0.76-4m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.76-4m-3.7125

03<1;?@A-5)%9/

+>9@?=:A8;<5@6A8?:A
$'5
03<1;?@A8?:@<;-00/
+>?5A@A;8?:@<;-+0/

1.968
2.155
1.931
2.120
2.365
2.603
2.240
2.464

1
1.1
1
1.1
1
1.1
1
1.1

          
 
In order to find a relationship to estimate the flow rates
reaching the face (0.5 m from face) of the heading, using an
exhaust ducted fan system, the flow rates close to the face of
the heading for all the cases were plotted against the
summation of the system factors as given in Table IX and
shown in Figure 8. These factors were calculated to cater for
the effects of change in diameter, change in the distance of
the duct mouth to face (face factors), and the change in fan
design flow rate. A best fit linear relation was found between
the two quantities and is given in Equation [3]. The factors
were calculated using comparative analysis as discussed
below:

Flow rate = 0.3943 × Summation of system
factors + 2.0754

[3]

® Flow rate factor—All the cases in this study were
simulated with two fan design flow rates: 2.97 m3/s
and 3.971 m3/s. The difference between these two flow
rates is 25%. A comparison of flow rates at the face of
the heading for each set of cases run with these flow
rates and the same remaining settings is given in
Table X. It was found that a 25% increase in the fan
design flow rate increased the flow rate at the face of
the heading by approximately 10% for all duct
diameters and all duct mouth to face distances. A
flow rate factor equal to unity was assumed for the
2.971 m3/s duct design flow rate. The flow rate factor
for a fan design flow rate of 3.7125 m3/s is therefore
          

0.83
0.83
0.86
0.86
1
1
1
1

0?:A8?:@<;-00/

(9@A58?:@<;9

1
1
0.98
0.98
1
1
0.95
0.95

2.83
2.93
2.84
2.94
3
3.1
2.95
3.05

1.10 (10% greater than for 2.971 m3/s). The factors for
other duct design flow rates can be interpolated using
the methods discussed for the forcing duct fan system.
® Diameter factor—To find this factor, cases with
different duct diameters and similar remaining settings
were grouped together. It was found that a change in
diameter changed the flow rates close to the face of the
heading for each set. The percentage change in the flow
rate close to the face of the heading with a reduction in
diameter from 0.76 m to 0.57 m varied with the duct
mouth to face distance as given in Table XI.
When this distance was 2 m the flow rate decreased by
approximately 17% with a reduction in diameter from
0.76 m to 0.57 m. For a distance of 4 m the decrease
was approximately 14%. A diameter factor of unity was
assumed for 0.76 m duct diameter for all duct mouth to
face distances. Therefore, the diameter factors became

0>42;A03<1;?@A:3<9A@<@6A8?:A<8@6A6A?7>=4 8?:@<;98<;
A6?29@72:@8?=9(9@A5
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Table X

#A;:A=@?4A>=:;A?9A>=83<1;?@A?@@6A8?:A<8@6A6A?7>=41>@6?=>=:;A?9A>=8?=7A9>4=83<1;?@A8;<5 '!&
@<)'!& 5)%9
?9A-,A?7>=41>7@6.,A?7>=46A>46@.,A?7>=43A=4@6.
+2:@7>?5A@A;.+2:@5<2@6@<8?:A7>9@?=:A.">;83<1/

#A;:A=@?4A>=:;A?9A>=83<1;?@A?@@6A8?:A<8@6A6A?7>=41>@6?=>=:;A?9A
>=8?=%72:@7A9>4=83<1;?@A8;<5 '!&@<)'!& 5)%9
03<1;?@A-5)%9/
#A;:A=@?4A>=:;A?9A>=83<1;?@A-/

6.6-3-20-0.57-2m-2.97

1.968

6.6-3-20-0.57-2m-3.7125

2.155

6.6-3-20-0.57-4m-2.97

1.931

6.6-3-20-0.57-4m-3.7125

2.120

6.6-3-20-0.76-2m-2.97

2.365

6.6-3-20-0.76-2m-3.7125

2.603

6.6-3-20-0.76-4m-2.97

2.240

6.6-3-20-0.76-4m-3.7125

2.464

9.50

9.79

10.06

10.01

Table XI

#A;:A=@?4A>=:;A?9A>=83<1;?@A?@@6A8?:A<8@6A6A?7>=41>@6?7A:;A?9A>=72:@7>?5A@A;8;<5
$'!@<$'!5
?9A-,A?7>=41>7@6.,A?7>=46A>46@.
,A?7>=43A=4@6.+2:@7>?5A@A;.+2:@
5<2@6@<8?:A7>9@?=:A.">;83<1/

#A;:A=@?4A7A:;A?9A>=83<1;?@A?@@6A8?:A<8@6A6A?7>=4
1>@6?7A:;A?9A>=72:@7>?5A@A;8;<5$'!@<$'!5
03<1;?@A-5)%9/
#A;:A=@?4A7A:;A?9A>=83<1;?@A-/

6.6-3-20-0.76-2m-2.97

2.365

6.6-3-20-0.57-2m-2.97

1.968

6.6-3-20-0.76-2m-3.7125

2.603

6.6-3-20-0.57-2m-3.7125

2.155

6.6-3-20-0.76-4m-2.97

2.240

6.6-3-20-0.57-4m-2.97

1.931

6.6-3-20-0.76-4m-3.7125

2.474

6.6-3-20-0.57-4m-3.7125

2.120

0.83 for the 0.57 m diameter duct with 2 m distance,
and 0.86 for 4 m distance. The factors for the
intermediate diameters and duct mouth to face
distances can be interpolated using the methods
discussed for the forcing ducted fan system.
® Face factor (FF) (for distance of the duct mouth to face
of the heading). To find this factor, a set of cases with
different duct mouth to face distances and similar
remaining settings were analysed. It was found that the
change in duct mouth to face distance changed the flow
rate close to the face of the heading. With an increase
in duct mouth to face distance from 2 m to 4 m, the
percentage change in flow rate close to the face of the
heading varied with the duct diameter as given in
Table XII.
When the duct diameter was 0.57 m the flow rate
decreased by approximately 2%, and for the duct
diameter of 0.76 m the decrease was approximately
5%. A factor equal to unity was assumed for the 2 m
duct mouth to face distance for all duct diameters.
Therefore the face factor for a 4 m duct mouth to face
distance with 0.76 m duct diameter became 0.95 (a 5%
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"**;<>5?@A77>88A;A=:A
@<AA*@6A:?3:23?@><=9
9>5*3A

16.79
17
17.21

13.79
14
14.32

reduction in flow rate compared to 2 m distance) and
for 0.57 m diameter duct it became 0.98.
® Error of the mathematical model—The maximum error
of the mathematical model for the exhaust ducted fan
system, used to estimate the flow rates for the
simulated cases of this study, was found to be less
than 1% as shown in Table XIII.
As expected, the flow rates close to the face of the
heading with both the 0.57 m and 0.76 m diameter ducts
were much lower for the exhaust duct system than for the
forcing duct system. The air velocities, as seen from the
velocity vectors, were also low. The flow rate increased with
increasing diameter of the duct, increasing fan/duct design
flow rate, and reduction in the duct mouth to face distance.
Therefore, when using an exhaust duct ventilation system,
the duct mouth to face distance should not be more than 4 m,
and the largest possible/permissible diameter should be used
to maximize the flow rate close to the face of the heading.
It was seen from the results that in the studied configurations, forcing ducted fan system produced much higher
flow rates close to the face of the empty heading than the
exhaust duct fan system. The recirculation was also found to
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Table XII

#A;:A=@?4A;A72:@><=>=83<1;?@A?@@6A8?:A<8@6A6A?7>=41>@6?=>=:;A?9A>=7>9@?=:A<8@6A72:@5<2@6
@<8?:A<8@6A6A?7>=48;<5 5@<5
?9A-,A?7>=41>7@6.,A?7>=46A>46@.
,A?7>=43A=4@6.+2:@7>?5A@A;.+2:@
5<2@6@<8?:A7>9@?=:A.">;83<1/

#A;:A=@?4A7A:;A?9A>=83<1;?@A?@@6A8?:A<8@6A6A?7>=41>@6?=>=:;A?9A
>=72:@5<2@67>9@?=:A@<8?:A<8@6A6A?7>=48;<5 5@<5
03<1;?@A-5)%9/
#A;:A=@?4A>=:;A?9A>=83<1;?@A-/

6.6-3-20-0.57-4m-2.97

1.931

6.6-3-20-0.57-2m-2.97

1.968

6.6-3-20-0.57-4m-3.7125

2.120

6.6-3-20-0.57-2m-3.7125

2.155

6.6-3-20-0.76-4m-2.97

2.240

6.6-3-20-0.76-2m-2.97

2.365

6.6-3-20-0.76-4m-3.7125

2.464

6.6-3-20-0.57-2m-3.7125

2.603

"**;<>5?@A77>88A;A=:A
@<AA*@6A:?3:23?@><=9
9>5*3A

1.880081301
2
1.62412993
5.285412262
5
5.332308874

Table XIII

#A;:A=@?4AA;;<;<8@6A5?@6A5?@>:?35<7A38<;8<;:>=472:@A78?=9(9@A5
?9A-,A?7>=41>7@6.,A?7>=46A>46@.,A?7>=43A=4@6.
+2:@7>?5A@A;.+2:@5<2@6@<8?:A7>9@?=:A.">;83<1/
6.6-3-20-0.57-2m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.57-2m-3.7125
6.6-3-20-0.57-4m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.57-4m-3.7125
6.6-3-20-0.76-2m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.76-2m-3.7125
6.6-3-20-0.76-4m-2.97
6.6-3-20-0.76-4m-3.7125

(9@A5
8?:@<;9

>523?@A783<1;?@A
-5)%9/

(($'))
0?:@<;9 '$!

2.83
2.93
2.84
2.94
3
3.1
2.95
3.05

1.97
2.16
1.93
2.12
2.37
2.60
2.24
2.46

2.85
2.93
2.84
2.91
3.01
3.10
2.96
3.05

be higher for the forcing ducted fan system. An overlap
system using both the forcing and exhaust systems, which is
seldom used in the South African mining industry and was
not considered in this investigation, is expected to overcome
the limitations of both the systems.

;;<;
-/
–0.76
0.17
0.11
0.98
–0.26
–0.06
–0.29
0.10

an average air velocity of approximately 10.08 m/s at the exit
of the duct. The duct mouth to tunnel face distance is 11 m as
shown in Figure 10.
The tunnel and duct models are shown in Figure 11. The
tunnel is dome-shaped at the entrance, but becomes
rectangular near the face. The width and height of the tunnel

?3>7?@><=:?9A9@27(
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A number of numerical models are available in CFD software.
The choice of a model depends on a number of factors, the
most important of which is the reliability of the results. To
demonstrate the reliability and accuracy of a numerical
model, validation of the model is required. A numerical model
is generally validated using one of three approaches:
comparison of simulated results with laboratory results,
using experimental results from the literature, and
comparison of simulated results with experimental results. A
numerical model validated using one of these techniques is
considered suitable for studies involving a large number of
situations in similar environments without further
experiments in the actual environment. The numerical model
used for the present study was validated using an experimental study undertaken in the School of Mining Engineering
at the University of the Witwatersrand.
The School has constructed a 66.2 m long mock tunnel
equipped with a ducted fan ventilation system, as shown in
Figure 9. The duct length is 55.2 m and the diameter of the
duct is 0.5 m. The duct delivers an air flow of 1.98 m3/s with

Analysis of the effect of ducted fan system variables on ventilation

0>42;A&&2==A3?=772:@<2@3>=A

at the face are 2.6 m and 2.4 m respectively. The distances of
the duct from the top and left wall of the tunnel are 0.07 m
and 0.57 m respectively, as shown in Figure 12.
The air velocities were determined at several points on a
vertical plane at a distance of 0.5 m from the face of the
tunnel, using both physical experiments and numerical
solutions. A comparison of the results showed good
correlation, and gave confidence to use the same numerical
model for further simulations required for the research.

The air velocity vectors and contours on a vertical plane
constructed at a distance of 0.5 m from the face of the tunnel
are shown Figure 13. Air can be seen moving from left to
right, sweeping the face of the tunnel and returning. The
velocity of the air at each location can be seen on the
contours. The air velocities measured at the selected points
are given in Table XIV.


The flow rate at the exit of the duct is equivalent to
1.98 m3/s. This was confirmed using both an anemometer
and a digital pressure meter (GMH 3110). The face of the
heading was divided into five regions as shown in Figure 12.
The air velocity at the centre of each region was measured
using both a hot wire and a rotating vane anemometer
(Airflow TA440, LCA 6000) and the direction of the air flow
was confirmed using a smoke tube. The velocities of the air
towards (positive sign) or away from (negative sign) the five
measurement points were measured, and the results are
given in Table XIV with the numerical results.


The three-dimensional model (Figure 11) was generated in
the ANSYS design modeller. A fine mesh of size 0.04 m was
created on all the boundaries (walls) of the domain using the
ANSYS Fluent Mesher. ‘Velocity inlet’ and ‘Outflow’
boundary conditions were used for the fan and the outlet of
the tunnel, respectively. ‘Wall boundary’ condition was used
at all the walls of the domain. The properties of air at 24°C
(as calculated in the tunnel) were used for the calculation of
the numerical solution. The two-equation k-e realizable
turbulent model was used for this study. The iterative process
used for calculating the results was set to run until five
orders of residual reduction was achieved (convergence
criteria of 10-5) with second-order accuracy.

0>42;A& +>5A=9><=<8@6A@2==A38?:A96<1>=4*3?:A5A=@<8@6A
72:@?=75A?92;A5A=@*<>=@9

Table XIV

">;A3<:>@>A95A?92;A729>=4A*A;>5A=@?33(?=7
=25A;>:?33(
#<>=@

1
2
3
4
5

*A;>5A=@?3A923@9
A3<:>@(-5%9/
–0.84
–0.11
2.35
0.30
0.75

25A;>:?3A923@9
A3<:>@(-5%9/
–0.871
–0.104
2.437
0.311
0.784

0>42;A&)">;A3<:>@(A:@<;9?=7:<=@<2;9:3<9A@<@6A8?:A<8@6A@2==A3
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A comparison of the numerical results with the experimental
results is given in Figure 14. It can be seen that the
numerical results are in line with the experimental results.
The validation study showed that the ANSYS Fluent k-e
realizable model is suitable for studying the ventilation of
empty headings using ducted fan systems.

<=:329><=
To understand the effect of the system variables associated
with ducted fan systems on the ventilation of an empty
heading, mathematical models were developed using CFD,
and comparative analysis. The results showed that recirculation for a forcing ducted fan system can be reduced by
increasing the duct diameter and by using a duct mouth to
face distance of not less than 10 m. Increasing the duct
diameter, from 0.57 m to 0.76 m the and duct mouth to face
distance from 8 m to 10 m reduced recirculation by approximately 20%.
The flow rate delivered by an exhausting ducted fan
system can be increased by reducing the duct mouth to face
distance (for a very small difference of 2–5% per 2 m
reduction in distance), increasing the fan design flow rate
(10% increase per 25% increase in design flow rate), or
increasing the duct diameter (14–17% increase in flow rate
with an increase in diameter from 0.76 m to 0.57 m).
The outcomes of the study will help ventilation engineers
to select the optimum duct fan system required for sufficient
ventilation.
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Reflections on narrow-reef platinum
mining pillar design systems as applied
to a large platinum exploration
feasibility project
by T. Zvarivadza* and J.N. van der Merwe*†

Platinum is a highly valuable resource, its safe and economic extraction is
paramount. The success of platinum mining by the bord and pillar method
depends heavily on a comprehensive and dependable pillar design method.
Pillars need to be large enough to safely support the load and small
enough to avoid loss of resources. A critical evaluation of current pillar
design systems used in narrow-reef platinum mining was undertaken
using practical experience from a large feasibility-stage platinum
exploration project, supplemented by observations from several platinum
mines in Zimbabwe. An extensive literature survey was undertaken in
order to determine the current status of design systems. Through this
approach, the shortcomings of current pillar design systems are
highlighted. Areas are proposed for further research to obtain a better
understanding on how additional factors influence pillar system stability.
The exploration work highlighted how rock mass classification methods
can be utilized in determining the overall strength of pillars. Current pillar
design systems for narrow-reef platinum mining consider width-to-heightratio (usually with different exponents for width and height) and the
strength of the pillar material. However, there are many more important
factors that are not considered and which have a bearing on pillar system
stability. An in-depth study of these parameters with a view to establish
effective narrow- reef platinum mining pillar design systems needs to be
undertaken.
C)*A?2=
pillar design, pre-feasibility, platinum mining, hard rock, comparative

E<B?A29:B>A<
Pillars have been used as a means of support
since the early days of mining. Pillarsupported mining methods such as bord and
pillar require a reliable design system for them
to be successful. This paper presents an
evaluation of the current hard-rock mining
pillar design systems as applied to a practical
large-scale narrow-reef platinum mining
feasibility study. It is vital to have a
dependable pillar design system for economic
and sustainable mining. Using an extensive
database collected from the project, the pillar
strength formulae were tested and several
discrepancies noted. This necessitates the
establishment of more reliable pillar design
systems. In narrow-reef platinum mining,
large compressive stresses accompanied by
geological and geotechnical factors contribute
to pillar instability. A well-formulated pillar
design system is required that accounts for
such factors so as to minimize pillar failures.
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Different pillars are used in narrow-reef
platinum mining, depending on the function
the pillar is to serve. In hard-rock tabular
mining in general, a combination of pillar
types is utilized. Dave (2009) classifies these
types as shaft pillars, bracket pillars, boundary
pillars, water barrier pillars, barrier pillars,
crown pillars, sill pillars, strike-stabilizing
pillars, dip-stabilizing pillars, non-yielding
pillars, yielding pillars, and crush pillars.
Salamon (1983) classified these pillars into
three main types –support pillars, protective
pillars, and control pillars. He explains that
support pillars are usually laid out systematically to offer support to the undermined
ground. According to this classification,
protective pillars protect surface structures and
underground mining excavations or separate
one mine from its neighbour, while control
pillars are those laid out systematically and cut
in deep-level mines to curb rockbursts by
reducing energy release rates.
Current pillar design systems are based on
the empirical determination of pillar design
parameters. This approach relies entirely on
the failure of pillars for an empirical pillar

* School of Mining Engineering, University of the
Witwatersrand, South Africa.
† Stable Strata Consulting (Pty) Ltd, South Africa.
© The Southern African Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy, 2017. ISSN 2225-6253. Paper received
Jan. 2016; revised paper received Nov. 2016.
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A pillar layout design system has to
consider the hangingwall, the pillar material,
and the footwall as all these three work
together for the success of the system. Ozbay,
Ryder, and Jager (1995) describe the
hangingwall in shallow hard-rock mining
situations as a rock mass containing welldefined discontinuities and subjected to
deadweight compression. When the
hangingwall is unsupported, it becomes
susceptible to backbreaks if critical spans are
exceeded (Ozbay, Ryder, and Jager, 1995).

Reflections on narrow-reef platinum mining pillar design systems
design curve to be calibrated. It cannot be used for mines
outside the empirical range that the pillar design is intended
for. Several formulae are currently in use to determine pillar
strength. For the calculation of load, the tributary area theory
(TAT) which applies to regular mining layouts is used.
Coates’ (1981) method is also used to determine pillar load
for large rectangular pillars like regional pillars. Parameters
currently accounted for in the design of narrow reef platinum
mining pillars are strength, load, width-to-height (w/h) ratio,
and pillar foundation bearing capacity. The w/h ratio is
generally used as a first indication of pillar strength. Martin
and Maybee (2000) compared extensive data collected from
back-analysis and concluded that most pillars fail at a w/h
ratio of less than 1.5, while there is a substantial increase in
pillar strength at a w/h ratio of more than 2. Stacey and Page
(1986) mention that foundation failure, rather than pillar
failure, can be expected at a w/h ratio of more than 7,
provided that the pillar and foundation material are the same.
Numerical modelling tools are also utilized to aid pillar
design.

 ""!!  
"  "$"#$ #!"$
Pillar stresses are normally calculated using the tributary area
theory (TAT), which accounts for the full cover load. This
theory is used in regular mining layouts of large lateral
extent (several times greater than the mining depth) and
assumes that each pillar in the layout supports an equal load
to the surface. This allocates full cover load to each pillar in
the layout. Pillars of the same size must be used in the
regular mining layout for the TAT to be applicable. This
approach appears to be operationally convenient as it leads to
fixed pillar-design dimensions for any given seam material
and depth. The TAT assumes that a pillar carries the full load
of the overburden above the pillar itself and halfway into the
surrounding roadways (Salamon and Oravecz, 1976;
Salamon and Munro, 1967; Hoek and Brown, 1980; Roberts
et al., 2002).
The average pillar stress (APS) can be expressed as a
function of extraction ratio as follows:
[1]
where v is the vertical component of the virgin stress (MPa),
e is the areal extraction ratio,  is rock density (kg/m3), g is
gravitational acceleration (m/s2), h is depth below ground
surface (m), and v = gh.
Hoek and Brown (1980) present an alternative formula
for calculating APS for square pillars using the TAT. For a
square pillar layout, the formula is:
[2]
where v is the vertical component of the virgin stress, W0 is
the excavation width (bord width), and Wp is the pillar width.

! #$# !
Coates (1981) presented his formula for load calculation after
realizing that while the TAT can be utilized, it is insufficient
since it does not consider geometrical and rock properties in
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its formulation. He went on to consider these parameters in
the derivation of his formula. Coates (1981) admitted that his
formula is only applicable in the centre of the mining area
with undisturbed long rib pillars and in situations where the
mine span does not exceed half the depth. Coates’ formula
(1981), which is applicable for calculating pillar load in deep
and long mining zones, is given by:
[3]

where v is the vertical component of the virgin stress (MPa),
e is the areal extraction ratio, H is height of the stope (m), h
is the horizontal component of the virgin stress (MPa),  is
Poisson’s ratio for abutments, p is Poisson’s ratio for pillars,
E is Young’s modulus for abutments, Ep is Young’s modulus
for pillars, Bo is room width (m), Bp is pillar width (m), and L
is width of extraction span (m).
It is evident that the formulation of Coates (1981) does
not consider overburden stiffness and seam stiffness, factors
that play a pivotal role in determining pillar load.
Note: Coates’ method reduces to the usual TAT when L 
 as shown in the calculation below.
When L  , Bp = 0, b = 0 and hs = 0 such that

Coates (1981) mentions that his formula considers the
following geometrical (layout) and rock characteristics: the
span of the mining zone with respect to its depth, height of
the pillars, pillar locations within the mining zone, horizontal
stress, and modulus of deformation of the pillar and wall rock
materials.

!"" "!"!!  
There are a number of issues that the current formulae used
to determine hard-rock pillar strength do not address. Most of
the strength formulae developed for hard-rock pillars have an
empirical base. They were proposed after studies from
different mines using failed pillar information. The formulae
take the power form or linear form, but have a common
aspect of considering the w/h ratio of the pillars under study.
The forms of the pillar strength formulae are as given in
Equations [4] and [5].
[4]
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Martin and Maybee (2000) propose that formulae developed
empirically should not be used for w/h ratios of more than 2.

[5]
where
s is the strength of a pillar with width w and height h
K is the adjusted or non-adjusted strength of a unit cube of
pillar rock determined statistically or through the use of
laboratory results
, , A, and B are constants.

 " "!"!
Table I presents some strength formulae used in hard-rock
pillar design.
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There are several representative coal pillar strength
formulae from which the currently used hard-rock pillar
strength formulae were deduced. These are:

The geotechnical work undertaken by the authors for the
exploration project gives an insight into areas that require
attention if we are to come up with reasonably reliable pillar
design parameters. It suffices to say that the quality of input
into the pillar design system influences the quality of the
results from it. The geotechnical work discussed in this
section includes oriented core drilling, logging practice, core
sampling procedure, laboratory tests, and rock mass classifications. Pillar design results for the project using different
hard-rock pillar design formulae are also discussed.

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

 !!"!"  
To get a true picture of the in situ rock, core is oriented. Core
orientation involves the determination of the topmost or
bottommost point of the top face of a drill run, which is then
linked to the next run. The geotechnical holes were drilled
using an automatic temperature control (ATC) orientation
tool. In this way, an orientation line was drawn along the top
of the core. This makes it easier to uniquely orient the core in
space. This reference line is used to determine the trend and
plunge of the joints. Several exploration boreholes were
drilled on the site. These are shown in Figure 1. For this
discussion, the authors chose borehole BO53A for illustrative
purposes.

[10]

[11]
While there are a lot of factors to consider in calculating
pillar strength, the rock mass strength of the pillar material
and the shape and the size of the pillar are the three factors
which several researchers, including Salamon and Munro
(1967), Wagner (1980), Stacey and Page (1986), and
Madden (1990) put forward as the factors on which the pillar
strength depends. They mention that width and height, and
gross structural features such as clay bands, faults, and
joints are the parameters that define pillar shape and size.

*Cited in Du et al. (2008)

Table I
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Hedley and Grant (1972)

Eliot Lake uranium mines, Canada.

Potvin, Hudyma, and Miller (1989)

Canadian open stope mines.

Von Kimmelmann, Hyde, and Madgwick (1984)

Selebi Phikwe mines, Botswana.

Sjoberg (1992)

Zinkgruvan mine, Sweeden.

Krauland and Soder (1987)

Black Angel mine, Greenland.

Lunder and Pakalnis (1997)

Combination of databases from other authors.

Watson et al. (2008) (linear formula)

Impala Platinum, South Africa.

Watson et al. (2008) (power formula)

Impala Platinum, South Africa
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Notes: UCS is pillar material unconfined compressive strength, σ1 is the strength of a pillar with a w/h ratio of 1, K is rock mass strength size factor with Lunder
and Pakalnis average at 44%, Cl and C2 are empirical constants determined to be 0.68 and 0.52 respectively, and kappa is the mine pillar friction term.

Reflections on narrow-reef platinum mining pillar design systems
length of the run, expressed as a percentage. It is imperative
to note that breakages due to handling and drilling have to be
ignored and the core considered as being continuous at these
points when calculating RQD. There has to be a guideline that
enables the logger to pick these mechanical breaks. RQD is
used for qualitative analysis of rock strength. Weak rock
types like kimberlite may have low joint counts and thus
record a high RQD. This RQD, when used in rock mass classification, gives an unrepresentative high value. Due to this,
rock samples are sent to the laboratory for quantitative rock
mass strength analysis.

!"$ " "#$$!$
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Downhole surveying was carried out using a high-precision
downhole survey instrument to identify any deviations from
the planned drilling axis. The downhole survey plan and
section of borehole BO53A are presented in Figure 2. No
deviation from the drilling axis was identified. The deviation
in the top portion of the hole was due to casing interference
and is not an indication of true deviation. The high-precision
instrument helps to prevent human error once set
appropriately. The lack of deviation is advantageous since
oriented core is recovered along the required drilling axis.

At this stage all major structures that have a bearing on the
rock mass quality are logged and evaluated. The structures
include shear zones, fracture zones, faults, fractures, joints,
striation lineations, fold axes, veins, and dykes. Also logged
at this stage are typical orientations and brittleness properties
of these structures. Water staining properties of the discontinuities are recorded. When water pressure is present in a rock
mass, the surfaces of the discontinuities are forced apart and
the normal stress on the discontinuity is reduced. This in turn
reduces the shear strength of the discontinuities. For the
typical orientations, angles  and  were measured using a

 " !
After core has been oriented it is then logged to determine the
geotechnical parameters influencing pillar design. The
logging process adopted at the exploration site is presented in
Figure 3.
A total of 50 boreholes were geotechnically logged, some
of which were oriented (BO53A, BO54A, BO55A, and
BO61A). The oriented boreholes are used in this discussion
as they capture much more geotechnical detail of the rock
mass compared to the unoriented boreholes. BO53A is used
for illustrative purposes in this paper. The logging was done
in three stages. Three-metre runs were used for the
assessment. Although geotechnical assessments were done
throughout each drill-hole, the main zone of interest is the
reef horizon and immediate hangingwall and footwall. As
such, these are the areas presented in this discussion to
maintain brevity and clarity.

(>59?CD 'A*<6A;CD=9?%C)D4;@<D@<2D=C:B>A<DA7D$A?C6A;CD&
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Log 1 was a quick log per run, capturing rock type, total core
recovery (TCR), solid core recovery (SCR), rock quality
designation (RQD), as well as photographs and short
comments for each run. Total core recovery is the sum of all
measurable core recovered in one drill run, while SCR is
defined as the sum of all sections of the core run that are
greater than one core diameter. Sections of core with multiple
mechanical breaks and handling breaks need to be
considered as solid core. RQD is the ratio of the core
recovered, counting pieces longer than 100 mm, to the total
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graduated strip and a carpenter’s angle. The SRK
Geotechnical Core Logging Manual (2006) was used as a
guide. The alpha angle () is the maximum dip () of the
feature relative to the core axis, as measured by the
carpenter’s angle. For the beta angle (), the plastic calibrated
strip is placed with the zero on the orientation line of the
same piece of core and the tape is wrapped clockwise around
the core so that the 360º point returns to the orientation line.
The angle () is then measured, clockwise, to the bottom of
the ellipse. In this convention, only the upper part of the
feature is used for the measurement. The measured angles
are as illustrated in Figure 4.

""!"$!#"$$!$!$!"$ " "#$
It is often a challenge to determine whether a discontinuity
represents an open joint or a cemented joint. For this reason,
it is rational to consider a cemented joint that is open in the
core as an open joint fracture, since the joint is weak, hence it
easily opens up. Joint infill type has an influence on the
strength of joints, so experience is required to differentiate
between the various infill types. Joint strength is also affected
by alteration, so knowledge of alteration analysis is critical.
Estimation or averaging of joint parameters can also be a
challenge since the influence of a joint set on excavation
stability depends on the joint set orientation. It follows that it
is advisable to assess joint conditions for individual sets as
this permits the use of the most appropriate parameters for
the most influential joint set.

also observed that intact rock strength (IRS) is affected by
elements such as microdefects, foliation, and schistosity, so
for representative samples sampling has to be done in
multiple orientations. Detailed geotechnical logging was done
on a domain basis so as to pick sections of the core with the
same geotechnical characteristics. The domains were kept to
less than 3 m to preserve accuracy by avoiding overaveraging. In addition to IRS, other parameters evaluated
were fracture frequency, joint conditions, cemented joint
count, and microfractures.

!" ! " "!! " 
The geotechnical logging should suit the rock mass classification system to be used. It is imperative for the geotechnical
logging sheet to accommodate all the parameters that will be
used in the calculation of pillar strength. The logging sheet
and instructions should be presented in a way which is easy
to understand to minimize human errors and increase
accuracy and precision.

"!  ""!"!! "
!""!" !
Rock mass classification systems were used to estimate the
strength of the rock mass, which is an important parameter
for determining pillar strength. The classification systems
adopted for the project were the Q-system (Barton et al.,
1974), Bieniawski’s RMR (Bieniawski, 1989), and
Laubscher’s MRMR (Laubscher, 1990).

! !"!! """ "
At this stage, an initial estimate of rock strength was
obtained using a geological hammer. Rock strength was
measured on a scale of R1 to R6, depending on its response
to a knock by the hammer (SRK Logging Manual, 2006). R1
signifies highest strength while R6 is for the weakest rock.
The geological hammer results were calibrated by sending
samples of the rock for laboratory strength tests. The results
of the laboratory strength tests are shown in Tables II and III.
Table IV gives the results of rock specific gravity
measurements from the laboratory tests.
For more accurate results, the authors observed that it is
necessary to adopt an evaluation scale for weak rock that
quantifies the level of weakness. A scale of S1 to S6 (SRK
Logging Manual, 2006) can be used lest detail is lost. It was

(>59?CD 'CBC?8><@B>A<DA7D$CB@D@<2D@;46@D@<5;C=D0/3 DA55><5
-@<9@;D 1

Table II
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Table III
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Table IV

3C=9;B=DA7D?A:+D=4C:>7>:D5?@%>B)D8C@=9?C8C<B=
3A:+;@$
=4C:>8C<
"A.D

/4>:C8C<D4@?B>:9;@?=
/@84;C
&A?C6A;C
"A
2C4B6
7?A8...DBA...D8

SG-01

GT 53/1

146.00–146.16

49.29

0.998

17.1

SG-03

GT 53/3

146.33–146.5

69.89

0.997

24.3

2.864

SG-05

GT 53/5

146.70–146.85

66.33

0.997

23.1

2.864

SG-07

GT 53/7

146.93–147.08

63.99

0.998

22.4

2.851

SG-09

GT 53/9

147.23–147.38

66.75

0.998

23.8

2.803

SG-11

GT 53/11

149.45–149.57

51.01

0.998

16.2

3.141

SG-13

GT 53/13

149.69–149.81

80.09

0.997

25.3

3.160

SG-15

GT 53/15

149.93–150.05

49.37

0.998

15.3

3.225

SG-17

TM 2007

157.49–157.64

37.95

0.998

11.8

3.207

SG-20

TM 2010

157.94–158.09

54.57

0.998

17.3

3.148

SG-23

TM 2013

158.39–158.54

39.51

0.998

12.5

3.160

SG-26

TM 2016

158.84–158.99

49.76

0.998

15.5

3.196

SG-29

TM 2019

159.29–159.44

69.88

0.997

21.8

3.200

 $ # ##$

3A:+
B)4C

-@==
@7BC?
'D:D5?@8

GabbroNorite

Websterite

Bronzitite

$$  #

[20]

[21]
It was noted that results obtained using Equation [20]
deviated from the Bieniawski RMR, so Equation [21] was
used as it gave a closer correlation. Table IX gives the RMR
values calculated from Q using Equation [21]. Table V gives
the MRMR classification system results for the project.
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To compare the Bieniawski RMR and the calculated RMR,
transformation Equations [20] and [21] were used.
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For a realistic pillar design criterion, rock mass properties
were determined using laboratory uniaxial and triaxial
compression tests. The parameters determined were UCS,
Poisson’s ratio, Young’s modulus, and specific gravity. A
summary of the tests results is shown in Table VI.

 "! " ! 
The detailed logging data was processed to give some input
into the pillar design at the exploration stage. For calculating
strength, design rock mass strength (DRMS) was used
instead of the strength of a unit cube of rock. This approach
was adopted since DRMS considers all the parameters that
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< ?CC7D!A<CD?A:+D8@==D:;@==>7>:@B>A<DD
-3-3D0@9$=:6C?1
&A?C6A;C

A<CD081

3-3

BO 56
IBO 01
BO55A
IBO 02
BO 54A
IBO 03
BO 53A
IBO 11
BO 052
BO 045
BO 051
BO 58
BO 59
BO 60
BO 61A
BO 62
BO 66
BO 68
BO 39
BO 41

45–53
114–122
119–127
138–146
142–150
171–179
150–158
182–190
143–151
158–166
115–123
100–108
114–122
135–143
132–140
94–102
101–109
120–128
189–197
130–138

59
74
72
69
75
63
70
77
69
74
81
85
79
74
70
72
72
84
77
57

989;@B>%CD@29=B8C<B=

-3-3
40
50
49
47
51
43
47
52
47
50
55
58
53
50
47
49
49
57
52
39

Weathering
96%

Induced stress
100%

Joint orientation
75%

Blasting
94%

Table VI

/988@?)DA7D;@$A?@BA?)D?A:+DBC=B=D?C=9;B=D
3A:+D4?A4C?B)

Triaxial Compressive Strength (TCS) MPa
Uniaxial Compressive Strength (UCS) MPa
Density t/m3
Elastic Modulus GPa
Poisson’s Ratio

@<5><5D
*@;;
310.1
156.4
2.84
97.6
0.31

-><C?@;>!C2D
!A<C
198.6
152.3
3.18
91.4
0.29

were assessed in the logging programme which have a
bearing on the pillar strength. In determining DRMS, rock
mass strength (RMS) is first calculated using Equation [22]
(suggested by Laubscher, 1990).
[22]
where: RMR is the total of the rock mass rating and RUCS is
the uniaxial compressive strength rating determined using
Bieniawski’s (1989) rock mass rating system table.
To obtain the DRMR needed for calculating pillar
strength, the RMS was adjusted for the effects of blasting,
weathering, and joint orientation, which were 95%, 96%, and
74% respectively. The Hedley and Grant (1972) power
formula was used for calculating pillar strength; however, the
strength of a unit cube of rock, originally proposed as input,
was replaced by DRMR, which is more representative of pillar
experience. The formula used is given in Equation [23].
[23]
where DRMS is the design rock mass strength; We is the
effective pillar width given by 4 × Pillar area/Pillar perimeter,
and H is the pillar height.
          

Since the maximum depth of orebody at the exploration
site is less than 300 m, the mine to be established is
considered to be shallow so the TAT (Equation [1]) was
applied. However, the drawbacks of this theory, as discussed
earlier, are still valid and further research work need to be
undertaken to account for these shortfalls.
A constant safety factor (SF) of 1.6 was used for
comparative analysis of the pillar strength formulae at
different depth. A SF of 1.6 was used since it is the common
SF for non-yielding pillars in South Africa. For calculating the
square pillar width at different depths for a constant SF of
1.6, the following values were used in the SF equation (SF =
Pillar strength/Pillar load):
Mining height
Pillar centres
Rock density
UCS of intact pillar rock
DRMS

1.8 m
18 m
2 700 kg/m3
152.3 MPa
48.4 MPa

The resultant square pillar widths at various depths for a
constant SF of 1.6 are given in Table VII.
Note that the same approach was adopted to determine
pillar width at different depths for a constant SF of 1.6 for
different hard-rock pillar design formulae presented in this
paper as applied to the project database. This was done to
illustrate the uncertainty brought about by these formulae in
the pillar design process. The results are as presented in
Table X.
The rock mass classification data used for this research is
presented in Tables VIII and IX.

 "! "!" " !!" " 
! "!
To highlight the current uncertainty in the pillar design
process, the hard-rock pillar design formulae presented in
this paper were used to determine square pillar sizes at
different depth using the platinum exploration data. A
constant SF of 1.6 was used in the calculations since it is the
minimum permitted for the project. The TAT was used to
determine the stresses at different depths since the mining
layout is of large lateral extent, several times greater than the
mining depth, and regular with same-size pillars. It is
important to note that the Coates’ method reduces to the
usual TAT under these conditions (large width of extraction
span, L) so only the TAT was used for the assessment.
Since there is no straightforward way of calculating pillar
width from the SF equation, several iterations were
performed in Excel® to find the pillar width corresponding to

Table VII

@?>@B>A<DA7D=9@?CD4>;;@?D*>2B6D*>B6D2C4B6D@BD@
:A<=B@<BD/(DA7D.
'C4B6D$C;A*D=9?7@:CD081
100
120
140
160
180
200
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4.53
4.88
5.19
5.47
5.73
5.98

1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
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Table VIII

< ?CC7D!A<CD?A:+D8@==D:;@==>7>:@B>A<D #D=)=BC8D0&@?BA<1
&A?C6A;C

A<C
081

3#'

/CBD"A.
0,<1

3A956<C==
"A.D0,?1

BO 56
IBO 01
BO 55A
IBO 02
BO 54A
IBO 03
BO 53A
IBO 11
BO 52
BO 45
BO 51
BO 58
BO 59
BO 60
BO 61A
BO 62
BO 66
BO 68
BO 39
BO 41

45–53
114–122
119-127
138–146
142–150
171–179
150–158
182–190
143–151
158–166
115–123
100–108
114–122
135–143
132–140
94–102
101–109
120–128
189–197
130–138

76
98
99
89
98
57
100
100
75
96
99
100
95
96
99
95
100
100
98
77

3
3
4
4
4
9
4
2
9
3
4
1
4
6
6
9
4
1
2
15

1.5
1.5
1
3
1
3
1
1.5
3
1.5
3
1
3
1.5
1
1.5
1
1
1.5
4

,A><BD:A<2>B>A<
;BC?@B>A<
@BC?D?C29:B>A<
"A.D0,@1
7@:B.D0,*1
6
1.5
0.75
3
1
1
1
0.75
1
0.75
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
4

/B?C==D?C29:B>A<
7@:B.D0/3(1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

3#',<

,?,@

,*/3(

#

25.3
32.7
24.8
22.3
24.5
6.3
25.0
50.0
8.3
32.1
24.8
100.0
23.8
16.0
16.5
10.6
25.0
100.0
49.0
5.1

0.25
1
1.3
1
1
3
1
2
3
2
3
1
1.5
1.5
1
1.5
1
1
1.5
1

0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

2.5
13.1
12.9
8.9
9.8
7.6
6.3
40.0
10.0
25.7
29.7
40.0
14.3
9.6
6.6
6.4
10.0
40.0
29.4
2.0

Table IX

< ?CC7D!A<CD?A:+D8@==D:;@==>7>:@B>A<D 3-3D0&>C<>@*=+>1
&A?C6A;C

A<CD081

3#'

/

,A><BD=4@:><5

,A><BD:A<2>B>A<

?A9<2D*@BC?

,A><BDA?>C<B@B>A<

3-3

@;:9;@BC2D3-3D7?A8D#

BO 56
IBO 01
BO 55A
IBO 02
BO 54A
IBO 03
BO 53A
IBO 11
BO 52
BO 45
BO 51
BO 58
BO 59
BO 60
BO 61A
BO 62
BO 66
BO 68
BO 39
BO 41

45–53
114–122
119-127
138–146
142–150
171–179
150–158
182–190
143–151
158–166
115–123
100–108
114–122
135–143
132–140
94–102
101–109
120–128
189–197
130–138

17
20
20
17
20
13
20
20
17
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
17

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

8
10
10
10
15
8
10
15
8
10
15
20
15
10
10
10
10
20
15
8

12
22
20
20
18
20
18
20
22
22
24
23
22
22
18
20
20
22
20
10

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

–5
–5
–5
–5
–5
–5
–5
–5
–5
–5
–5
–5
–5
–5
–5
–5
–5
–5
–5
–5

59
74
72
69
75
63
70
77
69
74
81
85
79
74
70
72
72
84
77
57

65
74
74
72
72
71
70
79
72
77
78
79
74
72
70
70
69
79
78
64

*RMR=5lnQ + 60.8

a SF of 1.6 for each pillar strength formula. For the sake of
clarity and brevity, the formulae presented earlier are not
repeated here, but the values of the parameters as applied to
the platinum exploration database are given and the results
summarized in Table X. The parameters used in the pillar
design exercise are as follows: mining height 1.8 m, pillar
centres 18 m, rock density 2 700 kg/m3, UCS of intact pillar
rock 152.3 MPa, and DRMS 48.4 MPa. The other parameter
values for each of the formulae are as presented in Table I.
The results of the pillar design exercise are summarized in
Table X.

!# $!$"$#$"# $"!$ #$#"#
#$!"#
After exploration is completed one needs a clear method for
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designing pillars to ensure a reliable, safe, and stable design.
One is faced with an arduous task of choosing which
formulae to use as the different formulae all give different
pillar sizes at constant mining depth. The results show that
there is no clear way of solving the pillar design problem.
This points to a need for further research dedicated to
resolving this problem. All the relevant factors influencing
pillar design have to be considered and combined into an
effective procedure or formula that pillar design practitioners
for narrow-reef platinum mining can use.
The evaluation concluded that the current pillar design
systems for narrow-reef platinum mining mainly consider
w/h ratio and the strength of pillar material as important
parameters in designing pillars. However, there are many
more important factors that are not considered which have a
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Table X

>;;@?D2C=>5<D?C=9;B=D7A?DB6CD2>77C?C<BD4>;;@?D2C=>5<D7A?89;@C
/B?C<5B6D
0-@1D

/B?C==D01
0-@1D

'C4B6
081

>;;@?D*>2B6D
081

 ?@B>A

/(

Hedley and Grant (1972)
Von Kimmelmann, Hyde and Madgwick (1984)
Krauland and Soder (1987)
Potvin, Hudyma and Miller (1989)
DRMS Approach (Laubscher, 1990)
Sjoberg (1992)
Lunder and Pakalnis (1997)

149.71
84.20
50.41
120.44
68.27
92.90
96.75

93.43
52.55
31.50
74.79
42.63
57.81
60.26

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

3.06
4.08
5.27
3.4
4.53
3.89
3.81

1.70
2.27
2.93
1.90
2.52
2.16
2.12

1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6

Hedley and Grant (1972)
Von Kimmelmann, Hyde and Madgwick (1984)
Krauland and Soder (1987)
Potvin, Hudyma and Miller (1989)
DRMS Approach (Laubscher, 1990)
Sjoberg (1992)
Lunder and Pakalnis (1997)

155.24
87.18
52.19
127.83
70.85
95.71
100.01

96.98
54.22
32.54
79.67
44.08
59.51
62.45

120
120
120
120
120
120
120

3.29
4.40
5.68
3.63
4.88
4.20
4.10

1.83
2.44
3.16
2.02
2.71
2.33
2.28

1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6

Hedley and Grant (1972)
Von Kimmelmann, Hyde and Madgwick (1984)
Krauland and Soder (1987)
Potvin, Hudyma and Miller (1989)
DRMS Approach (Laubscher, 1990)
Sjoberg (1992)
Lunder and Pakalnis (1997)

160.11
89.69
53.75
134.52
73.07
98.15
102.60

99.98
55.92
33.57
83.93
45.47
61.29
63.84

140
140
140
140
140
140
140

3.50
4.68
6.04
3.82
5.19
4.47
4.38

1.94
2.60
3.36
2.12
2.88
2.48
2.43

1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6

Hedley and Grant (1972)
Von Kimmelmann, Hyde and Madgwick (1984)
Krauland and Soder (1987)
Potvin, Hudyma and Miller (1989)
DRMS Approach (Laubscher, 1990)
Sjoberg (1992)
Lunder and Pakalnis (1997)

164.63
91.95
55.22
140.86
75.02
100.50
104.88

102.24
57.36
34.39
87.48
46.78
62.56
65.29

160
160
160
160
160
160
160

3.70
4.94
6.38
4.00
5.47
4.73
4.63

2.06
2.74
3.54
2.22
3.04
2.63
2.57

1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6

Hedley and Grant (1972)
Von Kimmelmann, Hyde and Madgwick (1984)
Krauland and Soder (1987)
Potvin, Hudyma and Miller (1989)
DRMS Approach (Laubscher, 1990)
Sjoberg (1992)
Lunder and Pakalnis (1997)

168.37
93.98
56.51
146.50
76.78
102.58
106.75

105.14
58.68
35.29
90.99
47.96
64.01
66.67

180
180
180
180
180
180
180

3.87
5.18
6.68
4.16
5.73
4.96
4.86

2.15
2.88
3.71
2.31
3.18
2.76
2.70

1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6

Hedley and Grant (1972)
Von Kimmelmann, Hyde and Madgwick (1984)
Krauland and Soder (1987)
Potvin, Hudyma and Miller (1989)
DRMS Approach (Laubscher, 1990)
Sjoberg (1992)
Lunder and Pakalnis (1997

172.02
95.87
57.77
151.43
78.43
104.57
108.41

107.20
59.78
36.01
94.62
48.93
65.20
67.53

200
200
200
200
200
200
200

4.04
5.41
6.97
4.30
5.98
5.18
5.09

2.24
3.01
3.87
2.39
3.32
2.88
2.83

1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6

bearing on pillar system stability. Some of the unaccountedfor factors that were discovered during the course of this
research are contact of the pillar with the roof and floor, roof
and floor conditions (Watson, 2010), effects of adversely
oriented joints, spalling and side scaling effects, influence of
pillar loading conditions, blast damage effects, influence of
weak layers and weathering, impact of k-ratio, timedependent effects, geology, fractured zones, and effects of
different types of discontinuities within the rock strata.

A<:;9=>A<=
A reliable pillar design system results in a layout with the
desired stability. The main objective of this research was to
critically evaluate the current pillar design systems used in
narrow-reef platinum mining using practical experience from
a large feasibility-stage platinum exploration project. The
shortcomings of the current pillar design systems were
highlighted. The exploration work also highlighted how rock
mass classification methods can be utilized in determining
          

the overall strength of pillars. Geotechnical parameters
important for pillar design were collected by means of
geotechnical logging and laboratory tests. The geotechnical
logging consisted of three stages: quick log per run, major
structures log, and detailed geotechnical log. Areas that
require special attention in each logging stage were
highlighted. It is imperative for the geotechnical logging sheet
to accommodate all the parameters that will be used in the
calculation of pillar strength. The logging sheet and
instructions should be presented in a way that is easy to
understand to minimize human errors and increase accuracy.
It suffices to say that the quality of input into the pillar
design system influences the quality of the results obtained.
® Pillar design results using different hard-rock pillar
design formulae were significantly different, showing
the uncertainty introduced by the current pillar design
formulae in the pillar design process. These results
show that there is currently no clear way of solving the
pillar design problem. Further research has to be
dedicated to resolving this challenge
VOLUME 117
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® Reliable pillar design systems depend on the accurate
determination of pillar load and pillar strength. There
are many factors influencing these two variables that
are unaccounted for in the current pillar design
systems. The current systems consider pillar material
strength and w/h ratio in determining pillar strength,
but the failure of even high safety factor pillars is an
indication of the overestimation of pillar strength
because other determining factors are omitted, such as
contact of the pillar with the roof and floor, roof and
floor conditions, effects of adversely oriented joints,
spalling and side scaling effects, influence of pillar
loading condition, blast damage effects, influence of
weak layers and weathering, impact of k-ratio, timedependent effects, geology, fractured zones, and effects
of different types of discontinuities within the rock
strata
® The tributary area theory works well for shallow
mining when the pillar layout is regular. The theory
assumes that each pillar in the system carries an equal
amount of load in the layout; however, pillars near
permanent abutments carry less load. It is imperative to
note that mining potholes and fault losses, often left
out in practical mining, reduce extraction ratios, which
in turn results in a lower APS than what is planned for
® The current pillar design systems for narrow-reef
platinum mining were empirically developed and
require pillar failure to occur in order to calibrate the
pillar design empirical curves. This approach works for
the design of pillars in areas lying within the empirical
range used to develop the curves. However, some
pillars designed this way and which meet the definition
of the empirical database nevertheless fail, showing
that more parameters need to be considered in the
empirical database when deriving the formulae.
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Using short deflections in evaluating a
narrow tabular UG2 Reef platinum
group element mineral resource
by J. Witley*† and R.C.A. Minnitt*

Narrow tabular platinum group element deposits in the Bushveld Complex
of South Africa are typically evaluated by diamond core drilling from
surface. Several short deflections are drilled from each mother hole in
order to obtain multiple intersections at a close spacing (less than 1 m).
Examination of the intersections from deflection drilling revealed the
importance of these deflections in understanding the representivity of the
borehole, obtaining an estimate of the nugget effect, and mitigating the
undesirable effect of the high grade variability at the ultra-short range
that is a characteristic of these deposits. The use of deflections in
estimation was investigated by means of a number of techniques and
scenarios in order to find the most appropriate way to use them in an
estimate. A significantly improved level of confidence was gained from
using multiple close-spaced intersections rather than a single borehole
intersection.
?+*<;18
resource evaluation, deflection drilling, grade variability, nugget effect.
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The Upper Group 2 chromitite layer (UG2 or
UG2 Reef) is known for its remarkable
geological continuity, being traced almost
uninterrupted for tens of kilometres. However,
what is often less well emphasized is the high
variability in platinum group element (PGE)
grade and thickness (and therefore PGE
content) and internal reef stratigraphy over
very short distances (several metres or even
tens of centimetres).
This paper examines the application of
short drill-hole deflections in evaluating UG2
PGE mineral resources at Marikana in the
western Bushveld Complex of South Africa.
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At Marikana, the UG2 Reef normally comprises
a massive chromitite layer, which is generally
between 0.9 m and 1.4 m thick. The thickness
and PGE grade gradually change from one area
to the next over the 27 km strike length of the
property.
The hangingwall to the UG2 Reef is
pyroxenite, the top contact being sharp and
planar. In contrast, the lower contact with the
underlying pegmatoidal pyroxenite, norite, or
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anorthosite is irregular, with the chromite
forming cuspate and even carrot-like
protrusions into the underlying lithologies
over distances of tens of centimetres (Figure
1). Localized areas of internal waste can occur,
and the internal waste is necessarily included
in the mineral resource.
The UG2 is disturbed by geological
conditions such as potholes, faults, intrusive
dykes, and iron-rich ultramafic pegmatite
(IRUP). Faulted intersections can normally be
identified easily, as can areas of IRUP, which
tend to form geological domains on the scale of
several hundred metres to one or two
kilometres. Potholes are ubiquitous features
that affect the UG2. These are more
problematic as they occur in a seemingly
random fashion and pothole edges can appear
as normal UG2 in a single intersection (Figure
2). Potholes are in the order of metres to
hundreds of metres in scale, although at
Marikana approximately 80% are less than
2000 m2 (approximately 50 m in diameter;
Hoffmann, 2010).
When estimating UG2 mineral resources,
intersections affected by local geological
disturbances are not used in grade estimation
unless they form a distinct domain, such as
large areas affected by IRUP. A block estimate
is often conducted with a small number of
widely spaced boreholes with the aim of
evaluating a large block of ground (typically
500 m by 500 m). The disturbed intersections
represent a small area relative to the
estimation block and are removed from the
estimation data so that they do not disproportionally impact the estimate. Disturbed areas
are not mined and are attributed to geological
losses that are applied to the model as a factor

Using short deflections in evaluating a narrow tabular UG2 Reef
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reef intersections a short distance away. At Marikana, three
deflections are drilled using wedges inserted first at 5 m,
secondly at 10 m, and then thirdly at 15 m above the reef
hangingwall position. Once these three deflections have been
drilled, a fourth deflection (stored for destructive
metallurgical or geotechnical test work) is drilled out of the
hole formed by the third deflection from 5 m above the reef
hangingwall position. Deflection drilling continues by
inserting further wedges until four complete and representative cores of the reef intersection are obtained. Reef
intersections that are badly broken or suffer core loss through
poor drilling practice or broken ground are rejected.
The short deflections provide a cluster of intersections a
short distance away from each other. In a normal fourdeflection situation, assuming the wedges were positioned as
mentioned previously, the maximum distance of the fourth
intersection from the mother hole is approximately 0.35 m
(Figure 3). Figure 4 shows the relative positions of the
deflection holes to each other as exposed underground. In
this borehole, the reef was intersected by the deflection holes
at distances approximately 6 cm and 35 cm apart.
The cores are marked up for sampling using a standard
pattern and layer coding (Figure 5). Cores are cut in half
longitudinally; one half is used for assay and the other kept
for reference or for future check sampling. The samples are
weighed in air and water for specific gravity determination at
the core yard and then sent to an independent accredited
laboratory for PGE analysis as well as for a variety of other
elements.
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to estimate the quantity of mineral resources. It is important
to identify these disturbances so that an accurate estimate,
without using invalid intersections, is made.
The UG2 Reef dips to the north at between 8° and 14°,
although it can vary more than this, particularly in the
vicinity of geological disturbances.
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Diamond drilling of boreholes is conducted predominantly
from surface down through the Merensky and UG2 Reefs
until several tens of metres into the footwall lithologies. The
reef is first drilled through by a BQ-size mother hole using
wireline drilling techniques. The BQ core is of relatively small
diameter (36.4 mm) and is kept as the reference core for the
hole and is not normally sampled. Once the depth of the reef
down the hole has been defined by the mother hole, a
number of TBW-size deflections are drilled through the reef
using conventional drilling techniques. The TBW-size core is
larger diameter than BQ; 44.9 mm in diameter.
Deflection intersection drilling is accomplished by
inserting a one-degree wedge into the mother hole, which
deflects the drill bit to one side and provides for additional
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Using short deflections in evaluating a narrow tabular UG2 Reef
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For convenience, PGE grades are typically combined to 4E
(the summation of platinum, palladium, rhodium, and gold)
or 6E (4E plus ruthenium and iridium).
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The borehole data within the study area consists of data for
400 boreholes drilled from surface. Geological disturbances in
borehole core can be subtle and difficult to recognize on the
basis of a single deflection. The practice of drilling multiple
deflections provides a means to identify boreholes affected by
geological disturbances that might otherwise be missed on
the basis of a single intersection. The validation process is as
follows:

® Samples are composited into a single 4E grade and
thickness value for each intersection (Figure 5)
® Lateral composites for each borehole are calculated so
that the grade and thickness of the deflection
composite intersections are averaged into a single value
for the borehole, and the variance is calculated
® The percentage difference between each intersection
and the borehole average is calculated for PGE grade
and intersection true thickness
® Intersections with a large difference from the mean
borehole value and boreholes with high betweenintersection variance are examined for geological
disturbances such as faulting and potholing, as well as
for possible data errors.
Histograms showing percentage difference between the
deflection intersection and the average borehole value for
PGE grade and true thickness are positively skewed with a
long tail (Figure 6). The tail values were examined and
geological disturbances were identified in 30 boreholes,
which is equivalent to approximately 7.5% of the borehole
data-set. By examining the boreholes with high variance,
seven intersections with data errors were identified. The
errors were later corrected in the database and included in the
study data-set. After the invalid intersections were removed
the histograms had shorter tails, the outlier data being
rectified or discarded when found to be invalid (Figure 6).
The lateral composite validation approach is a useful tool
in determining whether a borehole intersection is representative. The effects of potholes are often subtle and potholes
may not be easily identifiable during logging. The increased
variability over short distances apparent in potholed reef is
often identified in multiple deflections by changes in the
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Using short deflections in evaluating a narrow tabular UG2 Reef
internal stratigraphy, such as the amount of internal
pyroxenite or anorthosite, large thickness variations, varying
grade distribution between deflections, and irregular core
angles.
The use of a single borehole intersection from a widely
spaced grid, rather than a cluster of deflection intersections
for each borehole, exposes the estimate to high risk, the
single intersection not being a good indication of the grade or
thickness of a small area (less than 1 m) represented by the
borehole deflections. An error is introduced by extending the
grade of the sample (or samples) to that of the area (Krige,
1981), which is considerable for the small area of each UG2
borehole covered by the deflections. The risk in using only
one intersection is illustrated by comparing the grades and
thicknesses of five valid borehole intersections (Table I). In
each borehole a single deflection intersection PGE grade is
considerable different from its neighbours, yet their distance
apart is negligible, thus highlighting the high nugget effect
semivariance and the risk in an estimate should only one
deflection intersection be available. The differences between
the grades of intersections in one borehole are as high as the
differences in grades between the boreholes. The impact is
generally less severe for true thickness, although in some
cases it is considerable. As a result of the high PGE grade
variability between deflection intersections, a high nugget
effect semivariance may be expected.
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A central area of Marikana was selected for the study. The
UG2 stratigraphy in this area is the simplest and there is a
large amount of relatively closely spaced (between 10 m and
40 m) channel sample data. The channel samples were
collected by cutting channels in the reef with a diamond saw
to produce samples with similar mass per metre to a borehole
sample.

The channel samples were composited in the same
manner as the borehole samples (Figure 5). A semivariogram
was calculated and modelled on the channel sample
composite data.
When calculating the experimental semivariance, the
composite sample data was set to zero elevation and semivariograms were calculated in a two-dimensional plane.
Traditional omnidirectional semivariograms were calculated,
as no anisotropy was identified. Normalized semivariograms
were used whereby the sill is set to unity relative to the
estimated sample variance.
The experimental semivariogram data was modelled with
three spherical structures and a nugget effect for both true
thickness and 4E grade (Figure 7). The deflection data was
used to calculate the nugget effect as a proportion of nugget
effect variance to total variance of the borehole data. This
was found to be 56% of the total variance for 4E grade, and
17% for true thickness. Only assays using fire assay and lead
collection were considered, as those using other methods
(such as nickel sulphide collection) have a different precision,
which will impact on the ‘untrue’ nugget effect component.
The nugget effect obtained from deflection intersections is
more correctly the semivariance of a short-range structure.
As pointed out by Clark (1979), ‘two samples measured at
exactly the same position must have the same value’.
Matheron (1971) described the nugget effect as a transition
phenomenon that can have a range of the order of
centimetres, and emphasized the importance of scale. Krige
(1981) pointed out that it can readily be visualized that in the
extreme case of a point sample, a minute change in the
position of the point can result in a substantial difference in
the actual grade, due to the presence or absence of minute
metal particles, and he mentioned the additional contribution
of sampling and assaying error to the nugget effect. Carrasco

Table I
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A

D1
D2
D3
Average A

4.97
5.76
7.87
6.25

0.94
0.96
1.03
0.98

B

D1
D2
D3
Average B

9.28
7.23
7.04
7.89

1.18
1.09
1.07
1.11

C

D1
D2
D3
Average C

6.27
7.98
6.25
6.86

0.92
0.97
0.91
0.93

D

D1
D2
D3
Average D

6.09
4.99
6.13
5.73

1.04
1.05
1.03
1.04

E

D1
D2
D3
Average E

7.30
5.57
5.34
6.07

0.99
0.98
1.00
0.99
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Using short deflections in evaluating a narrow tabular UG2 Reef
(2010) noted that the magnitude of the nugget effect is very
dependent on sample support, sampling density, sampling
quality, assaying procedures, and the nature of the
phenomenon under study, and also pointed out the
importance of scale. Pitard (1993) ascribes the geostatistical
nugget effect to two different components, also noting the
importance of scale:
® ‘true in situ’ nugget effect (i.e. small-scale intrinsic
variability of the grade, or ‘chaotic component’)
® a number of variability components due the various
aspects of sampling and sample preparation and
assaying procedures (‘untrue’ nugget effect).
True thickness nugget effect can only be an ultra-shortrange structure, there being no ‘untrue’ nugget effect
component, the cause of the nugget effect value being clear
when examining the variability over a few centimetres in
mining exposures as shown in Figure 1.
In platinum mining operations, channel samples are
typically tens of metres apart and boreholes are normally
hundreds of metres apart. Considering the scale of the
sampling, the semivariance estimated from the deflection
intersections is, in the authors’ opinion, a reasonable proxy
of the nugget effect from a geostatistical point of view. As
pointed out by Clark (2010), assigning nugget effect to a
short-range structure counterintuitively gives a higher
kriging variance than if it was dealt with as ‘true’ nugget
effect.
Although the nugget effect for 4E grade makes up a large
proportion of the total variance, the total variance (1.493
g/t2) is low. Continuity is demonstrated for up to 170 m;
however, 92% of the variance has been accounted for in the
first 45 m. The range of the true thickness semivariogram is
similar to that of 4E grade, although the nugget effect
contributes to only 17% of the variance and the longer range
portion of the semivariogram accounts for a larger proportion
of the variance than 4E grade. Given the lower variance of
the thickness data, estimates of thickness will be more
accurate than those of 4E grade using the same number of
composite samples.
It is noteworthy that the semivariograms obtained from
channel samples demonstrate that the continuity of grade
and thickness is less than is implied by the geological
continuity for which the UG2 is well known. There is a large
random component to the variability, rather than a spatial
component, as indicated by the deflection intersections.

estimation, and they provide important information on
geological variability over short distances, which may
identify non-representative boreholes.
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In order to understand how many boreholes are required to
obtain a robust estimate of the nugget effect, the following
test was carried out:
® The nugget effect for both true thickness and PGE
grade for deflections was calculated only for the
boreholes that had three sampled deflection
intersections
® The nugget effect was calculated for the total data-set,
and again by successively reducing the number of
boreholes by ten. In this way the differences in the
nugget effect due to using fewer and fewer boreholes
could be assessed
® Ten iterations of the nugget effect were calculated for
each reduced number of data by selecting different
combinations of boreholes in the reduced data-set
using a random number generator.
Plots showing the nugget effect versus the number of
boreholes used for each of the iterations are shown in
Figure 8. The nugget effect plus or minus 10% and 20% of
that calculated using the total data-set for three deflections is
shown on the plots. These demonstrate that the nugget effect
is sensitive to the number of boreholes used. Only when 50
boreholes are used, each with three deflections, does the
nugget effect stabilize within ±20% of the total data estimate.

#8=>0:=?@<5@?;;<;@>9@:@/<;?4<7?
The nugget effect of the semivariogram can be used to assess
the error in the grade of the borehole calculated from its
deflections. If it is assumed that the deflection values vary
randomly from the ‘true’ borehole values, the error is
calculated using the t statistic as follows:
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Multiple intersections drilled from the same borehole are used
in a number of ways. They provide an estimate of the nugget
effect, they de-risk a borehole, they are used directly in grade
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Table II
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4E g/t
True thickness
4E cmg/t
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Using short deflections in evaluating a narrow tabular UG2 Reef
where:
tn-1 = the percentage points of the t distribution at various
degrees of freedom
SC0 = the nugget effect standard deviation
n = the number of intersections in each borehole.
The error was calculated for different numbers of
intersections for PGE grade as well as for true thickness
(Figure 9).
A significant decrease in the error is noticeable when the
number of deflections is increased from two to five. An
increase in the number of deflections from two to three
results in the error being more than halved, and a reduction
in error of approximately 30% is experienced when the
number of deflections is increased from three to four. The
true thickness error is less than 10 cm (around 10% relative
error) when three deflections are available, but the PGE grade
error is over 1 g/t (around 20% relative error). Should four
deflections be drilled and assayed instead of three, the PGE
grade error would reduce from 1.07 g/t to 0.74 g/t, resulting
in a relative error of approximately 15% should the PGE
grade of the borehole be 5 g/t.
In addition to the error calculation, the benefit of each
additional deflection can be simplistically judged by the
weight assigned to the deflection. As the number of
deflections increases the relative weight assigned to each will
necessarily decrease, as illustrated in Figure 10.
The relative kriging weight of each deflection reduces
rapidly as more deflections are used. Once more than five
deflections are available, little additional benefit to the
estimate is gained.

8?@<5@1?57?6=><98@>9@?8=>0:=><9
Deflections drilled from mother holes at Marikana result in a
number of reef intersections separated by short distances,
from a few centimetres to several tens of centimetres. The
deflection holes are not surveyed down the hole and the
wedges themselves are not inserted in any particular direction
(non-directional wedges). When estimating mineral resources
using the intersections obtained through deflection drilling,
assumptions need to be made about the distance and
direction of the intersections from one another. An alternative
to using individual deflection intersections is using lateral
composites.
A method of dealing with non-directional deflections is to
add a nominal distance of 20 cm to each deflected intersection
in a clockwise direction, so that the first deflection is 20 cm
north of the mother hole, the second 20 cm east, the third 20
cm south and the fourth 20 cm west, thus forming a cross

arrangement. Should there be more than four deflections then
40 cm is added north-east of the mother hole and so on.
The kriging weights for each deflection in the helical
arrangement were examined in order to understand how
kriging manages the clustered deflection data. The exercise
was repeated using a number of different deflection
arrangements, including a straight line (Figure 11). The
grade and thickness estimates were compared so that the
sensitivity of the estimate to different arrangements could be
assessed:
1
2
3
4
5

The cross arrangement at 20 cm (the base case)
The cross arrangement at 500 cm separation
The cross arrangement at 1 cm
No separation
A north-south line separated by 20 cm north, 40 cm
north, and 20 cm south of the mother hole
6 An east-west line separated by 20 cm east, 20 cm west,
and 40 cm west of the mother hole.
A 500 m (north) by 500 m (east) block (a standard size
block used in areas outside of the channel sampling) was
selected (Figure 12). The block chosen for test estimation has
two surface boreholes located within it, which are approximately 220 m apart. These two holes are relatively closely
spaced, the remaining boreholes being more typically spaced
between 400 m and 500 m apart and spread around the test
block. All of the boreholes within the test area intersected the
UG2 Reef with three valid assayed deflections. The separation
between boreholes is greater than the variogram range and
therefore it is expected that the total kriging weight assigned
to each borehole outside of the block to be estimated will not
vary greatly.
The tests on the different spatial arrangements were
conducted using the semivariogram shown in Figure 7.
Table III shows the kriging weights applied in a block
estimate using the standard cross arrangement at a variety of
deflection separations.
The following observations were made:
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Using short deflections in evaluating a narrow tabular UG2 Reef
® Using the standard 20 cm cross arrangement, the
kriging weights applied to each deflection are almost
the same. The holes within the block have slightly
higher weighting on the estimate than those outside of
the block. Holes outside the block have the same
weight, being further away from the block than the

®

®

®

®

semivariogram range. Using the 1 cm cross
arrangement (or if no separation is used at all), each
deflection within a hole attracts the exactly the same
weight
Using the 500 cm cross arrangement, the second
deflection in each case attracts approximately 8% lower
kriging weight than the first and the third deflections
for holes outside of the block. The difference in weights
is likely caused by a principle known as ‘shielding’,
whereby a sample in the same line of sight to the
discretized point in the block to be estimated is given a
lower weight than the other sample close by
Using a north-south line arrangement introduces a
slight shielding effect at 20 cm deflection spacing. The
east-west arrangement gives the same results
The average semivariance for each deflection within a
borehole is 1.000 for those outside the block (they
being further away from the block than the semivariogram range) and 0.994 and 0.995 for the two
respective boreholes within a block. Insignificant
changes to the total semivariance are seen whether
deflections are spaced 1 cm, 20 cm, or 500 cm from the
mother hole, as there is no significant difference
between 1 cm and 500 cm when related to the range of
influence of 170 m
The estimated PGE grade for the block does not vary by
more than 0.01 g/t 4E with changes in the deflection
arrangement.

The estimation weights assigned to deflections when
different numbers of deflections exist for each hole were
examined using the standard PGE grade semivariogram and
the 20 cm separation cross arrangement for both ordinary
kriging and inverse distance squared (Table IV).
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Table III
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& @60@6;<88'@60@6;<889<@8.:6>93

WP018

WP023

WP017

WP024

WP016

RS137

ML048

#8=>0:=><9@*?>34=
@60@6;<88@ & @60@9<;=4@8<2=4@7>9?& @60@8.:6?1@?:8=*?8=

"20@<5@
*?>34=8

D1
D2
D3

4.7
4.7
4.7

4.8
4.4
4.8

4.7
4.6
4.7

14.1

D1
D2
D3

4.7
4.7
4.7

4.8
4.4
4.8

4.7
4.6
4.7

14.1

D1
D2
D3

4.7
4.7
4.7

4.8
4.4
4.8

4.7
4.6
4.7

14.1

D1
D2
D3

5.0
5.0
5.0

5.1
4.8
5.1

5.0
4.9
5.0

15.0

D1
D2
D3

5.0
5.0
5.0

5.1
4.8
5.2

5.0
5.0
5.0

15.0

D1
D2
D3

4.7
4.7
4.7

4.8
4.5
4.8

4.7
4.6
4.7

14.1

D1
D2
D3

4.7
4.7
4.7

4.8
4.4
4.8

4.7
4.6
4.7

14.1
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*Refer to Figure 11 for deflection number in the arrangement

Using short deflections in evaluating a narrow tabular UG2 Reef
Table IV
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;1>9:;+@,;>3>93
9-?;8?@1>8=:96?@82:;?1@@@@@@@@@@@@@@;1>9:;+@,;>3>93
9-?;8?@1>8=:96?@82:;?1

WP018

D1
D2
D3

5.1
5.1
5.1

2.1
2.1
2.1

15.3

6.3

WP023

D1
D2
D3

5.1
5.1
5.1

2.2
2.2
2.2

15.3

6.6

WP017

D1

9.5

2.7

9.5

2.7

WP024

D1
D2
D3

5.4
5.4
5.4

13.4
13.4
13.4

16.2

40.2

WP016

D1
D2

7.0
7.0

15.5
15.5

14.0

31.0

RS137

D1
D2

6.6
6.6

1.6
1.6

13.2

3.2

ML048

D1
D2
D3
D4

4.1
4.1
4.1
4.1

2.4
2.4
2.4
2.4

16.4

9.6

*Refer to Figure 11 for deflection number in the arrangement

Table V
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#8=>0:=><9@*?>34=
;1>9:;+@,;>3>93
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WP018
WP023
WP017
WP024
WP016
RS137
ML048

14.1
14.1
14.1
14.6
14.7
14.1
14.1

5.3
5.7
6.9
35.3
36.4
4.0
6.3

Using ordinary kriging, boreholes with fewer deflections
have a lower total estimation weight than those with more,
but the individual weights assigned to each deflection are
higher. In practice, the ordinary kriging system recognizes
holes with more deflections and assigns higher confidence
(weight) to them. At the same time a degree of declustering
takes place. This is an important property of ordinary kriging
when applied to multiple-deflection borehole grids. Although
the weighting is quite small, the advantage of ordinary
kriging over simple averaging or inverse distance techniques
is that the borehole deflection intersection composites are
declustered. At the same time, the total borehole is assigned a
weight appropriate to the confidence in that hole by virtue of
the number of deflections. Even with boreholes spaced
further apart than the semivariogram range, ordinary kriging
plays a part in the estimation when variable numbers of
intersections occur for each borehole as the intersections are
spatially correlated to each other.
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Should inverse distance squared be used, the weights
assigned to the individual deflections do not take into
account the deflections a few centimetres away and no
declustering takes place, each intersection being treated as a
separate borehole. Intuitively, the ability of ordinary kriging
to both decluster the data and assign confidence to a borehole
on the number of deflections seems the most appropriate.
An alternative to estimating with individual deflection
intersections is to estimate with lateral composites. The
disadvantage of lateral composites is that the estimation
weights cannot take into account the differing numbers of
intersections. For the ordinary kriging example, the weights
are almost the same for each lateral composite borehole. In
the case of inverse distance squared, the weights differ
widely between boreholes, with more than 70% of the weight
being assigned to the two boreholes within the block.
In the case of inverse distance squared, the weights differ
widely between boreholes, with more than 70% of the weight
is assigned to the two boreholes within the block (Table V).

"200:;+@:91@1>86288><9
This study has highlighted the importance of multiple
borehole intersections obtained through deflection drilling.
The high nugget effect implies that the TBW-size half-core
intersection sample is too small to cater for the high sample
error. This constraint is overcome by drilling multiple
deflections, which is a far more cost-effective way of
obtaining a reliable borehole intersection than larger diameter
drilling, with the added advantage of increased geological
understanding.
Confidence in the grade and thickness of the UG2 Reef
intersected in a borehole is greatly increased by intersecting
the reef several times. At least three sampled intersections
          

Using short deflections in evaluating a narrow tabular UG2 Reef

® The kriged estimate is not sensitive to the spacing
applied between the intersections at very small
distances (tens of centimetres). The application of
larger distances (several metres) should be avoided as
the shielding effect causes the weights to be different
for each intersection, when in practice they should be
exactly the same for each intersection drilled from the
same hole
® The cross arrangement currently used at Marikana is
correct as it avoids the shielding effect experienced if
the intersections are arranged in line. It is not known
exactly what arrangement is actually achieved during
drilling as the deflections are not surveyed; however,
the cross arrangement obtains the most suitable result
with the (untrue) assumption that deflection
intersections are equally arranged around the mother
hole
® Ordinary kriging effectively declusters the clusters of
deflection intersections while attributing higher
confidence to a borehole with a greater number of
intersections. Intuitively, this is a desired effect
® The use of lateral composites does not take into
account the higher confidence that one would wish to
assign to a borehole with more intersections. If an
inverse distance approach is used then lateral
composites will avoid over-weighting of boreholes with
many intersections, which would otherwise occur using
individual deflection intersections. The authors
consider that inverse distance is not a valid technique
for high-nugget-effect deposits with clustered data.

          

Deflection drilling greatly assists in the identification of
boreholes affected by geological disturbances such as faults
and potholes. Techniques that examine the variability
between intersections drilled from the same borehole help to
identify data validation issues and subtle geological disturbances that might otherwise be overlooked. Multiple
deflection drilling greatly reduces the risk associated with a
borehole compared with that which would occur if a single
intersection is used.
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Lonmin Platinum kindly gave permission to use the data for
this study and for publication of the paper.
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are required to gain reasonable confidence in the borehole. At
least 50 boreholes, each with three or more deflections, are
required to obtain a stable estimate of the nugget effect.
A number of important findings arose from the way in
which multiple intersections are handled in the estimation
procedure. Most notably:

http://dx.doi.org/10.17159/2411-9717/2017/v117n2a10

3D geological modelling and resource
estimation for a gold deposit in Mali
by L. Chanderman*, C.E. Dohm*, and R.C.A. Minnitt*

Mineral Resource estimation (MRE) and classification are highly
dependent on the confidence in the model of the orebody geometry, known
as the geological model, within which the estimates are constrained. An
understanding of the geology of a deposit is thus fundamental to the
Mineral Resource evaluation process. The geological model is a function of
the structural and depositional complexity of the geology captured by
drilling information, which is limited in the early stages of a project. The
information effect has a significant impact in terms of the interpretation of
the geology as well as the estimation of grade continuity and the resultant
risk associated with the Mineral Resource estimate and classification.
Therefore, as new drilling information becomes available, it is
necessary to update and refine the geological model to appropriately
constrain the resource estimates. The grade information is also updated,
including statistics and the spatial correlation characteristics. This
refinement is based on geological interpretations derived from the drillhole information that becomes available throughout the life of the mine;
orebody knowledge that comes from working experience of the deposit, as
well as familiarity with the software package used for modelling, is also
important.
In updating, the potential to identify new resources in previously
unknown areas may be realized. The opposite may also occur where
previous interpretations of ore continuity are refuted. Both scenarios could
result from a better understanding of the geology of the deposit and thus a
more realistic MRE, which reduces geological risk. This paper describes
how newly drilled advanced grade-control holes for a gold deposit in Mali
were used to refine the 3D geological model for the deposit in an attempt
to identify the potential for additional oxide ore using conventional
geostatistical evaluation techniques.
>#)=;45
geological modelling, resource estimation, geostatistical evaluation.

89;=4209<=8
This paper describes a methodology that can
be applied when constructing a geological
model of a deposit following a conventional
approach. An understanding of the geology of
a deposit is fundamental to the Mineral
Resource estimation (MRE) process, since
estimates are constrained by the geological
complexity captured within the geological
model, usually based on geology, geometry,
structural nature, and grade distribution of the
deposit. The risk associated with the geological
model and the choice and suitability of
estimation techniques have an impact on
Mineral Resource confidence, which is
reflected by the resource classification category
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Any MRE process is iterative, requiring a good
understanding of: the underlying geology,
good resource evaluation practice, and relevant
knowledge of the literature, including company
reports and maps, to recognize and learn from
past experience. This information provides a
reference and known a-priori information
about the deposit to guide both the modelling
and estimation processes. The first step in the
MRE process is data collation and preparation
to serve as the basis for modelling, analysis,
and estimation. This data includes collar,
survey, alteration, assay, lithology, hardness,
and redox information that is validated to
ensure it is error-free. Light detection and
ranging (LIDAR) surface topography strings
are another type of data that is validated to
ensure that the topography is accurately
represented. Once all the data is deemed of
high quality and suitable for estimation, the
second step of the MRE process is 3D
geological modelling based on the drilling data.
During this step, validated data is used to
generate a series of wireframes to represent
the extent and current understanding of the

* School of Mining Engineering, University of the
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associated with the estimate. Each deposit is
unique, therefore the MRE process for each
deposit varies. The workflow adopted in this
study is based on a gold deposit containing an
oxide zone (oxides) and a deeper sulphide
zone (sulphides) comprised of unweathered
(fresh rock) material, located in southwestern
Mali. The mine does not have the plant
capability to treat sulphides due to the
indentation hardness, and most of the oxide
Mineral Reserve on the concession has already
been depleted. Exploring the potential for
additional oxide resources is thus a natural
step to increase the life of the mine.

3D geological modelling and resource estimation for a gold deposit in Mali
deposit’s geology and mineralization. These wireframes are
the basis for the geological model, which in turn is the
foundation of the MRE, therefore care must be taken to
ensure that no error is introduced or allowed to propagate in
the process. Irrespective of the computer modelling technique
applied, it is vital that the geologist prevents automatic
software routines from making programmed assumptions
about the geology, because software packages do not have
the intellectual experience of the deposit that the geologist
has. This process of modelling the geology is essential for
defining domains (stationary regions) which make reliable
estimation possible. Domains can be defined using grades in
an iterative process of selecting mineralized intersections
from each borehole and then plotting the distribution of the
data and assessing the statistics to identify whether trends
exist within the domains. Domaining assists in selecting
interpolation techniques; defining subsets within the deposit
data and highlighting outliers and extreme grade values, and
essentially establishing whether relationships between
variables exist.
The third step in the MRE process is exploratory data
analysis (EDA), which involves improving the understanding
of the domains and their refinement. EDA is generally
considered to be the most important aspect in the MRE
process because domains are the foundation for reliable
variography – the basis of geostatistical estimation.
Numerous tests are performed on the domains to ensure that
no mixing of populations occurs, as this violates the
assumption of stationarity necessary for geostatistical
estimation. Unusually high-grade samples (also called
extreme values) can result in overestimation of a resource.
Histograms, log probability plots, and mean and variance
plots can be evaluated to determine whether grade caps and
top cuts are to be applied to the domains. If the practitioner is
satisfied with the choice of estimation domains, step 4 of the
MRE process can be undertaken.
Step 4 involves the calculation of experimental directional
variograms followed by the analysis thereof to determine the
preferred direction of continuity of the mineralization, and
finally the fitting of the variogram models. This is followed
by step 5: a quantitative kriging neighbourhood analysis
(QKNA) to determine an optimum combination of search
neighbourhood and block size to ensure conditional
unbiasedness during kriging, as defined by the user. Only
once all these steps are satisfactory, can step 6 follow, in
which important considerations need to be taken regarding
the choice of estimation method and the appropriateness of
the method to the deposit’s geology and available data.
In most situations, as is often the case for operating
mines, the choice of estimation method is motivated by what
has been tried and tested over the years. In dealing with
natural phenomena, where each deposit is unique, the
resource geologist’s experience with the deposit can be more
influential than what the statistics reveal. Once an estimation
method is found to be relevant for the deposit, it is applied to
estimate the grades into the block model. Boundary analyses
of domains is good practice for determining whether the
grade variations across the mineralization-waste boundaries
are ’hard’ or ’soft’ and thus whether to include this
information in the estimation method. The end result will be
a geological model with estimated grades.
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However, for mine planning purposes it is important to
know the estimate of the recoverable resource tonnage and
content. This is achieved through step 7, in which uniform
conditioning (UC) is applied, which allows for a change of
support to be applied to the estimation block size tonnages
and grade above a cut-off grade in terms of the size of the
selective mining unit (SMU). This brings the MRE process
towards its final stages, where all the previous steps are
validated in step 8 to ensure that the model is realistic and
reliable. The model can be validated by generating model
statistics and grade plots to check for discrepancies or grade
inconsistencies. Visual comparisons; sectional plots through
the model, and grade-tonnage curves are techniques that
allow for comparisons between the global MREs and the
input grades. The Mineral Resource is then classified in
accordance to the relevant codes for the reporting of mineral
resources in a classification exercise. The final step in the
process is model reconciliation. This step is carried out to
quantify and qualify the reasons for differences between the
updated geological model and consequential updated resource
estimate and any previous models for the deposit. The results
are then reported in terms of available resource tons and
average grades; selected assessment criteria can be applied to
identify any inherent risks to the resource estimate, reflected
by the reported resource categories.

>=7=6<0:7?-=4>77<86
The gold deposit under study is located on the West African
craton in the Malian portion of a Paleoproterozoic inlier
known as the Kedougou-Kenieba window (KKI) (Diena et al.,
2012) shown in Figure 1. The Birimian components of the
KKI have been interpreted as a collage of at least two N-S
trending terranes. To the west, an older (approx. 2.2 Ga)
greenstone belt volcanosedimentary succession intruded by
major calc-alkaline batholiths belongs to the Saboussire
Formation. It is separated from the dominantly sedimentary
Kofi Formation by the major north to northeast trending
Senegalo-Malian Shear Zone (Aida et al., 2012; Masurel et
al., 2012).
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3D geological modelling and resource estimation for a gold deposit in Mali
The mineralization has a strong structural control and is
spatially associated with a complex weathering and alteration
pattern, possibly associated with a mesothermal origin –
typical for gold emplacement in West African Birimian rocks
(Aida et al., 2012; Masurel et al., 2012). The strata are
folded and dip gently to the east (25–50 degrees) and
comprise graphitic metapelites overlying impure carbonates
(Figure 2).
The mineralization is thought to be controlled by a
combination of lithology, structure, weathering, and
alteration, necessitating the need for updated geological
wireframes of the weathering surfaces, hardness boundaries,
extent of the graphitic alteration, and gold mineralization as
new information became available. All drilling data was
validated in terms of geology and geochemical analysis
before modelling.
Graphite alteration can reduce metallurgical recoveries.
The extent of the graphite alteration therefore needed to be
investigated. A graphite wireframe (Figure 3) was created
using the interpolation technique in Leapfrog® mining
software based on the logged alteration codes in the drill-hole
file. Indicator kriging (IK) was then applied to estimate the
extent of the graphite. However, these results did not visually
compare well to the modelled graphite and were therefore
ignored.
The drill-holes were composited to 2 m intervals and then
used to generate grade envelopes in Leapfrog® in an attempt
to separate out higher grade areas in order to estimate them
separately. The data was transformed to Gaussian space
before interpolation; a spheroidal variogram was used and a
geological threshold grade was selected for the interpolation.
The spheroidal interpolant function in Leapfrog® was selected
to create the grade envelope based on the fixed-range
spherical variogram used in geostatistical modelling. The
spheroidal interpolant function approximates the spherical
variogram while forming a smooth interpolant. The process of
choosing a suitable threshold grade was iterative and aimed
at identifying the direction of strongest continuity in the
mineralization based on knowledge and understanding of the
deposit. The choice of grade threshold can be revealed only
by iteration, since grade continuity is irregular. The aim is to
identify the grade that displays the strongest continuity to
honour the principles of stationarity that underlie the theory
of geostatistics. The threshold grade decision is thus
dependent on both the data and the intuition of the modeller.

The approach followed to constrain the ore envelopes in this
study tended towards the more conservative – a balance
between over-constraining (exaggerating the grade
continuity) and under-constraining (including large
quantities of boundary waste) the wireframes was taken to
avoid misrepresenting the grade and recoverable metal.
Manual refinement of the envelopes was required to avoid
allowing the interpolation software to introduce inappropriate
assumptions about the deposit geology. This manual
adjustment involved using ’dummy’ high- or low-grade
points to either extend mineralization where the modelled
connectivity was less than desired or restrict mineralization
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where the modelled connectivity was more than desired (or
there were unreasonable extensions beyond data support –
often termed Leapfrog® ’blowouts’).
The resultant interpretation of the mineralization is
shown in Figure 4 – it strikes approximately N-S (for 1.1 km)
and dips at 50 degrees towards the east. Near its centre, there
is a break in the mineralization where a dolerite dyke has
intruded along a fault that has separated and displaced the
mineralization (Figure 5). The previous and updated mineralization interpretations were carefully assessed and they
compared well in terms of the geological controls governing
the mineralization.

continuity, and were guided by the previously modelled
mineralized wireframes. The spatial limits of these domains
are controlled by the 3D geological mesh (Schofield, 2011)
and were examined in a boundary analysis exercises. Six
domains (laterite ore, saprolite ore, hard ore, laterite waste,
saprolite waste, and hard waste) were identified. The ‘ore’ (or
mineralized) domains (laterite, saprolite, and hard) were
compared to determine whether they should be estimated
together or separately.
The statistics and distributions of the hard and saprolite
ore were compared and found to be fairly similar, but the
saprolite mean ore grade was higher at 1.65 g/t than the hard
ore mean grade of 1.29 g/t.
In addition, the grade variation along the hard-soft
contact was investigated (Figure 8). The results showed
slight grade enrichment immediately below the hard-soft
contact and that the grade tended to decrease gradually with
depth. It was therefore decided that the saprolite and hard ore
zones should be estimated separately, applying a hard
boundary between them for estimation. Comparison of the
laterite and saprolite mineralization grades (Figure 9) showed
comparable means of 1.59 g/t for laterite and 1.65 g/t for
saprolite. The QQ-plot (Figure 10) also showed that, even
though the laterite data-set comprised very few samples, the
two data-sets had similar grade distributions (except at the
lower end of the distribution below about 0.5 g/t). The

!17=;:9=;#?4:9:?:8:7#5<5
Samples within the mineralized envelope were deemed ‘ore’
and those outside, ‘waste’. Domains are defined as zones that
are geologically and statistically homogenous (supported by
variography and statistical analysis) (Duke and Hanna,
2001). The domains in the study were defined using grades
in an iterative process of selecting mineralized intersections
in each borehole using Leapfrog®. Mineralized domains were
identified on the basis of logged samples and grade
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laterite and saprolite zones were thus combined during
estimation. It was, however, noted that further work would
be required on boundary analysis as in reality the laterite and
saprolite are very different, despite statistics suggesting that
they are similar. The zones were combined for variography,
but it was decided that they should be considered separately
for future estimation updates.
This threshold grade used for geological modelling
purposes differs from the calculated cut-off grade, which is
associated with the economics of the deposit rather than the
geostatistics. Several grade envelopes were modelled at
various grade threshold scenarios and the selected threshold
used was the one that showed the best grade continuity.
Swath plots were generated using the Bloy® Geostats Kit
(GSK) to identify any trends in the Au grade data. The plots
were generated along strike (northing) at 25 m intervals and
along elevation at 10 m intervals based on the block model
cell dimensions. The results indicated that the domaining was
acceptable and that no further separation into sub-domains
was required i.e. the data displayed stationarity.

:;<=6;:13#
An insufficient amount of data was available to obtain a
robust variogram model for the hard ore domain. Variograms
that are informed by inadequate data could result in the
introduction of errors in the estimation process. The soft ore
domain parameters were therefore used for the hard ore
estimation. Top and bottom cuts were applied for variogram
calculations to improve the resulting variogram structures
based on an assessment of the statistics and shapes of
histograms for Au grades for each domain before and after
cuts were applied. Supervisor® (v8) geostatistical software
was used to calculate and model the variograms to assess
spatial continuity. The directions of continuity were evaluated
by making use of variogram contours (Figure 11) on the
horizontal, across-strike, and dip planes to determine
continuity along strike, down dip, and across plunge.
The nugget effect was determined from the downhole
variogram. Next, directional variograms were calculated to
identify any changes in grade behaviour i.e. anisotropy in the
different directions. The ore and waste domains produced
anisotropic (geometic anisotrop) nested variogram models
with the same sill in all directions but different ranges (Clark,
1979).
Various lags ranging from 17 to 43 m were used along
and across strike, and 2 m lags for downhole (composite
length). The angular tolerance applied also varied between 12
and 30 degrees for the along and across strike variograms,
and between 10 and 35 degrees for down dip. The shortest
direction variograms (along the mineralization thickness)
were typically in the downhole direction. To test the
variogram orientations in Datamine®, a 3D ellipsoid was
constructed for the ore domains and modified to better
represent the orientation of the mineralization.

2:89<9:9<%>?;<6<86?8><63=2;3==4?:8:7#5<5
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Kriging is a ‘minimum variance estimator’ if the search
neighbourhood is properly defined. The objective of quantitative kriging neighbourhood analysis (QKNA) is to
determine the optimum combination of search
neighbourhood and block size that results in conditional
unbiasedness during kriging, as defined by the user (Bertoli
et al., 2003). QKNA was done using the Bloy® Geostats kit

3D geological modelling and resource estimation for a gold deposit in Mali
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(BGK), which involved optimization based on a simulated
drilling grid that approximates the drill spacing of the data
informing the estimate. To optimize the number of
composites, the close-spaced theoretical sample spacing of
25 m × 25 m × 7 m was used, together with a discretization
of 5 m × 5 m × 5 m. The maximum and minimum numbers of
samples were varied and assessed and a minimum number
and maximum number of optimal samples selected for the ore
zones. For the block size optimization (based on the ore
variogram applied for both hard and soft ore estimation) a
theoretical sample spacing of 25 m × 25 m × 7 m was
assumed, together with a discretization of 5 m × 5 m × 5 m
and a selected minimum and maximum number of samples.
Search ellipses were oriented according to the approximate
orientation of the mineralization with search distances set to
approximate the variogram ranges. The optimal model block
size was found to be 25 m × 25 m × 10 m. Smaller block
sizes, although more optimal than larger 25 m × 25 m or
50 m × 50 m blocks, are not useful for uniform conditioning
and were therefore ignored. For optimal UC results, larger
block sizes are recommended to ensure a sufficient number of
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SMUs in the estimation panel. The search neighbourhood
was optimized based on a simulated drilling grid that approximated the drill spacing where less data was available. The
search ranges selected were not limited to the variogram
ranges. For the search distance optimization, the wider
spaced theoretical sample spacing of 25 m (X) × 25 m (Y) ×
10 m (Z) was used together with the optimized block size, a
discretization of 5 m (X) × 5 m (Y) × 5 m (Z), and the
optimized minimum and maximum number of samples.

;:4>?>59<-:9<=8
Kriging provides the best estimate since it results in the
smallest standard error, narrowest confidence interval, and
most confidence (lowest risk) (Bertoli et al., 2003). The
deposit lent itself well to the use of ordinary kriging (OK) as
an estimation technique since the method performed well on
historical models for the deposit. The data did not show any
significant trends at the scale of modelling and the
variograms were characteristic of local stationarity. The block
model grades were estimated using OK in Datamine®
Studio 3.
          

3D geological modelling and resource estimation for a gold deposit in Mali
The estimates were kriged into a sub-celled block model
to best represent the wireframe volumes and contacts. The
estimation and search parameters used for estimation were
based on the results of the parameter optimization during the
KNA, whereby both kriging efficiency (KE) and slope of
regression (RSlope) were used to investigate conditional bias
for a given set of estimation parameters. Histograms, log
probability plots, and mean and variance plots were analysed
to determine whether grade caps were appropriate per
domain. Estimates are sensitive to grade capping, therefore
attempts were made to keep the values capped to no more
than 0.6% of the total data-set, based on company
guidelines. The variability in each domain (as expressed by
the CV) decreased slightly after capping. Top cuts (99th
percentile or above) are generally applied to remove the
extreme grade values from the resource database while
including the high-grade assays below the top cut that are
recognized as a real feature of the assay distribution (Pocock,
2001, citing Enterprise Metals, 1990). It was decided best to
include the extreme grade values, because the histograms
and variograms for each domain showed that they were
reliable and should be used in the estimation.

of-support coefficients, transforming the panel estimates, and
finally calculating the proportion and quantity of metal above
the different cut-offs. An SMU size was assumed based on
the selectivity achievable with the mining equipment. A
tonnage adjustment factor was applied and was based on a
volume representing half the SMU size. It was expressed as a
percentage of the panel size (2.7%). Any proportions smaller
than this percentage were removed as they would not be
recoverable in practice. The SMU estimates were then added
to the kriged block model in Datamine® Studio 3. The UC
results were compared with the kriged results and the
theoretical grade-tonnage curves (block average with and
without the information effect – IEF). Overall, the UC curves
compared well with the theoretical curves – especially in the
well-informed domains, and the degree of selectivity achieved
appeared reasonable. In Figure 13 the kriged curves are
shown in black; the UC curve in blue, and the theoretical
curves in red and green (without and with the information
effect respectively). UC was not applied to the waste zone
(dummy UC values were placed in the grade and proportion
fields).

(=4>7?%:7<4:9<=8
8<+=;-?0=84<9<=8<86
The aim of UC is to estimate the tonnage and the metal
content of blocks (SMUs) inside a panel conditioned to the
panel grade and distribution, which is estimated assuming
local stationarity (e.g. OK) (Geovariances, 2015). The
ISATIS® geostatistics software package was used to generate
a recoverable resource model using the UC technique.
The detailed mathematical calculations underlying the
process are not presented, as they are beyond the scope of
this paper; however, more information can be found in the
thesis by Neufeld (2008). The UC methodology followed was
in accordance with the work by Neufeld (2008), which
involves estimating the panel grades, fitting a discrete
Gaussian model (DGM) to the data, determining the change-

The block model estimates were validated by visually
comparing the model estimates against input grades;
comparing the global and input means; creating sectional
plots of number or composites, model grades, and composite
grades; and calculating grade-tonnage curves. Globally, the
model means for the ore zones were within 10% (± 2%) of
the input data means (Table I), indicating that the estimates
are representative of the input data and thus acceptable.
Slice plots were generated for each estimated zone
(EZONE). The input sample composite averages and
calculated block model grades were calculated on the eastings
(vertical N-S slices) that correspond to the dimensions of the
block model block, which was 25 m thick (Figure 14). The
purpose was to compare the input sample data with the
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Table I
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1
2
3
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3344
168
19281

0.00
0.00
0.00
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(:!?.6"9/
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1.71
1.37
0.07

1,356,271
111,375
52,870,844

17.30
14.00
0.60

7=05
(<8?.6"9/
0.4
0.46
0.00
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4.16
3.06
0.25

1.68
1.39
0.04
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resulting block model data to ensure that no gross over- or
underestimation occurred (smoothing). The northing
composites generally compared well, but local over- and
underestimation was attributed to the estimation process and
the selection of the composite level relative to the parent
block centroids.
Other deviations occurred due to reduced tonnages at the
edge of the deposit as well as differences in grade in lower
grade areas – generally at the flanks of the deposit, where the
density of drilling decreases, material is classified as Inferred
Mineral Resources. In the case where block estimates were
higher than the composites, this was possibly due to the
orientation of the kriging ellipse against the orthogonal
nature of the slice plots or ‘edge effects’ due to nearing the
domain boundary. Overall, the block averages followed the
general trend of the input sample data. On a local scale, the
model did not provide reliable estimates of grade, but on a
larger scale, it represented unbiased estimations of the grade
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distributions based on the underlying sample data. EZONE 3
showed that the sample grades were in some cases higher
than the block estimates, which may suggest a bias since the
grades were extremely low as this is a waste zone.

(<8>;:7?@>5=2;0>?07:55<+<0:9<=8
The Mineral Resource was classified in accordance to the
South African Code for the Reporting of Exploration Results,
Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserves (SAMREC) 2009 and
Joint Ore Reserves Committee (JORC) Code 2012. The deposit
was further classified in accordance to the relevant company
guidelines. The drill-hole spacing selected for the classification was based on drilling studies on historical reconciliation for the mine. A drill spacing of 25 m by 25 m was
considered sufficient to classify the Mineral Resource as
Indicated, and 50 m by 50 m as Inferred. No Measured
Resource was defined.
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The previous Mineral Resource model was compared with the
updated Mineral Resource model within a common volume to
quantify the differences as a result of the model update.
Grade-tonnage curves for the common volume were also
calculated. Changes were ascribed mostly to the changes in
the interpretation of the mineralized envelopes, the
estimation search parameters, and the general increase in the
bulk densities assigned to the various rock types.
The detailed reconciliation study showed that the new
MRE identified an additional 7191 ounces of Indicated
(oxide) Mineral Resource, 1893 ounces of which was
previously classified as Inferred. The increase was attributed
to the extension of some of the mineralized zones and better
grade continuity for others based on the updated geological
model.
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Characterizing a mining production
system for decision-making purposes in
a platinum mine
by T.C. Sebutsoe* and C. Musingwini†

The primary objective of any mining business unit is to make profit by
extracting, processing, and selling minerals from a particular mineral deposit.
It is important to optimize extraction of the mineral resource given time,
capital, and space constraints. Mineral extraction is often associated with
uncertainty due to variable technical and human factors. Technical factors
such as grade distribution, ground conditions, and equipment reliability
influence the performance of a mining production system (MPS). The
performance of the MPS is also impacted by human factors such as employee
skills, health, and attendance. Uncertainty associated with technical and
human factors often leads to actual output differing from what was planned.
Therefore an in-depth analysis of the significant causes of deviations from
the planned outcomes is relevant.
In this paper we investigate the empirical relationships between inputs
and outputs in a MPS in order to assist management in directing efforts at
key production drivers. Once a MPS has been empirically characterized, more
effort and resources can be focused on the key decision-making variables
(DMVs) in order to meet the planned outcomes.
For a typical underground, tabular, narrow-reef conventional drill-andblast platinum mine the face advance, face length mined, number of teams,
team efficiencies, and team size have a statistically significant relationship
with the centares (m²) produced, which is a key performance indicator (KPI).
The production function derived in this study can be used to align the
physical, technical, and human factors together to predict the optimal output
level. The most significant production lever of the MPS is the face advance.
  
mining production system (MPS), productivity, key production drivers,
decision-making variables (DMVs), optimization.





A mining production system (MPS) is a result
of an iterative process of design, planning, and
optimization of mining input variables and
decision-making variables (DMVs). The MPS
exists within the mineral extraction link of the
complete mining value chain. It represents the
stage where mining companies have the
opportunity, through production, to start
generating returns on the investments
undertaken. Returns on shareholders’
investments can be realized at this stage.
More often than not, the actual
performance of the MPS is somewhat different
to that in the optimized MPS plan. This
behaviour or characteristic is observed in an
ensemble of output results of the key
performance indicators (KPIs). These results
are sometimes above target, on target, or
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Commentary on the mining industry’s productivity has been topical in the last decade due to
the declining productivity trends across several
commodities. Research, analysis, and
publications from institutions like the Chamber
of Mines, Statistics South Africa, Ernest and
Young (EY), McKinsey, DuPont,
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), and many
independent market analysts have highlighted
this trend. All the reports highlight declining
labour productivity versus increasing wage
bills, rising input costs due to inflation,
decreasing revenues, falling metal prices,
declining throughput, and instability of the
labour markets.
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below target due to uncertainty associated
with technical and human factors, resulting in
actual output being different to that planned.
The first two circumstances are perhaps the
most desired. However, in most cases the MPS,
especially in the case of mature mines, tends to
deliver below target. The variability of the KPIs
of interest is influenced by internal variables
or DMVs. The variable units or DMVs can be
either controllable or uncontrollable. It is
therefore important to understand and know to
what degree the controllable variables can be
controlled to achieve the desired output and to
minimize the effects of the uncontrollable
variables. This paper is part of an MSc
research study at the University of the
Witwatersrand, based on a platinum mine MPS
case study where actual data was available for
analysis.

Characterizing a mining production system for decision-making purposes
Several solutions are cited to resolve the declining
productivity problem. The following are some of the
suggested solutions that are relevant to the management of
a MPS:
®
®
®
®
®
®
®

Reduce costs
Increase face time/utilization
Improve mine safety
Optimize mine development
Increase and optimize production
Comply with mining plans and performance targets
Increase control on the mining operation.

The solutions listed above are in principle relevant and
make sense. However, the challenge is whether they are
specific enough, measurable, achievable, realistic, and timebound (SMART). The practicality of implementing them all at
once is the biggest challenge.
An empirically characterized MPS will quantitatively
define a complete relationship between the KPIs and the
DMVs. With those relationships in place, the inherent nature
of the system can be optimized by focusing on the significant
DMVs, as these result in the most deviations from planned
output. An empirically characterized system highlights the
contribution or impact of individual DMVs related to the KPI.
This will help in re-directing the optimization efforts to the
DMVs with the highest impact, as opposed to generic efforts
to try to resolve the system as a whole.

! 45(1.1.'5$2,)45+ 21.52.%53 45#
The MPS represents a specific set of activities within the
mineral extraction link of the mining value chain (Figure 1).
The links of the mining value chain represent distinct
processes that are dependent on each other, whether
upstream or downstream. Each link contains processes that
must be complete for that unit to function and service other
units upstream or downstream.
The mineral extraction link is perhaps the most important
link in the value chain. From this link the mine obtains the
volumes of total throughput (Figure 1). Cambitsis (2013,
p. 769) commented that ‘While cost management and
improvement are crucial to running an effective and
profitable organisation, the greatest gains can generally be
obtained by increasing production volumes or throughput’.
According to Song, Rinne, and van Wageningen (2013),

&1')/45! 45(1.1.'5$2,)45+ 21.5 ,4.5#34.500-+123405
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mining has four basic stages: namely, exploration,
development, production, and closure. Of these four, they
noted that production or exploitation of the ore is the only
obvious stage in which stakeholders can recover investments
and take profits. It therefore follows that improvement in
production volume has a significantly higher impact on the
bottom line and is the lever with the most impact on profits.
Cambitsis (2013) compared the impact on profit of a 10%
decrease in costs and 10% increase in throughput. The study
found that for the same percentage change, the response of
profit to the change in throughput was far higher. If the
mineral extraction link malfunctions, it chokes the links
downstream of it, resulting in an underperforming value
chain. It is therefore important that this link must be well
designed, planned, optimized, and managed properly.
A mining production system can be schematically
represented by the model in Figure 2.
The MPS consists of initial conditions that are technical
and human in nature. These conditions are required as the
backbone of the system (inputs). They form the internal
capacity or the production engine of the MPS.
Ore reserves must be available and the MPS must have
flexibility to respond to changes in the operating
environment. The importance of ore reserve availability was
highlighted by Mohloki and Musingwini (2010) as the
foundation of any mining project or producing mine.
Sufficient available ore reserves suggest that the development
required to open mineable ground is sufficiently ahead of the
stoping operations. A typical rule of thumb suggested is two
years (Storrar, 1977). Musingwini, Minnitt, and Woodhall
(2007) suggested that 18 months should be the minimum ore
availability period. They further indicated that low ore
availability reduces flexibility, while higher availability
increases flexibility. Flexibility is the ability to swiftly move
the mining production operation to different faces when
disruptions arise due to issues of grade control or unexpected
geological structures. Flexibility is important in enhancing a
mine’s profitability through accommodating financial,
technical, and social changes. Flexibility is also essential for
managing economic cycles and dealing with risks inherent in
the resource such as potholes, faults, and grade variability in
a typical platinum mine (Macfarlane, 2006).
The human capital employed is required to be healthy, fit,
trainable, and skilled enough to support the mining business.
The equipment must be appropriate, reliable, and easy to use.
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Characterizing a mining production system for decision-making purposes
Consumable materials and utilities must also be available
timeously and in the right quantities. Phillis and Gumede
(2011) noted that the management of critical resource
inventories is an important productivity lever.
The production parameters are applied to the initial
conditions to plan and yield a desired outcome of the system
(a safe, quality daily blast). A quality blast achieves the
desired face advance to produce a proportionate amount of in
situ rock material that is then extracted from the mine at the
required grade, resulting in the planned amount of metal
being produced. Such a blast is done within the planned
dilution, without any under- or overbreaks that affect the
stability of the sidewalls, footwalls, and hangingwalls. In
addition, such a blast enables subsequent activities to be
carried out safely without any constraints. The production
parameters are a set of measurable and controllable variables
that determine, define, and restrict the operation of the MPS.
They are a result of an iterative process of design, planning,
and optimization. Conveniently, they can be referred to as the
decision-making units (DMUs) and the optimum value or
condition of each can be found. Within the production
process there are random variables that affect the system’s
desired outcome. The random variables are in the form of
constraints, breakdowns, and nuisance variables that result
in variations from planned output. An obvious DMV to
manage is a lost blast in a particular production panel as it
results in zero advance for that panel, hence zero centares
(m2) production. However, a blast does not necessarily result
in a good advance, and poor blasting will result in failure to
achieve the planned centares. The objective of the MPS is to
constantly deliver production at the right quantity, quality,
and consistency as planned. This can be achieved by
minimizing the risk of falling short by actively managing the
controllable key DMVs.

than one metal), the metal content produced is dependent on
the metal ratios or ‘prill splits’. A prill split in platinum
mining indicates the relative proportions of the various
platinum group elements contained in a ton of ore. The prill
split is classified as a 4E prill split if it reports on the
elements platinum (Pt), palladium (Pd), rhodium (Rh), and
gold (Au).
The above KPIs were empirically modelled in respect to
their DMVs. The result is a relationship that can be used to
yield a desired output. The main advantages of empirical
modelling include the following:
® Indicates which variables (DMVs) are most influential
on the response KPI
® Assists in determining where to set the values of the
DMVs so that the value of the KPI is near the required
value
® Assists in determining where to set the DMVs such that
the variability of the KPI is small
® Assists in determining where to set the value of the
DMVs so that the effects of the uncontrollable variables
are minimized.
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The ultimate goal of the MPS is to achieve the production
targets by ensuring a safe, quality daily blast. The four main
initial conditions of the MPS are ground (available ore
reserves), people, materials, and equipment (GPME). These
become the most important variables that can make the
achievement of the goal possible. Line management has
direct control over these factors and therefore has the responsibility of controlling and managing them in a manner that
will add value to the mining business. All the variables
(DMVs) that determine the KPIs must be managed
accordingly in order to achieve the desired KPI targets. Due to
the interdependent nature of the relationships, the first
obvious DMV to manage is the blast.
Due to the interdependency of the sequential mining
activities it is critical that these processes are carried out
continuously and consistently. Poor execution of any of the
sequential activities results in the plan not being achieved. A
very important concept in managing systems that are
dependent on sequential execution is the theory of
constraints (TOC), which is discussed later in this paper. If
the preceding phases are not completed or done on schedule,
the desired product (an equipped panel for mining) will not
be realized. The preceding steps are therefore said to be
constraining the system.

Tonnage (t) = centares mined (m²) × stoping width (m) ×
specific gravity (t/m3).
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The performance of the MPS is measured by the ability to
deliver the planned outputs. The achievement of the planned
outputs or key performance indicators will determine whether
the mining business is profitable or not. Attention must
therefore directed to the KPIs and DMVs that determine the
MPS volumes or throughput, which are outlined below.

 
Centares mined (m²) = face length mined per team (m) ×
advance per blast (m) × number of blasts × number of teams.

   
The grade produced from an orebody is a measure of the
quantity of contained economic mineral or minerals of
interest per ton of mined rock material. The higher the grade
the higher the quality of the orebody.

        
Metal content produced (kg) = [tonnage (t) × grade produced
(g/t)] ÷ 1000
For polymetallic orebodies (i.e. deposits producing more
          

It was mentioned in the previous section that for an MPS to
produce, the four initial GPME factors must be present. It is
not sufficient to have these factors only. There is a single
most important event that must occur to initiate the
generation of the required centares, and this is a blast. The
interdependent nature of the variables indicates that if any of
the variables is zero, then no production will be realized.
More often than not, the four factors are always available and
only require a blast event to occur. A blast can be seen as the
impetus that starts a chain of events that will eventually lead
to the generation of platinum kilograms to be sold. A lost
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blast is an undesired event which results in a planned panel
failing to generate the planned channel tons at the required
grade, thus failing to generate the required metal content on
the day. When a lost blast occurs, the labour costs associated
with that workplace are incurred without any revenue
accruing to the organization. The effect of zero revenue
coupled with the cost of labour obviously has a negative
effect on the bottom line. In most cases lost blasts occur in
the same workplace, which indicates the failure of line
supervision and line management to eliminate the cause of
the lost blast.
It is an industry norm in narrow-reef, hard-rock tabular
mines to plan for an average of 23 shifts in a production
month. The full potential capacity of a team is the ability to
produce on every single planned shift. However, for practical
reasons the business plan (BP) targets are set at an average
of 60% of the full potential. This implies that an allowance
has already been made for lost-blast effects. It is surprising
that lost blasts exceed the allowed occurrence as per the BP.
The labour factor is the most important input in the above
relationship. It uses the resources (inputs) (ore reserves,
materials, and utilities, and equipment) to generate one
single primary output of the MPS objective function (centares
mined) by initiating the blast event. The labour in the MPS
controls further down the line the tons mined and quality
achieved (grade). If any of the four variables prevents the
MPS from achieving its objective then it becomes a constraint
in the system and must be corrected so that it is no longer a
limiting factor.
It is not sufficient to only identify a constraint within the
MPS. Further analysis is required to establish why the
constraint exists. The root cause of the constraint behaviour
must be identified. A root cause is the highest level of a
problem, and is defined as a factor that causes nonconformance and should be permanently eliminated through
process improvement (ASQ, n.d.). Root cause analysis (RCA)
is a technique used to uncover the causes of a problem. RCA
helps to identify not only what and how, but also why
something happened. For the purpose of this paper, RCA has
was used to analyse constraints as captured by the allowed
lost blast reasons booked on a mineral resource management
(MRM) system of a platinum mine.
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someone is responsible for making sure that there is enough
material at the face to achieve a blast and that there is
enough buffer at the stores to ensure an uninterrupted
mining process. The final RCA indicates that a person
(people) (ID code 2) is the underlying constraint. The failure
of a supervisor to provide enough material to achieve a blast
has resulted in a lost blast, and hence loss of production for
that day.
Figures 3 and 4 show the distribution of lost blast
analysis for a mine for a month of production. The lost blasts
filtered here are only stoping lost blasts. In total the MPS
MRM system has provided for nearly 77 lost blast reasons
grouped under the following categories:
®
®
®
®
®

Labour (day shift and night shift)
Engineering
Finance
Rock engineering
Geology and ventilation.

The RCA methodology facilitates the grouping of lost
blasts into only four categories (GPME), hence minimizing
the ambiguity and therefore directing the controlled action to
the actual root cause. Figure 3 depicts the reasons identified
for lost blasts before the application of RCA for the financial
year 2008 (FY08). When RCA was applied to the same data
the causes could be attributed as shown in Figure 4.
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For the purpose of RCA application the four initial conditions
were allocated ID codes (1–4) as follows:
®
®
®
®

Ground (ore reserves): 1
People: 2
Materials and services: 3
Equipment: 4.

In the following example, RCA is applied to a roofbolter
breakdown being the reason for lost blasts at four different
working places. A roofbolter is used to install active roofbolt
support on the immediate face in the hangingwall as
permanent support before a blast. Conventionally, the reason
for a lost blast is a breakdown of the bolter (equipment
breakdown, ID code 4). However, by appropriately applying
RCA, the reason then changes to shortage of spares in the
store (shortage of equipment). Further analysis reveals that
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The MPS activities are sequential and cyclic in nature. A safe,
quality daily blast can be seen as a project delivered on any
particular day, while the activities that yield a safe quality
daily blast can be seen as milestones within the blasting
project. The sequential flow of these activities is important to
the achievement of the objective. When the upstream
activities do not occur, the objective is missed and the system
fails or is constrained. The theory of constraints (TOC) is
available to understand a system of this nature. TOC is a
systems-management philosophy developed by Eliyahu M.
Goldratt in the early 1980s (Institute of Management
Accountants, 1999). It is a tool that assists managers to
achieve the bottom line and capacity improvement quickly at
little or no cost (ApicsAu, 2016). The main objective of TOC
is to identify a constraint in the system. In the example of a
safe, quality daily blast the production value chain would be
drill–blast–clean–support. If any of the four events does not
occur the cycle cannot be completed or repeated. It then
becomes necessary to identify where the problem is. The RCA
process will generally lead to identification of the real cause
of the problem. When the problem (constraint) is identified,
the TOC methodology suggests a further four critical steps to
solve the problem. There is a five-step focusing process in
TOC that helps to manage the change based on the work of
Eliyahu Goldratt (McNesse, 2014). The five steps are:

The critical parameters that are assumed to influence or
predict the value of the target KPI (centares) have been
identified and are briefly described below. The parameters
represent monthly figures that were used in the regression
analysis for a total of 84 mining months over the eight years
as follows:

Identify the bottleneck
Exploit the bottleneck
Subordinate all other elements to the bottleneck
Elevate the bottleneck to get more from it
Repeat the process.

204503)%
The MPS under study is designed as an underground
platinum mine consisting of a vertical shaft system (main
shaft and ventilation shaft) to access the orebody. The
orebody comprises two distinct reef planes, the Merensky and
the UG2 reefs, which dip at about 9 degrees east and strike
roughly north–south. The average platinum group metal
(PGM) grade is about 3.71 g/t over a 1.1 m average stoping
width. The two reef planes are scheduled to be mined concurrently. Underground mining operations follow traditional
narrow-reef, tabular mining practices. The orebody is mined
on a conventional breast layout grid of 180 m raiselines and
300 m back lengths. This layout gives a total of about 18
stopes with in-stope grid pillars accounted for. Access to the
stopes is by means of off-reef haulages leading to secondary
development to reef. Based on geological and other
conditions, certain portions of ground are left unmined. A
stoping team mining about 27 m of available face length has
the potential to achieve 621 m²/month. For practical reasons
the BP target is 373 m²/month per stope team, which is 60%
of the full potential. This equates to about 13 blasts at an
assumed face advance of 1 m per blast.
The production data used for the case study spans a
period of eight BP years. It is based on direct evidence
collected or reported over the eight-year period. Standardized
statistical methods were used to enhance the accuracy of the
analysis and to validate empirical conclusions about the data.
The data was chosen specifically because it spans the highs
and the lows of the MPS in question.
          

In statistical terms, the suggestion or inference is that the
above parameters influence or are good predictors of the
dependent variable (centares) and must be tested. The choice
of variables is based purely on experience and knowledge of
the mining environment. The inference is that the
independent variables have some effect or predictive value
with respect to the future values of the dependent variable
(centares).
The variables that are included in the final regression
model (run 2) are those variables that have statistical significance in describing or predicting the dependent variable. A
preliminary statistical screening (run 1) was done to identify
the variables that were insignificant so that a refined testing
(run 2) could be done with only the variables that really had
some degree of influence on the dependent variable. In this
way, illogical relationships were eliminated while improving
on the strength of correlation relationships between
significant variables.
Table I depicts the correlation coefficients between the
variables selected for the regression run 1. The correlation
coefficient measures the strength of the linear relationship
between two variables. The coefficient is measured on a
relative scale of -1 to +1. A positive correlation indicates that
the variables move in the same direction, while a negative
correlation indicates that the variables move in opposite
directions. Team size in Table I has a negative correlation to
the total m², while all other variables have a positive
correlation. The variables with the a strong correlation
(>50%) after run 1 in descending order are team efficiency,
face length mined, face advance, off-main development, and
development to mill.
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®
®
®
®
®

® Face advance—the distance that the total face length
mined has been advanced by mining teams
underground
® Face length mined—the mineable face length perpendicular to direction of advance that the teams accessed
and worked on
® Achieved blasts—the number of blasts booked
(achieved) on the MRM system against all the mining
teams
® Teams—the number of mining teams planned to mine
® Team efficiency—the average m² that a team achieves
® Team size—the number persons at work assigned to a
team per panel
® Off-main development—the off-reef main development
done to access the orebody
® Re- and predevelopment—the in-stope development
that is done to open a mineable face length
® Development to mill—the on-reef secondary
development on the mining main grid layout to open
blocks of mineable reserves via raises and winzes.
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Table I

-//4,231-.5+-4**1+14.305235/).5
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Total m2
Face advance
Face length mined
Ach. Blasts
Teams
Team eff.
Team size
Off main dev.
Re & pre dev.
Dev. to mill
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1.000
0.865
0.877
0.419
0.236
0.906
–0.238
0.795
0.162
0.677

0.540
0.407
0.296
0.741
–0.188
0.708
0.268
0.674

4.'3 5(1.4% + 5,2030

1.000
0.375
0.194
0.803
–0.218
0.685
0.089
0.553

1.000
0.924
0.026
–0.637
0.422
0.180
0.369

Table II indicates the regression statistics results at run 1.
The R² value is 0.998, meaning that 99.8% of the variation
within the centares analysis is explained.
Table III highlights the significance level test of the
variables used in the regression analysis. A predetermined
confidence level of 95% was selected for the purpose of
testing. The implication here is that a P-value higher than
0.05 for any variable indicates that the variable has little
influence in terms of predicting the dependent variable.
Therefore teamefficiency, off-main development, re- and
predevelopment, and development to mill were eliminated
and the regression analysis was done as run 2.
The predictive production function derived from Table III
is shown by Equation [1] :
Total m² = (2488.207 × face advance) + (6.76 × face length
mined) + (4.319 × achieved blasts) - (199.5 × teams) +
(8.46 × team efficiency) - (617.98 × team size) –
(1.18 × off main development) - (0.079 × re- and
predevelopment) + (1.51 × development to mill)

[1]

!42(0

1.000
–0.192
–0.608
0.258
0.216
0.312

1.000
0.045
0.699
0.073
0.559

1.000
–0.224
0.092
–0.140
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1.000
0.265
0.598

1.000
0.389
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Tables IV, V, and VI present the results of run 2. Table IV
depicts the correlation coefficients between the variables
selected for the regression run 2. Team size in Table IV has a
negative correlation to the total m², while all other variables
have a positive correlation.
Table V indicates the regression statistics results at run 2.
The R² value is 0.999, meaning that 99.9% of the variation
within the centares analysis is explained.
Table VI highlights the significance level test of the
variables used in the regression analysis. A predetermined
confidence level of 95% was selected for the purpose of
testing. The coefficients of the variables are indicated along
with the P-value. The P-value indicates that the variables are
all significant and relevant in predicting the future values of
the dependent variable, total m ².
The predictive production function from Table VI is
shown by Equation [2]:
Total m² = (2868.47 × face advance) + (7.78 ×
face length mined) + (4.65 × achieved blasts) –
(233.87 × teams) - (606.29 × team size)

[2]

The results indicate that:
® An increase in actual blasts yields only 4.65 m²,
showing that the number of blasts reported on the
MRM system does not have a significant influence on
the centares produced. It is the advance per blast that is
a good predictor of centares generated
® A 1 m increase in face advance will result in an
increase of 2868 m²
® A 1 m increase in face length mined will result in an
increase of 7.78 m²

Table II

4'/4001-.503231031+05235/).5
Multiple R
R square
Adjusted R square
Standard error
Observations
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0.999
0.998
0.985
1248.429
84.000

Table III
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Intercept
Face advance
Face length mines
Ach. blasts
Teams
Team eff.
Team size
Off main dev
Re & pre dev.
Dev. to mill
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0
2488.207
6.760
4.319
–199.499
8.464
–617.981
1.182
–0.079
1.509
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#N/A
322.077
0.979
1.703
47.403
10.278
75.459
1.268
0.685
1.132
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#N/A
7.726
6.907
2.537
–4.209
0.823
–8.190
0.933
–0.115
1.334

#N/A
0.000000000
0.000000001
0.013272915
0.000070517
0.412846203
0.000000000
0.353923420
0.908900719
0.186398874

- 4/5
#N/A
1846.6
4.8
0.9
–293.9
–12.0
–768.3
–1.3
–1.4
–0.7

""4/5
#N/A
3129.8
8.7
7.7
–105.1
28.9
–467.7
3.7
1.3
3.8
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Table IV
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Total m2
Face advance
Face length mined
Ach. blasts
Teams
Team size

1
0.865
0.877
0.419
0.236
–0.238
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1
0.540
0.407
0.296
–0.188

/+ 5,2030

!42(0
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1
0.924
–0.637

1
–0.608

1

1
0.375
0.194
–0.218

Table V
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An approach to the estimation of a mining production
function has been presented. It is suggested that the
parameters face advance, face length mined, achieved blasts,
team efficiency, pre- and redevelopment, off-reef
development, development to mill, and team size could be
important in the estimation of the production function. The
result of the regression analysis shows that face advance,
face length mined, number of teams, team efficiencies, and
team size have a statistically significant relationship with the
centares (m²) produced. Platinum mines should focus on
achieving blasts that result in high face advances. The first
four parameters have a positive significant relationship with
centares. An important productivity consideration is that
team size has a negative significant relationship with
centares produced, as shown by the production function,
because a larger team does not necessarily produce more
centares due to safety, space, time, and other constraints.

Multi R
R square
Adjusted R square
Standard error
Observations

0.999
0.999
0.960
1247.443
84.000

® An additional team will result in a decrease of 234 m².
This coefficient can be interpreted as the average
efficiency of the teams in this mine and can be
attributed to diminishing marginal returns due to
safety, space, and time constraints. A larger production
team does not necessarily produce more centares
because of safety, space, and time constraints
® An increase in one employee per team will result in a
decrease of 606 m², again due to diminishing marginal
returns. This fact has been observed lately with the
decline in productivity per worker, while the number of
employees per team has increased in the panels. Figure
5 depicts a gradual increase in the labour size per team.
Despite the labour per team increasing from an average
of 10 men per team to 13.3, output or efficiencies have
declined. The increase in labour has been due to
additional stope activities like netting and bolting,
which are necessitated by safety reasons.
In predicting what a mine must produce in any given
month during the drafting of the business plan, the
production function (Equation [2]) can be used to align the
physical, technical, and human factors together to predict the
optimal output level. The production function also highlights
that the most significant production lever of the MPS is the
face advance. However, face advance is achieved only with a
blast. Therefore the focus should be on ensuring that lost
blasts are minimized. The production function characterizes
the mine’s monthly production output. It can also be broken
down further if a daily output prediction is required.

+7.- ,4%'4(4.30
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Minnitt of the School of Mining Engineering, University of
the Witwatersrand for assisting with the statistical validation
of the data used.
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Table VI

Intercept
Face advance
Face length mine
Ach. blasts
Teams
Team size

-4**1+14.30
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- 4/5
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0.00
2868.47
7.78
4.65
–233.87
–606.29

#N/A
99.594
0.293
1.641
31.508
57.487

#N/A
28.802
26.601
2.8321
–7.4224
–10.547

#N/A
0.0000000
0.0000000
0.0058647
0.0000000
0.0000000

#N/A
2670.231
7.200
1.381
–296.583
–720.720

#N/A
3066.703
8.364
7.913
–171.151
–491.869
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DEVELOPING

THE

FLOWSHEET

METALLURGICAL LABORATORY

We specialise in commercial mineral processing and metallurgical testwork
for process design and the application of Maelgwyn’s proprietary technologies
and processes in gold, base metals, PGMs and other commodities.
Successful testwork programmes have included process development on
common sulphide minerals, as well as non-sulphide minerals including tin,
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Maelgwyn Mineral Services Africa (Pty) Ltd
Tel +27 (0)11 474 0705 Fax +27 (0)11 474 5580 Email MMSA@maelgwynafrica.com www.maelgwynafrica.com
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INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES
2017
9–10 March 2017 — 3rd Young Professionals Conference
Unlocking the Future of the African Minerals Industry:Vision
2040
Innovation Hub, Pretoria
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za,Website: http://www.saimm.co.za

27–29 June 2017 —4th Mineral Project Valuation
Colloquium
Mine Design Lab, Chamber of Mines Building,
The University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg
Contact: Raymond van der Berg
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: raymond@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za

20 April 2017 — Proximity Detection and Collision Avoidance
Systems in Mining Colloquium 2017
Striving for zero harm from mining mobile machinery
Emperors Palace, Hotel Casino Convention Resort, Johannesburg
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za,Website: http://www.saimm.co.za

10–11 July 2017 — Water 2017 Conference
Lifeblood of the Mining Industry
Emperors Palace, Hotel Casino Convention Resort, Johannesburg
Contact: Raymond van der Berg
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: raymond@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za

3–4 May 2017 —The SAMREC and SAMVAL Codes
Advanced Workshop: Can you face your peers?
Emperors Palace, Hotel Casino Convention Resort, Johannesburg
Contact: Raymond van der Berg
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: raymond@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
9–12 May 2017 — 6th Sulphur and Sulphuric Acid
2017 Conference
Southern Sun Cape Sun, Cape Town
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za

3–4 August 2017 — Building a Robust Mineral Industry
Thriving under prolonged low commodity price environment
Mandel Training Centre, Marlborough, Harare
Contact: Raymond van der Berg
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: raymond@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
7–9 August 2017 —Rapid Underground Mine & Civil Access
Conference 2017
Emperors Palace, Hotel Casino Convention Resort, Johannesburg
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za

22–24 August 2017 — The Southern African Coal Processing
Society Conference and Networking Opportunity
The key to profitability
Graceland Hotel, Casino and Country Club, Secunda
Contact: Gerda Craddock
Tel: +27 11 432-8918, E-mail: Gerdac@mineralconcepts.co.za
30 August–1 September 2017 — MINESafe Conference 2017
Striving for Zero Harm—Driving Excellence through Compliance
22–23 May 2017 — Entrepreneurship in Mining Forum
Emperors Palace, Hotel Casino Convention Resort, Johannesburg
A Focus on new Business in the Value Chain
Contact: Raymond van der Berg
Johannesburg
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
Contact: Raymond van der Berg
E-mail: raymond@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: raymond@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za 11–15 September 2017 — Uranium 2017 International
Conference
6–7 June 2017 —Mine Planning Colloquium 2017
Extraction and Applications of Uranium — Present and Future
Mintek, Randburg
Swakopmund Hotel, Swakopmund, Namibia
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Contact: Raymond van der Berg
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: raymond@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
7–8 June 2017 —AIMS - Aachen International Mining
Symposia Second International Conference: Mining in Europe 2–7 October 2017 — AfriRock 2017: ISRM International
Symposium—Rock Mechanics for Africa
Aachen, Germany
Cape Town Convention Centre, Cape Town
Contact: Iris Schümmer
Contact: Raymond van der Berg
Tel: +49-(0) 241-80 95673, Fax: +49-(0) 241-80 92272
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: aims@mre.rwth-aachen.de
E-mail: raymond@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
Website: http://www.aims.rwth-aachen.de
16–20 October 2017 — AMI Precious Metals 2017
19–20 June 2017 —Chrome Colloquium 2017
The Precious Metals Development Network (PMDN)
What’s next for Chrome? A debate on the tough questions
Protea Hotel Ranch Resort, Polokwane
Mintek, Randburg
Contact: Raymond van der Berg
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za E-mail: raymond@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
18–20 October 2017 — 7th International Platinum Conference
25–28 June 2017 — Emc 2017: European
Platinum—A Changing Industry
Metallurgical Conference
Protea Hotel Ranch Resort, Polokwane
Leipzig, Germany
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Contact: Paul-Ernst-Straße
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
Tel: +49 5323 9379-0, Fax: +49 5323 9379-37
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
E-mail: EMC@gdmg.de, Website: http://emc.gdmb.de
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20–27 May 2017 — ALTA 2017 Nickel-Cobalt-Copper,
Uranium-REE and Gold-PM Conference and Exhibition
Pan Pacific Perth, Australia
Contact: Allison Taylor
Tel: +61 (0) 411 692 442
E-mail: allisontaylor@altamet.com.au
Website: http://www.altamet.com.au/conferences/alta-2017/

Company Affiliates
The following organizations have been admitted to the Institute as Company Affiliates
3M South Africa (Pty) Limited

Exxaro Coal (Pty) Ltd

New Concept Mining (Pty) Limited

AECOM SA (Pty) Ltd

Exxaro Resources Limited

Northam Platinum Ltd - Zondereinde

AEL Mining Services Limited

Filtaquip (Pty) Ltd

PANalytical (Pty) Ltd

Air Liquide (PTY) Ltd

FLSmidth Minerals (Pty) Ltd

AMEC Foster Wheeler

Fluor Daniel SA (Pty) Ltd

Paterson & Cooke Consulting Engineers
(Pty) Ltd

AMIRA International Africa (Pty) Ltd

Franki Africa (Pty) Ltd-JHB

ANDRITZ Delkor (Pty) Ltd

Fraser Alexander Group

Polysius A Division Of Thyssenkrupp
Industrial Sol

Anglo Operations (Pty) Ltd

Geobrugg Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd

Precious Metals Refiners

Arcus Gibb (Pty) Ltd

Glencore

Rand Refinery Limited

Aurecon South Africa (Pty) Ltd

Goba (Pty) Ltd

Redpath Mining (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd

Aveng Engineering

Hall Core Drilling (Pty) Ltd

Rocbolt Technologies

Aveng Mining Shafts and Underground

Hatch (Pty) Ltd

Rosond (Pty) Ltd

Axis House Pty Ltd

Herrenknecht AG

Royal Bafokeng Platinum

Bafokeng Rasimone Platinum Mine

HPE Hydro Power Equipment (Pty) Ltd

Roytec Global Pty Ltd

Barloworld Equipment -Mining

IMS Engineering (Pty) Ltd

RungePincockMinarco Limited

Ivanhoe Mines SA

Rustenburg Platinum Mines Limited

Joy Global Inc.(Africa)

Salene Mining (Pty) Ltd

Kudumane Manganese Resources

Sandvik Mining and Construction Delmas
(Pty) Ltd

BASF Holdings SA (Pty) Ltd
BCL Limited
Becker Mining (Pty) Ltd
BedRock Mining Support Pty Ltd

Perkinelmer

Leco Africa (Pty) Limited

Bell Equipment Limited

Sandvik Mining and Construction RSA(Pty)
Ltd

Longyear South Africa (Pty) Ltd

Blue Cube Systems (Pty) Ltd

Lonmin Plc

CDM Group

SANIRE

Magotteaux (Pty) Ltd

CGG Services SA

Schauenburg(Pty) Ltd

MBE Minerals SA Pty Ltd

Concor Mining

SENET (Pty) Ltd

MCC Contracts (Pty) Ltd

Concor Technicrete

Senmin International (Pty) Ltd

MD Mineral Technologies SA (Pty) Ltd

Cornerstone Minerals Pty Ltd

MDM Technical Africa (Pty) Ltd

Council for Geoscience Library
Cronimet Mining Processing SA (Pty) Ltd

Smec South Africa

Metalock Engineering RSA (Pty) Ltd

SMS group Technical Services South Africa
(Pty) Ltd

Metorex Limited

Sound Mining Solution (Pty) Ltd

CSIR Natural Resources and the
Environment (NRE)

Metso Minerals (South Africa) Pty Ltd

South 32

Data Mine SA

MineRP Holding (Pty) Ltd

SRK Consulting SA (Pty) Ltd

Department of Water Affairs and Forestry

Mintek

Technology Innovation Agency

Digby Wells and Associates

MIP Process Technologies (Pty) Ltd

Time Mining and Processing (Pty) Ltd

DRA Mineral Projects (Pty) Ltd

MSA Group (Pty) Ltd

Tomra (Pty) Ltd

DTP Mining - Bouygues Construction

Multotec (Pty) Ltd

Ukwazi Mining Solutions (Pty) Ltd

Duraset

Murray and Roberts Cementation

Umgeni Water

Elbroc Mining Products (Pty) Ltd

Nalco Africa (Pty) Ltd

Webber Wentzel

eThekwini Municipality

Namakwa Sands (Pty) Ltd

Weir Minerals Africa

Expectra 2004 (Pty) Ltd

Ncamiso Trading (Pty) Ltd

WorleyParsons RSA (Pty) Ltd

L
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SAIMM DIARY
2017

or the past 123 years, the
Southern African Institute of
Mining and Metallurgy, has
promoted technical excellence
in the minerals industry. We
strive to continuously stay at the
cutting
edge
of
new
developments in the mining and
metallurgy industry. The SAIMM
acts as the corporate voice for
the mining and metallurgy
industry in the South African
economy.
We
actively
encourage
contact
and
networking between members
and the strengthening of ties.
The SAIMM offers a variety of
conferences that are designed
to
bring
you
technical
knowledge and information of
interest for the good of the
industry. Here is a glimpse of
the events we have lined up for
2017. Visit our website for more
information.

F

N CONFERENCE
3rd Young Professionals Conference
9–10 March 2017, Innovation Hub, Pretoria
N COLLOQUIUM
Proximity Detection and Collision Avoidance Systems
Colloquium 2017
20 April 2017, Emperors Palace, Hotel Casino Convention Resort, Johannesburg
N WORKSHOP
The SAMREC and SAMVAL Codes—Advanced Workshop: Can you face your peers?
3–4 May 2017, Emperors Palace, Hotel Casino Convention Resort, Johannesburg
N CONFERENCE
6th Sulphur and Sulphuric Acid 2017 Conference
9–12 May 2017, Southern Sun Cape Sun, Cape Town
N FORUM
Entrepreneurship in Mining Forum
22–23 May 2017, Johannesburg
N COLLOQUIUM
Mine Planning Colloquium 2017
6–7 June 2017, Mintek, Randburg
N COLLOQUIUM
Chrome Colloquium 2017
19–20 June 2017, Mintek, Randburg
N COLLOQUIUM
4th Mineral Project Valuation Colloquium
27–29 June 2017, Mine Design Lab, Chamber of Mines Building, The University of the
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg
N CONFERENCE
Water 2017: Lifeblood of the Mining Industry Conference 2017
10–11 July 2017, Emperors Palace, Hotel Casino Convention Resort, Johannesburg
N CONFERENCE
Building a Robust Mineral Industry
3–4 August 2017, Mandel Training Centre, Marlborough, Harare
N CONFERENCE
Rapid Underground Mine & Civil Access 2017 Conference
7–9 August 2017, Emperors Palace, Hotel Casino Convention Resort, Johannesburg
N CONFERENCE
MINESafe Conference 2017
30 August–1 September 2017, Emperors Palace, Hotel Casino Convention Resort,
Johannesburg
N CONFERENCE
Uranium 2017 International Conference
11–15 September 2017, Swakopmund Hotel, Swakopmund, Namibia

For further information contact:
Conferencing, SAIMM
P O Box 61127, Marshalltown 2107
Tel: (011) 834-1273/7
Fax: (011) 833-8156 or (011) 838-5923
E-mail: raymond@saimm.co.za

N SYMPOSIUM
AfriRock 2017: ISRM International Symposium ‘Rock Mechanics for Africa’
2–7 October 2017, Cape Town Convention Centre, Cape Town
N CONFERENCE
AMI Precious Metals 2017 ‘The Precious Metals Development Network (PMDN)’
17–20 October 2017, Protea Hotel Ranch Resort, Polokwane
N CONFERENCE
7th International Platinum Conference
18–20 October 2017, Protea Hotel Ranch Resort, Polokwane

Proud supporter of the WITS School of Mining

The New Concept Mining Stope in the Wits Digital Mine

+27 11 494 6000 www.ncm.co.za

